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le U BA 1 
"More Wisdom from Fidel. 

Frein an interview with Castro by Mexican capitalists (adap 
ted from - P~oceso- , a Mexican left-wing weeklt, 'December 
4, 1988; noted and translated by Sam Farber): .. --- c· -~,--.--,----,- . ...., 
Q: "What guarantees do you have that Cuba will not exproprwj.~,...;._.· · •. · · ~ 

te our businesses?" ~ · . :.:- _. · .. , · · · 1 
A: "Well, what guarantees did you have in Mexico to prev1\i!Jt.;- .-.: · · 1 
the expropriation of oil, and what guarantees · did :mQ · . . . : 1 
have to prevent the expropriation of banks? ;_f.; · · '.· :1 
"The· guarantee that Cuba of fers is that it is a strori"g"'··-'---:.... ~ ... .,. '.cl 
country with a strong government. We are interested in 1 

the development of industry and tourism. We will open · 
up and become 50% partriers , We will do things well. We 
willnot charge taxes for profits. Besides, you" 11 have a simpler and more attractive tax system than the Mexican." 
Q: "Why don- t y ou allow Cubans to invest in their own 

country?" 
A: "Well, that would mean changing the system. We are 
capitalists, but state capitalists. We are not private 
capitalists. For now, we are not interested in changing 
the system, but we do want you to corne and invest •.• " 

So much for "socialist Cuba" or "the Cuban workers-state" ! 
castre- s regime allO!l'IS no internal private capitalism, 
but it guarantees profits, offers government protection 
to foreign investors and conp:?tes with rival èountries. 
And i t Jmows how to deal, one boss to another. 
The regime is state capitalist indeed .. Fo:t now." 

(Excerpted from Proletarian Revolution, a journal of the 
League for the Revolutionary Party (LRP), a US -ieft-trotsky 
ist- group which in the question of the -cormunist-countries 
holds that these are state capitalist, but that capitalism 
was - zesticred" in Russh only in 1939. The address of the 
LRP is: 170 Broadway, Room 201, New York, N.Y. 10038.) 
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FIAT is boo1111ng. Year after year profits increase, productivity rises 
âîid pri,duction jwnps. Hardly a day passes without an article 1n the 
press refering to new joint ventures, 11ergers, take-overs and foreign 
investllents. FIAT bas the 8th. largest profits of any co11pany 1n the · 
world although it is only 76th. for 11&rket capitalization and 14th. 
for ma.nufacturing sales. Despite att811lpts to diversify 1n the early 
80s after the second oil criais, cars still represent about half of 
the activity with trucks, tractors and buses another quarter. It bas 
now beco11e the biggest producer of cars by volUlle 1n Europe and hopes 
to steal the lead 1n other divisions too. 
This ·is a remarkabl.e turnaround c0111pared with only a decade ago when 
so111e feared the Vf!frY worst for the group. But success brings with 1t 
other probl.ems, the 11ost pressing of 11hich 1s plant capacity. In the 
early 80s lack of demand allowed the firœ to la.y off tens of thousands 
of 11orkers and to aodernize. llith the boom of the second half of the 
80s all the laid off 11orkers have been taken back, but the1r average 
age is very high, about 4.5 in aost factories. FIAT 11ould like to find 
11orkers to replace those leaving·, but here is comes up against the 
extr811lel.y difficul t question of the labour lll&rket. When FIAT took 
back the laid off workers i t often found. they 11ere just the kind of 
people they did not want ( that is 11hy they 11ere laid off in the first 
place instead of others}, They were the hand.icapped (in one case out 
of a return of 100 11orkers, the labour power availabl..e 11as only )O 
as most 11ere unsuitable for production work), the troubl.81118.kers and 
the idlers or simply those 11ho in the meantime had been unabl.e to 
find .alternative jobs due to the1r lack of skills. The more skilled 

.... · ,worlçers had often used the years of free time to set up on the1r 011n 
, ':·" .·{~ftén.st,ill collécting the dole cheque and pretend1ng to be unemploy 
- .. .; : ; -.~);.~ llhen called back to work sent 1n the1r notices, collected 

· · · · ·. .:, .. :tl'f,'.':Sfflrance pay and vent. merrily on the1r way, For those 11ho did 
.. ·~ .. :ttirÎ\\1ir;:FIAT ha.d to retrain them for 6 months, This probl.em is also 

}?ei;ng '_8.ced. as regards new recruitllent, In Turin and Milan, real 
:iipèiap.};~yment 1s very low and that of skilled workers even less. 
Those availabl.e are frequently too untrained, 1ndisc1pl1ned or 
handicapped for factory work, 
Ilhat are the possible solutions? FIAT could try to recruit workers from 
the South as 1n the .50s and 60s, But this 1s very unlikel.y - people 
from the South do not enthuse about a move to a cold, expensive and 
often racist city, The storles of there predecessors sleeping at 
the railway stations because they were ba.rred froa rent1ng fiats 
by the local populace are now part of the past, but could 11ell 
become a model for the future. Secondly there bas been the arrival 
of a great. nuaber of immigrants firstly from the ex-limp1re (Ethiopia, 
Erltrea, Somalia and Libya), then from the rest of North Africa and · 
0011 finally froa Nigeria, Ghana, Senegal and el.sewhere. Al though 
these people are often shunted directly 1nto the black econoay - 
street selling of copied clothes, cigarette lighters 11ithout the 
tax stamp and so on, prostitution, drug deal.1ng, and varlous 
other rackets, aany enter productive labour 1llegally as farm 
bands and now also building work and 1ndustr1al jobs. In aany cases 
they would jw,.p at the chance of a job at FIAT, but the immigration 
and labour laws would make this very difficul t. A sto:m blew up when 
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FIAT recentiy trieci to take on just four immigrants. 

The same labour laws al.so malte it ver:, hard to introduce overtime work 
ing. The law limita this work to 150 hours per worker per year (i.e. 
20 ~s). Given that plant capacity is limiteci, the overt1.Jle woul.d 
bave to be workeci at weekends or through introduclng a thixd shift 
11here one doean't al.ready exist. lfeither are ver:, popul.ar solutions, 
not only because no one likes to work at night or on Satl!Z'dq, but 
al.eo because 1111.ny workera have second jobs and do not bave time to do 
overtime. 

The problem is even woree 1n the case 01' technical. staff, mainly 
engineering gmd.uates. Too few of theill are avallable because the 
state education systea is geared to reproducing itsalf rather than 
the eociety 84 a 11hal.e. Then those endlng their degrees now are 
people wbo entereci the technical. high school and Pol tecbnics 1n the 
early 80s when industrial. job prospects were ve:ey bleak, ao few · 
entereci. Then a akllleci eng1neer coul.d eaally get a nice job in a 
atate aector (achool, office etc.) w1th the ver:, short houre 
practiceci and then work as a consul tant 1n the afternoon. So only 
about a th1rcl of the demand is met. But the Polytechnics turn out 
hor4es of third world graduate engineers1 coul.d they be persuadeci 
to s~ on, or, aore correctl;r, coul.d the Italian atate and society 
be perauad.eci to adapt itsalf to econollic neecis juat as France, Br1ta1n 
and Gemany have done and rid themsal ves of a provincial. atti tud.e to 
foreigners? But E!lropean comparisons show that this takes time and 
in the meanllhlle Italy wlll remain lfith an army of traineci foreign~ 
( the eciucational. leval of registered immigrants is higher than that 
of native Italians - the same is true 1n the USA, but there the 
1.nuûgrants manage to get good jobs and salaries above the US average) 
exclud.eci froa the jobs tbey coul.d do. 

FIAT coul.d then try to fim capaci ty outside this area of Northern 
Italy. The two newest plants are in the South where regional. aid and 
a more plentiful. labour supply malte investment attractive. But to 
bulld a new plant here woul.d take time as the state woul.d be invol veci. 
The same woul.d be true for new plant outside Italy, like the rwaoureci 
devel.opment 1n the UK •. During the beginnings of the boom FIAT was 
able to put off the question because it ~'t Alfa Romeo which was 
operatlng Wall balow capacity. Here the FIAT cure was so drastic that 
soon these plants were operating at capacity and al.l the laid off work 
ers taken back. Now the only non-FIAT capacity left in Italy (aside 
from Lambc).Jghini which haa al.ready linked up with a fore1gn aul. t1nat1on 
al.) is the Maserati-Innocenti group, Here capac1ty for 3,000 vshicles 
per month coul.d be found, but this is smaU fry compareci with Rival.ta 
or Cassino which each push out 1,000 vehicles a d.ay. 

FIAT bas a whole series of foreign links and subsidiaries. Two of its 
llod.als are al.ready produced abroad, the Duna 1n a Brazllian subsidiary 
and the 126Bis 1n Poland. The low quality of the product contrasts with 
the avoweci a1m of golng up market to compete (1) and s1nce projects of 
the same type woul.d involve the USSR and other East European countrtes, 
Indonesia and Algeria - not exactly the first nations that come to 
•ind When speaking of qual.ity vehicle production - thia road too seems 
to be blocked. · 
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Then FIAT is engaged in a whole series of tal.ka over possible tie-ups 
Vith other producera, all part of the mad clash to be ready for '1992' 
and the opening of Japanese car planta 1n the UK and elaevhere, FIAT 
has had to accept that its protectioniat guarantees w1ll diaappear as 
the protectionist states of the lilliXl (Ital.y, France and Spain) lost 
heavUy to the IION free-trading UK and West Gemany lfith their &lliea 
vho have no native car coapanles to protect, The att9111Pted marger vith 
Ford went badly, but the bus and truck d1Tis1on haa managed to becoae 
a real multinational baaed 1n the Netherlanda and controlling Man (w, 
Ger,), Unie (France), Ford (UK) and IViXlO (Ital.y) with the posaibllity 
of doillg deala lfith Mercedes, Scania and the Spanish li:naaa, But out of 
all thia the only deal with soma advantage to the car aector ia that 
wi th Saab, 'lhe rwaour ia that a bit of production of the Lancia aodels 
might head north, 

Observera auggest tbat there ·are too aany car producera 1n Europe and 
that &OIiie will have to close or aerge, FIAT is a survivor, however 
it vill be a lo11g tue before it0will be able to pickup bits from the 
losers (Renault for exaaple), The argument over increased capacity is 
therefore extrt111ely difficult, 
The only remaining solution is therefore to uae lfhat already exista 
to gr-ter affect, Certainly many of the FIAT factories could be 
aodernizedl aven if the Cassino plant is the 111ost up-to-date in the 
world, others are none too efficient, But above &ll FIAT wlll have to 
squeeze more out of a atatic workforce both in quantity and qual.ity, 
Attempts to rationalize production along Japanese linea of 'just-in 
time' fail because FIAT has conatantly to increase and renew the range 
of cars produced in line with a ver:, unstable market, To take just one 
exaaple1 the chaotic car and petrol taxation syst8111 leads buyers to 
calculate on a da.y to ~ basis vhether 1 t is cheaper to buy a diesel 
or a petrol driven car, Thus over the past few years production of 
diesel aodels shot up and then dived as road tax changes were nade. 
FIAT could try to deal lfith this inatabllity by dumping it on its 
suppliera, but then its b~ suppliera are 1n the FIAT group too 
(Magnet! Marelli, Rockwell), 
So what is left is speed~ups and greater qual.ity assurance and control 
to lower the nU111ber of vehicles to be sent back up the line (or to be 
sold off cheap on the sida to FIAT 8111ployees), This has lad to conflict 
firstly with the unions, FIAT managed to impose a productivity deal 
on the unions, vho, as we have seen 1n other articles (cf Echanges 
nos, 49-50), are really quite weak, But the unions, above all the CP 
dolllinated FUii, obviously-wanted to get ita own back, A.part from a 
e;rQifth in organizing for national atrikes over issues that are not 
apecific to FIAT (taxation, health contributions, wage indexing), 
there have been two cases, 

The 'MoU.naro case' involved at first thia man who worked at Alfa 
Romeo and is a CP and union militant. nds latter activity involved 
h1Ja being involved 1n negotiations at a national level and thua hia 
frequent .absence from work (FIAT stated that 1n one year he worked 
only 50 days), When he waa not promoted he proteated to the the 
labour inapectorate and his case was followed .by aany othera through 
out the FIAT group, Cases were heazd of 111•bers being told that their 
futures C,.epended on their leaving the union (not only the allitanta 
Who get ieave can be 1dent1f1ed by management but alao simple cam 
holders as their contributions are deducted from their pay and paid 
over to the union by management), The two tales are thu I the unions 
- we are being peraecuted again by FIAT lllegally, FIAT - we have 
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ITALY 
1'roiii"'an italian comrade(26-7-89) 
"I have .iritten something on late ancient Rome and philosophy of 
History ;I propose a short review of them : , , ,Nowadays the need to 
understand where the mankind is going is very felt ,My opinion , open 
to discussion , is that the late roman empire is a basic period to 
understand the historie evolution and to help the general historie 
social inquiry ,On the philosophy of History and on Rome , I have 
produced a text in italian and in english available from : Tiziano 
Galante, via Valgrande 38, 35040 S,Urbano, Padova, Italy" 

France~ Peugeot C see p 41 > 
Wage increase in Peugeot factories 
from 1983 to 1989 
in S of the total wages. 

Total · D 
allocated to everybody. Bll 

id6 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988" 1989" 

As a consequence of these mecanisms , the general wage rise was in 
1983 ,7SS of the total ,In I989,it was less than SOS of it , 
*We have to add two special. allo.iances paid once a year,1,9S of the 
annüal wage in 88,4,SX in 89, 

LISTE DES PUBLICATIONS 
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 

Publications marked with a* are practically out of print and no 
longer available when the order is received,Prices are in french 
francs for the publications in french and in sterling for the 
ones in english,Cheques or postal orders have to be in francs or 
in sterlings; notes in any currency could be sent as far as they 
are the countervalue of the total of the order ,Marked prices 
include postage ,Drders will be answered only if the 
corresponding payment is joined , They can be sent indifferently 
to the above addresses as well as any proposal of meeting , 
discussion or participation to the Echanges activity , 
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Whau:ver the tangible concessmns, lhe most ; 
significant fruit or the slrikc may be the start · 
of a ncw Jabor movcmcnL Only 15 ycars ago 
a Ukrainiancoal miner, Aleksei Nikitin, who 
lried IO orgaaize a proies! was artcsied and 
put under cnforced psychiatrie ueaunent. A 
slrike leader in Rostov on Don, who declared 
he was spcaking for ail the coalfield worlcers 
in the southem Russian mining arca, called 
for an immediate national congress of coal 

, workers, with senior induslrial managers IO 
: br c:xcludcd.Anotherreport,fromaUkrain· 
· ian dissident. said miners who walkcd out in 
the western Ukrainian city orChcrvonograd, 
includcd in lhcir demands the création of an 
indepcndcnt national coal union explicilly 
"IOdcled on the polish union Solidamosc. 
(Thatdemand was not reported in the "soviet 
press.) 

And cvcn as the western 
Sibcrianstrilcersretumed1othemincs,mincrs 
in new rcgions bcgan laying down thcir tools, 
swclling what has bcen the biggcst show ol 
labo, unrest sincc the 20's. New strikcs 
eruptcd in 9 or the 13 piL< in Vorkuta, in the 
polar region or Russia; 14 mines in the 
Karagandacoal basin or northem Kazakhstan; 
the larges! mine in Rostov on Don; al lcast 1 1 
mines in the Ukrainian rcgion or Dncpropet 
rovsk: and thrce mines in the Lvov region or 
western Ukraine. On July 22, thcre were slill 
hall a million miners on strikc, and 1hr sbut 
down or the Ukrainian m incs was rcportcd 10 
be complote. R)· the 24th. howcvcr, half ol 
the 300,000 Ukrainian rniners hacl gonc back 
lu work. ln the Donets fields, 74 ol the 10~,1 
or 121 mines werc rcportcd closcd, which 
rneant that miners in the othcr mines had 
cndcd thcir walkouts in the last 24 hours, 

By July 24, about half the mines in 
the Donets coal fields had rcopcncd, hui 
mincrsfrom 1hcothcrhalf wcrc said towaiung 
lor the rcsults ol a Moscow meeting bctwccn 
a sl!ike dclcgationand Prime Minis1cr Nikola 
Ryzhkov. Work was rcportcd ICI be back 10 
normal in the western Sibcrian and central 
Asian mines. but the walkouts conunucd in 
the lar norlh Pechora coal fields, and in the 
Pavlograd and Yoroshilovgmd rcgionsof the 
Ukraine. The lcgistator in the Suprcrnc Sovic: 

Reprint from Industrial Worker (USA) 
IWW paper - August 1989 

Irom the Pcchora region rcad a staicmcnt or 
dcrnands Crom the siriking mincrs, which 
includcd scrapping Article Six or the S0vic1 
Consti1ution, whieh establtv,cs the Commu 
nlst party as the.~'.lea4ing and.guid_ing [on:e" . 
in Soviet society, and holding ncw eteeuens 
io replace mcrnhcrs or the Suprcmc S0,·ic1 
who were chosen by official organi,.ations 
like the party rather than by vorers al large. 

President Mikhail Gorbachcv re 
vcrscd an carlicr decision 10 postpane coun 
t,ysidc elcctions for local govemment coun- • 
cils, suggesting cach rcpublic dccide on us 
own whcn 10 hold the elcctions. Early local 
elections arc said IO be one or the polilical 
demsnds or the sttikers, who say the y have 
no raith in the city and rcgional officiais 
named 10 tbcir posts bcfore the advent or 
compenuve ballots. Gorbachcv's dccision 
may be an aucrnpt to direct the popular fury 
bchind the slrilcconto the local pari y ,govcm 
ment and union officiais. 

The absence of any demand for 
wagc hikes from the mincrs may sccm puz 
zling until one rcmcmbers that possession or 
money in the Soviet system is Jess impo11an1 

. than being able IO spcnd iL Which depcnds 
onwhoandwhercyouareastohowyouhook 
into the network for distribution okonswner 
goods. Sorne regions have priority over 
othcrs; some people, by vinuc of pan y mem 
bership and govemmenl position, are en 
tilled to shop in special stores where ample 
goodsareavailableatlowprices.Somethings, 
lilcc tickclS to imponant sporting and culture 
evems, arc allocated through organizations 
rather than being sold. · 

, Ail of 
j this Qlakes smuggling and cultivation of 
, persona] channels- clou1 • a way of life. But 
the combination of hierarchy combined with 
egalitarian rhetoric creates a widespread 
angcr, now erupling in Pol and, now in the 
~ovic1 Union, that the western boss press 
mterprelS as a longing for capitalism, ralher 
than a dcsire for political and indusUial 
democracy. 
plp 

(The thing that galled about writing this Slory 
was the unctuous tone or approval in the NY 
Times wrüers as they noted "how decisively 
Soviet workcrs are shcdding thcir timidi1yt 
whcn they would be first IO condcmn US 
workcrs for doing Jikewise.) 

U S S R 
In Echanges n• 61 p 30 ,at the end of the text 'The Impossibility of 
Planning in the USSR 'the signature was forgotten :" T,S, 8/89" 
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no need for union bureaucrats 1fbo repreaent no one, but, unfortunate;l.y 
the law pemits to have 11&8888 of tiae off at our expenae on union 
business. Bven if we cannot aack thaa, ·obvioual.y 11e are not going to 
proaote th• and pay th• aore. The Minister of Labour eue out '111th 
a Soloaonic judgementa there had been cases of discrimination against 
union ••bers, but it waa not systematic or organised, 11erel.7 the 
resul t of local managera, 11orrl.ed about· perfo:mance, wbo tread on 
too aany union toes. 
The second case is more coaplex. Official FIAT figures show that acci 
dents at 11ork are decreasing, especially 1n the ex-Alfa Romeo plants 
where new job organisation is 'good for the 11orkers too~ In another 
clearly orchestrated CP-FI<Jt caapaign cases were brought into public 
view of how FIAT lllight artificially reduce the atstiatica of accidents. 
By law an acèident at 1101:k haa to be notified to the heal. th and safety 
at 11ork inepectorate if the vorker 1njured s~a off 11ork for J or 11ore 
daya. The cases ci ted invol ved 11orkara who vere not alloved to go to 
hospital and 11ere medicated on the spot and those who vere called 
back to work 11ithin the three daya even if they siaply clocked in and 
out and did 11ght 11ork or read the paper. Then there 11ere cases of 
company doctors iasuing return to work notes which the legal system 
states ia the responsabllity excluaively of the state heal.th authoz,.. 
itie•. Finally it 11aa alleged that tbose wbo did not coaply 11ere sent 
a note stating that they 11ere to be diaciplined for break1ng safety 
regulations (111th the corollary that they injured themselvea slightly 
to get a few days off). · 
This time the case d1d -not go to the inspectorate but to the judiciary. 
A lot of top bosses 11ere called in to explain the1r position (Agnelli· 
11aa excluded - ha is the eirner, not the 11&1U1ger) and after investigat 
ions the case went to court in Ooto'ber. After tan minUtea it waa stop 
ped because the FIAT lawyer• s claia that it threatened • a serloua 
inci tement to a breach 1n the (lueen' a peace' 11aa accepted. No one 
could understand why. In Turin there is a social peace that ll&kea;làbour 
relations 1n Sweden look like aoaething froa the Far West. 'lhen it 
dawned on observera that thia year there is to be a change 1n legal. 
proceedinga and to get over the bscklog of cases, there w1ll be the 
nth. aanesty for crlliea involviJlg less than four yea:ra 1n the alammer. 
Also the uauaJ. ping-pong of appeal.a froa one court to another could 
also be uaed to forget about it all. At present the trial haa been 
tranafered back to Turin and 11e are awaiting the start.. 
'lhese t110 cases have been cited not for their intrinsic value, they 
are obvioual.y well rehearahed attcpts by the CP and ita union to 
regain a foothold at the expense of the other unions who have taken 
to dealing lfith the manag•ent 1n the absence of the FI<Jt. liha.t the, 
show ia that soaething is beg1nn1n.g to aove after 10 years and that 
the unions are haviJlg to aake a choice over the1r position. 
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Let us quote from an unsigneci article tucked away in the local pages 
of the Turin eciition of La Repubblica (21/9/89) 1 
"Strike after. strike in the FIAT and Lancia plants in Turin over increaseci 
work speecis. After the holidays, workers found that work rates had been 
increaaeci above al.l to handle cars sent back up the line to deal ll'ith 
the defects detecteci in final inspection where there is a quality check. 
Because deliveey times rema.1.n unchangeci, production rates have to be 
increaseci. On Monday and Tuesday (i.e. 18,,.19.9.89.) 250 workers at 
Lancia Chivasso on the 'Dedra' line struck, for one hour on Monday 
&IIIOng those on dashboard mounting and on Tuesday on the aasembly line. 
The da.y before y'esterday (i.e. Tuesda.y) there was a one hour stoppage 
by 4-00 workers at FIAT Rival.ta 1n the 'Uno• body assembly shop. Here 
too increaseci work loads and the arrival of defective parts were the 
cause, Short stoppages took place on the 'Tipo' line too 1n protest 
against higher production rates. 
"Not even Kirafiori has been spareci. On Aug. 29th., the day aftêr the 
end of the Ji weeks &Wllller break, there was a one hour strike in the 
body shop." 

There were al.so rumours before the BWllller about other strikes. Perhaps 
then the FIAT lawyer was thinking of th1s when be feareci the breakdown 
of the social peace. 

D,B, 10/89 
(1) The f1nancial paper Kilano Finanza (18.11.89) outlines the report of 
the First Boston Credit Suisse Bank on FIAT. It is Worth quoting1 
"The company has made progress (in cars) but not enough has been done, 
Attention shoul.d be paid to improving quality including 1n supplies. 
• • • • Fiat Alfa and Lancia will be able to do well only if quality is 
brought up to standard levels. If Volkswagen manages to bring its costs 
into line while ma1ntain1ng the S81Re quality there coul.d be hard da.ys 
for FIAT. 
"Lorries •••• Short term performance Will be extremely good, but in 1990 
there Will be a slow down 1n demand. Long term resul.ts depend on the 
fUture success of the new line and expenditure of the eompany on mergers 
and take-overs. 
"Other sectors. All the other sectors are doing well, but none of them 
has acquired the dillensions required to counterbalance the potent1ally 
cyclical. nature of the car sector •••• One of the problems is the semi 
decentral.izeci structure. Alongside a clear eut subdivision into sector 
holding companies, there is the FIAT holding which adds yet another 
level." 

This last remark is· aimeci at the extremely complex series of interlinldng 
share holdings al.l dominated by a limited partnership of the Agnelli 
family who thereby have total control over the cong].oaerate even if they 
own only about JS to 40% of the shares: In other words, the criticism 
is that the largest European car producer shoul.d not be organizeci as' 
if it were a lawyer's office. 

u. $. A.. 
An offlci~l <AFL/CIO) strike by 

58,000 machinists against Boeing~ the 
world's largest airplane maker, was ac 
tually a welcome break from work for 
most of the work-force in the major 
plants in Seattle, Portland and Wichita 
in Kansas. Boeing with the largest pro- , 
du:ction order in its history- 1600 air 
planes worth tBO billion had made over 
time (12 hour shifts> mandatory at some 
plants. The company offer was rejected 
by some 851 of the workers. Overtime 
can put wages as high as $35,000 but 
many workers have seem their persona! 
l i v es g o d e w n t h e d r a i n a s a r es u 1 t. w i t 
divorce rates and other problems on the 
rise. Another great Boeing innovation 
was something called Nfle~i-pay• which 
means that in bad times you don't get 
paid. Bonuses intimes of inflation hav 
become a means to sparkle up pay 
packets. Boeing hires 145.000 workers 
altogether and reported record profits 
last year. 

In anv case companv threats to use 
supervisors to finish some a1rcraft ~il 

not ••kt 1irpl1n1 pa111nqers teel anv 
more'confident about the recent wave of 
parts failures in Bc1ina1. 

Another long term strike still going 
on is the 60,000 New York and New Eng 
land Telephone workers· strike Csince 
Aug 6) where one of the main issues has 
been reduced health benefits. There have 
been no telephone installations or re~ 
pairs since then and it is getting very 
difficult to find a working pay-phone. 
Now the company wan~s to double phone 
rates. There is a growing willingness tQ 
strike and hospitals in the New York 
area and catering and hotel workers in 
las Vegas have been threatening strike 
recentlv.ffrom Workers'Info-Rag n16 d-U--6u 1 

c/o Zamisdat Press 
GPO Bo:< 1255 
t, ........ ! .. ll"J 
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By July 17, the stnke hadspread 10 

the Ukraine. Worlten had closed eigh1 mines 
in lhe nation· s richest coal r.eld, lhe Ooncis 
Basin nonh east of the Crimean peninsula 
Severa! or the Donets Basin mines had bcen 
shut earlier this year in a brief wildca1 wal.k 
ouL Worltcrs rcsuming lhe stoppage in the 
eight mines ùi the city or Makeyevka com 
plained about food shonagcs, 10 ycar wait 
ing lists or apu1111en15, dangerous and 001- 
dated mine leehnology and insufficienl pay 
and vacation lime. 

B y J uly .I 8. more !han 30 mines 
werc shul clown in the Donets Basin,• four 
fold ovemight increase. The Ulaainian strik 
en contribu!ed a bi1 or poetic justice IO lhe 
situation whcn lhey succceded in shulting 
down lhe Slalthanov mùie. One or lhe larg 
es, in the area, it was named acier Alclcsci 
Stalchanov, lhe miner celebrated in Slalinist 
•imcs Cor rcpu!ed supcrhuman effons in more 
than doubling his persona! daily coal digging 
clTorts. Govcmmeni propagandislS coincd 
the tcrm S!akhanovite 10 dcsigna•e heroic 
produccrs, bu1eventually abandoned lhecam 
paign as critics uneovcrcd the ofCieial hoax. 
ln Sibcria, suikers demandcd g,u1cr mili 
tancy f rom thcir strike leaders, rejec•ing lheir 
rrrnnunrnrlarinn to rctum to work in d,e racr 
of govcmment concessions and rcncwmg 
thcirdcmands for gra•crworkcr involvemenr 
in the management or thcir industry, The city 
of Prolcopycvsk sccmed 10 be tlle most mili 
tam cerner oühcsmke and Soviet TV showed 
throngs of strikers in the city square, vowing 
10 hold oui until the govcmment offcrcd 
believable guarantccs or a basic improve 
ment in thcir standing as workers and con 
sumcrs. "Half measures!" one worker 
shoutcd 10 dcscribe the concessions makc 
thus far. 

B)' July 20, ten days aftcr lhe first 
strike, lhc wave of wildcais spread across the 
Soviet coalfields from the Arctic Circlc to 
Soviet Central Asia. The authoriucs in 
moscow announecd lhat a package of cco 
nomic and poliùcal concessions acceptcd by l 
u,c p1onecrmg stnkcrs in l'rokopyevsk would 
be cxtendcd 10 eoal fields naùonwide. The 
concessions apPCarcd lo have convinced the 
western Siberian miners 10 retum 10 work 
and reponedly, lhe suikcrs retwned to work 
in some or the 125 strikc cto~cd mines in 1hr 
Donets Rasin. 

The quiclcness with which 
Moscow agrçcd 10 malce a dcal on scvcral 
critical items lilce clo1hcs and soap and scw 
ing machines only galled many Sibcrians, 
who have not seen lhings in thcir rcgion for 
almost 10 ycars. Some miners dated to the 
loss of consumer goods 10 the 1980 Olympie 
Garnes, whcn the host city, Moscow, toolc 
priori•y on everything. Othcrs said the rcal 
reason was tha1 an infusion of mine mccha 
nizaûon began in 1980, and the govemment 
soon ncglec!ed the hurnan incenùvcs once 
offcrcd 10 Siberian miners. Ali lhought it 
significant lhat the government seemed 1o be 
able 10 lapa special horde of consumer goods 
whcn a scnse nf crisi« w:.c; fnrr,.r1 nn ,h,.m 
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While the unions, banished from the 

White House for 8 years and afraid of 
their decline in •embership, are trving 
to assert some muscle. there is also the 
increased economic hardship that the 80s 
brought. and both factors are behind the 
strikes that have broken out over the 
last ô months. 

The Eastern strike, the first of the 
post Reagan period, has gone on since 
March 4th, <although there is hardly any 
mention of it in the press) when pilots 
refused to cross picket lines set up by0 

machinests. The strike continues and a 
recent attempt to eut off the 3,500 
pilots from strike benefits failed. A 
3000 mile march from Miami to Boston to 
Wasington trip was completed by a cara 
van which collected 400,000 signatures 
pledging never to flv Eastern/Contin 
ental. The striking Machinists, Pilots 
and Transport Worker flight attendants 
are on str1ke aqainst Eastern owner, 
Frank Lorenio. 

Another strike wh1ch has almost 
been totallv censored by the media 1s 
the P1ttston Miners strike which manv 
Americans are convinced is over and done 
w1th. Some 1,400 m1ners 1n Western 
V1ginia have been on strike since April 
5th. The miners worked 14 months without 
a contract before striking The Pittston 
Coal Comoanv which refused to sign the 
1ndustrv wide contract and has eut off 
health benefits to 1500 widows, disabled 
m1ners and pensioners. The company has 
used the State police, the Virginia 
Courts (which has imposed millions of 
dollars 1n f1nes) and now wants mandat 
orv Sunday work and advance notification 
of safetv 1nspect1ons. Since the company 
derives onlv a th1rd of its revenues 
from 1ts coal operat1ons it has declared 
itself readv to endure a two-vear 
str1ke. 

--------------------------· ··- ·- .. 

. U. S. S. B· 
The initial miners strikc bcgan J 

Monday moming July 10 in lhc western 
Sibcrian town or Me1.hdurcc 1 
hensk, when 77 night shifl workcrs al one 
mine announccd a sil in. By Tucsday mom- , 
ing the strike had bccome cil y widc, with :ill : 
five of the Mczhdurcchensk mines grind1°; i' 
10 a hait and almosl 12,000 miners out. 
Thousands or lhe mincrs gathcrcd in the ci1y 
ccntcr ID dramatize thcir demands.The min- ' 
ers demands rcad like à list or the pem up . 
grievanccs of the cntirc communily, and 
includcd more food in the stores, more sup 
plies or soap, warmcr winter clothing. im 
proved matemity leavc, a111i pollution mcas 
ures, rcpair of ecological damage in arcas 
bcing mincd, improvcd local hou.sing. more 
disposable hy(lOdcnnic syringes (lhc Iock of 
which in hospiiats has bccn suspcctcd in 
srrcading AIDS), local reinvcs1men1 or for: 
eign cuncncy from coal experts ID improve 
miners' lives,and a new national consuunion 
with strongcr guaranlCCS or library 10 be 
enacted no la ier than ncxt ycar. 

A dozen wildcat strikcs have bcen 
reponcd this year, including actions by rug 
weavers in Ccnlral Asia, librarians in Moscow 
and miners in several differcnt towns. But 
lhis strike in the Soviet Union's second mosr 
important coal mining ccntcr about a hundrcd 
miles nonh of where the Soviet, Chinese and 
Mongolian border meet, won an unusual 
statementof support from thcorficially sanc 
tioncd Council of Tradc Unions, which has 
bcen struggling ID oven:ome ilS repu talion as 
a docile appendage of management. Repeet 
cdly the council provided the leaders of lhe 
wildcal slrikers wilh office space, a tele 
phone and transportation services. E vcn 
more unusual. govemmcnl ministers sent 
from Moscow, acled le) improvc the miners' 
working conditions. 

Aftcr four days of jlro1cs1 by 
"107,000 slrikcrs" the entire Jl(lpulalion ol 
lhc cily a dcputy chairpcnon of the slrike . 
commiuec, Yuri J. Shikharev, said the Slrike 1· 
eommiuee, eïected indcp:ndcntly by the 
workcrs, wa< considcring rccommcnd,ng to · 
the mincrs 10 return ID work, retaincd the 
option 10 rcsumc the wortc stoprage if the 
govcmmcnt rcncgcd on concessions. Slrikc 
lcallcrs ordcn:d the town's liquor stores 
closed, 

Meanwhilc new work storpages 
sprcad 10 olhcr pans or the coal rich region. 
Bcsidcs NovokuznelSk, the region's larges! 
mining cerner with 600,000 rcsidcnlS, new , 
mining strikes occurrcd al Osinniki, 
Prokopyevsk,Kisclcvsk,LcninskKumetsky, 1 Bcrczonvslty and Kemerovo, with worltcrs j 
in related industricscom:ng out in support. A . 
wcck alter lhe slrilcc started, a region widc i 
strike commiuec was reponed forming in i 
Prokopyevsk tostrengthen thecampaign. An 1 
estimated 110,00 workers wcre out or the 
Sibcrian mines, and the Kremlin sent a Pol 
itburo dclegation to the regioo to appeal . 
dircclly to the miners 10 end thcir strike · 
before the cconomy was h~. 

·- ·- ·- -----·-· --· -·- ---- ..J 
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Centro di documentazione di Lucca (via degli Asili 10, 
cp 308, 55100 Lucca - in Italian): Bollettino Bibliografico 
(A list of the Italian leftist publications, with their 
contents, recently received and available at the center.) 

Kontatto (via S.Bernardino 59 Bergarno - in Italian) Informati 
and discussions on society and selfmanagement - No 16/May-Jun 
89: -The Europe of capital - European elections - Study 
on the pollution in the Bergarno district. 

Eerrovieri - Paper for the unity of the category - (Silvio 
Gonfloni, c/o Ferrovieri, via San Martino 108, 561000 
Pisa-We - in Italian) We have received five issues for 
1988 of this bulletinof the rank and fil_e comrnittees among 
the railway workers linked to the COBAS (See Echanges 
pamphlet "The COBAS" available in English) . All problems 
and struggles in the Italian railways. (Sorne copies available 
at Echanges) 

!PORTUGAL 

Reflexion sur hier a l"" usage d ... aujourd ... hui, by C.Reeve. 
On Portugal since the ... pink revolution ... (from Monde Libertaire 
no 752 - 18/5/89 - copy at Echanges). 

'WEST GERMANYI 

Die Aktion (Edition Nautilus,Hassestr.22,2050 Hamburg 
80) No 45-46/0ct 88: -In Kreml a light is still burning 
- Franz Jung (see on Die Aktion in Echanges no 59) :Asia 
as bearer of the world revolution (1919) - Jewgenij Samiatin: 
On literature,Revolution and Entropie ( ... Russische Rundschau 
1925) - From the diary of Vladimir Vernadski - Cajo Brendel: 
In Australia the Greens are different) No 50-51/April 
89: -Political prisoners in Germany - The right of political 
asy Ium - The i!TUTlediateness of the revolt. No 52-54/June 
89: -Theses on orientation - On the Situationist Internatio 
nal. 
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H O L L A N D 
Paul Rosenmôller: leftwing militant. unio~official. politicien. (1) 

A group of jour'nalists who work in the nerbour of Rotterdam, have for a 
number of years now elected a person who hes been very useful for the 
interests of the herbour of thet city, to be 'man of the herbour', According 
to the Dutch press this ewerd so far hes been given the former president 
of the employers-organisation in the harbour, to the former, social 
democratic, mayer of Rotterdam and some other celebreties. 

Rosenmôller nes been given this ewerd because ·under his leadership 
the longshoremens-union nes made a positive contribution to innovations 
in the herbour", as wes steted in e newspaper. This is the first lime tnet 
a tradeunion-official nés received the award. According to the press 
Rosenmôller himself considers the award as a recognition "of the 
prominent role the union pleys in the harbour. lt would have been 
different if the ewerd had been given by a employers-organisation. ln 
that case I would heva felt very uneasy with so much praise: And to the 
membership il would have made a most strange impression if 'their' 
leader got so much honour from the employers. 

Though we do not give out ewerds, and we are not consulted either 
about this kind of ewerds, we must admit tnet we find the choice of the 
journalists a very good, a very logical one. Even more so, who else in 
Rotterdam déserves the ewerd beller then Paul Rosenmôller? Who doesn't 
remember the splendid way in which this official led the latest strike in 
the Rotterdam-harbour? His ability in manipulating strikers is second to 
none among Dutch union-officiais. 

One of the hardfought topics in the 1987 strike wes the question of 
the introduction of flexibility, in other words, the rect tnet, depending of 
the ernount of work eveilebla, a worker can be legally forced to fulfill 
other tesks, to do another kind of job, even though thet perttculer kind of 
work nes nothing to do with his usuel work. After the strtke wes over 
Rosenmôller commented on this: "Flexibility is in the interest of the 
workers; it'll get you a better wage end the veriety mekes working more 
fun: When we wrote on this strike in EchBnges we elso quoted the 
comment by the employers on the reached agreement. They had droppen to 
a greet extend their original dernend of laying off a great number of 
worksrs and insteed of this they hed gained the flexibility-principle. lt 
'NfJS et least as important to get the flexibility. If we would have stuck 
to the otsmissels the etmosphere would have been so bed thet we could 
not heva negotiated the flexibility." ln reaching the flexibility the 
employers had made very importent progress towards modernization of 
the nernour of Rotterdam. The journalists have made a very good choice 
indeed. Rosenmôller desesrves the rewerd thet wes given him by the 
press to the fullsst end the employers will agree with thet. 

( ~ (see previous Echanges issues on the 
Rotterdam dockers'strikes) 

d'Alaska 57 

,i About a week. ago, ARCQ ~nd Exxon announced (in a short article in the Business section 
of the newspaper) that'they had "discovered another profitable well close ta the Prudhoe 
Bay field that is presently yfelding 2,500 barrels of oil a day. Surely, there is no 
need for them ta get a limit factor on their taxes while there is sa much production, 
nor fs there any need for further exploration in ANWR (Arctic National Wildlife Reserve) 
or the Beaufort Sea. 

From the viewooint of workers who corne here seeking jobs, Exxon isn't doing as much 
hirina as it claims ta be doing. People who have worked at or near the spill say 
everything is haphazard and no one seems ta know what has ta be done. The damage is 
so massive and has soread so far, killinq fish, ma11111als, birds and the bears and 
other animals who eat the dead fish, that it's almost impossible ta clean up. 
Beaches washed one day get flooded the next as the oil returns with the tide and 
seeps back through the rocks. 

A friend was here yeS'terday after having been in Seward for a week trying ta get 
work. Sorne say the company fs ·hiring people from outside of Alaska; also that the 
pay is notas high ($17/hr.) as they clafm. And because of all the p.r. people are 
anxious to came. Exxon is responsible for the cleanup and has hired VECO, a non 
union contractor. Alyeska Pipeline Co., which is jointly owned by the oil companies, 
was responsible for having a viable contingency plan. But for months before the 
spill, the news in the paper was that Alyeska resisted any kind of environmental 
inspection and stalled when it came ta allowing inspections. They even said they'd 
rather go to court than make any changes in the way they handled waste in Valdez. 
The arrogance and the ability of the oil companies ta resist regulation contributed 
to the lack of preparedness when the spill hit. Add ta this the fact that the oil 
companies contribute heavily ta election campaigns within the state and Alaska be- 
cames yet another state whose re~ources are being plundered for profit. · 

Sadly, the whole thing need not have happened. The captain's drinking problem was 
a matter of record because a fonner employee initiated a lawsuit a year and a half 
ago when he worked under Hazelwood. Problems arase when he refused ta drink·with 
the captain. The passaoe was not difficult, and the boat was in good shape, but 
some 11 million gallons of crude oil are damaging the fishing industry and destroying 
the wildlife sa unioue ta Alaska. State law (which has now been changed) limited the 
company's responsibility ta $100 million which '='~~on ~ hurriedly spending! 

R,S, 6/89 

An article from the Financial Times (4/1/90-copy at Echanges) 
'Shipping authorities look for a slick response ' brings more recent 
details on the sharp rise of major oil spillages all over the world 
(12 in 1989 ),'This spate of supertanker accidents follow a prolonged 
depression in the tanker industry,, ,The tanker fleet is already 
ageing-almos three quarters is more than ten years old-yet the 
spiralling costs of new tankers coupled with depressed freight rates 
are forcing tanker owners to keep their fleets in operation beyond 
their retirement date , , ,Shell,,, points to that more relevant is 
,,,the lack of competence of some tanker crews,This is known to have 
deteriorated during the recent period of low freight earnings and is a 
major factor in most pollution incidents' ,A lot of measures are 
discussed internationally to find response to this situaton e g to put 
the entire cost of spills on the shipowner,But already oil companies 
have found juridical ways to escape:one company by tanker which would 
simply be liquidated in the event of an accident, 
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I can tell you that the machinists went on strike because they had not received· any 
pay raise in six years, even though the company has been making tremendous profits 
over .this period and the cost of living has been going up in the Seattle region, be 
cause it bas been experiencing an economic boom. Boeipg only, offered to give bonuses 
at the end of the year. But this did not satisfy the workers because the bonuses 
are·based on each workers' productivity and becausè thèse bonùses·do not count toward 
payment into their pension funds, If they get a pay raise, ·they get increased pay 
ments into the pension fund as well, · In ·general, the union·was·very much in control 
of the situation, although there were some complainte about the lack of democracy and 
some workers felt that the final settlement·wasn't .really enough, · Another problem 
was that the Boeing engineers had a separate contract and are not generally inter 
ested in supporting the machinists, who are not college-educated profe-sionals like 
themselves. It was also generally rumored that Boe"ing welcomed the strike because it 
gave them a good excuse for delaying deliverié~ of airplanes to customers. They are 
already far behind their contracted production ·schedules and would have to pay finan 
cial penalties to their customers for being late if they didn't have a good excuse. 

I;m also enclos1ng ari article from NEW POLITICS entitled "Anton Pannekoek and the 
yuest for an Emancipatory Socialism" by John Gerber. If you want to get in touch with 
Gerber directly, his address ls: P.O. Bbx 491, üâïîson, MA 02341. His biography of 
Pannekoek is mentioned at the bottom of p. 119; I wrote to him to ask about the 
book's availability and he wrote back.that it is not yet published, He said be 

. ,didn' t know Jlhen it would be coming out.,: but. referred me to· his publisher: Marcel 
·. van· der Linden,· International Institute for Social: History, Kabelweg ·51,.:1014 BA 
Amsterdam, Netherlands. ·1 have not seen.recent reference to NEW POLITICS (P.O. Box 
98, Brooklyn, NY 11231) but I think many· readers,would. be interested in its. contents, 
which are basically independent socialist and libertarian socialJ.st. in perspective. '. :Also sending· you the article "Hell in a Very Tall Place," which deal.s with the 
government-owned ilousing projects for the poor in:New. York City. From our friends 
who still live.in,New York we understand that the. picture. drawn is basically accurate, 
despite what you might expect from a mainstream publication, S,..._grew up in one 
of these projects, in Brownsville, in the 1940s and 'SOs. At that time there were 
only a small portion of them built, and they seemed luxurious to the people who moved 
into-them because the apartments were larger and cleaner than the slum buildings, there 
was always enough ~hot water and heat, and the people didn't have to worry 
about the rent, since it was directly related to one-fourth of their income. But she 
remembers everyone resenting the strict supervision and regementation the housing 
authorities enforced. That, of course, as you can see from the article, is no longer 
a factor. In the 1940s and 'SOs Brownsville was a tough neighborhood when compared 
with many other parts of New York City; but it was not one-tenth as dangerous as it 
is now. It was a neighborhood in transition. Poor people of many different ethnic 
and racial groups lived there together and, for the most part, with a minimum of rac 
ial hostility. Especially the children and young people played together on the streets, 
and often overlooked racial and ethnie differences. There were youth gangs, but they 
did not deal drugs or engage in major violence, except aga1nst each other, for the 
most part, With some exceptions, the youth gang membership was based on territory 
rather than racial or ethnie origin, There was at that time also a certain sense of 
neighborhood solidarity, which has now been totally destroyed with the help of the mas 
sive projects. S,._.. re111embers walking the s~reets at all hours without fear because 
if somebody bothered ber there always seemed to be another tough kid prepared to 
protect ber, because she lived near him or was his sister's friend, etc. This is not 
to say that there was no violence or crime in the neighborhood. At the time, people 
thought that things were bad there; nobody suspected how much worse they would get, 
·P,P.S, With: ·respect to the Boeing ·strike. I just ·remembered that the ·term 'engin- 
eer' means something different here than what it does in the UK.:' Here engineers are 
college-educated professionals who design products and plan the methods for their pro 
duction. The 'machinists' are the ones who operate machines on assembly-lines and 
iti other settings. In this case the machiniste are the ones who actually produce the 
parts of the airplanes and the things that go in them. Although the engineers don't 

. generally do this production work, they have at times been capable of doing it when 
the machinists are on strike,: In· addition·, there are many production workers in the 
machiniste union who do operations that don't necessarily-involve complex machines. 

R & S 11/89' · copy of the quoted articles at Echanges 
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The letest step in the exciting cerreer of this young men is his 

entrence in the Dutch perliement errer the _elections of 1989. He now is e 
MP for a coalition-group existing of the remnants of the Bolshevik perty, 
of the remnants of a pacffist party, of Christian socteltsts and of 
environmentalists, celled the ·green left". When esked for his comment 
the retner of Rosenmôller told a Dutch weekly: "Paul hes gotten a lot 
mil der. During the negociations in the herbour he wes forced to listen to 
the arguments of others. He now opens his eers to thet more. His 
transition from unionofficial to politics wes Jess bige step then from a 
leftist worker to the tradeunlon: 

He certainly nes learned to listen to wnet the employers think of il e 
lot more. We think- Paul Rosenmôller will be heerd of for a long lime. 
Whether he will find perltement ·exciting· enough for himself or tnet he 
will return to the tradeunion ls herd to predict. When the lime cornes, we 
will write about him again, because he is a very typical and as such 
fnteresting exemple of a young left intellectuel who et a certain lime 
decided thet he should tell the workers whet ts best for them and wno 
gradullay evolves to a position he wes destined for by his sociel 
background. N, II/89 

Issues of 'Act and 'Ihought': 

October 1989: letter fran London on the dockers-strike - cri tic of the Seidman 
panp1let on the :resistance to wo:z:k during the Spanish popular front and the 
popular froot-governnent in France - Did Deng Xiaoping :really destroy his own 
lifewo:z:k? (part 1) - Discussion with a Spanish cx:mrade. 

Noventier 1989: Saœ :remarlts in cx:mnection wi.th the strike at Peugeot in France - 

Did Deng Xiaoping :really destroy his own lifewo:z:k? (part 2) - Once again the 

panphlet of Se1dman·- Raflexions on the docker's strike in Britain (part 2 of a 
letter by a London friend) - A bad film on Gennan television on the problans of 

the Gennan trade union noverœnt - 'lhe p:resent developœnt in Hungary is the 
policy of Imre Nagy but not the seamd stage of the H1.mgarian wo:z:kers :revolution. 

Deœnber 1989: \ilither the Gennan Delrocratic Republic? ('lhe author says: 1989 

is not 1953!) - Saœ rema:z:ks on the death of 'La Pasionaria' - A cament on the 
participation of the Dutch Labourparty in the new fomed govenurent - A debate 

in the East GeI!11an parliarœnt and a dem:>nstration in the streets of Leipzig (after 

a lodc at the live-program of both events on the East GeI!11an television sc:reen, 

the Dutdi observer ooncludes: what ·happens in East-Berlin makes onepessimistic; 

the mass in Leipzig is far beyond the authorities) - In ehina the refoIIIIS go on, 
in spite of everything - Class-struggle in ~sia (the miners-strike in Vorkuta) 

- 'lhe so-called ( 'left') Socialist Party is advocating a better o:rganised capitaLl 
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HAS DENG XIAOPING REALLY DESTROYED 

H I S OWN LlFEWORK? 

on october Lst is has e:-:actl:t bean 40 years ago that Mao Zedong in Pel:.ing 
proclerned the Peopla's Republic of China. Since, it has been throuçh a vert 
stormy development , Things have speed up in a way that surprised many 
people, abroad as we!.: in ~:ainland China. If one wants to believe many 
observera, in the course of this year 1989 China has corne at the cross- 
roads. F-.ccording to a chinese coramentator , this has been the case on April 
15, the day that Hu Yao-bang, the e:<-general secretary of the Chinese 
communtst Party, dismissed in January 1987., died of a heart attack. His 
dead induced large-scale student demonstrations, increasing - the com 
mentator states - the politicâl pressure on Peking's leaders and forcing 
them to decicle whether they should proceed with reforms or become more 
conservative. othera, in W":stern Europe for instance, commenting a llttle 
bit later , found that on June 4th a new phase in Chinese history had come , 
For a very long tlme , the brutal violence of the so-called People's Libe 
ration Arm:,· against the students on Tienanmen Place should have put an end 
to the reform-policy of Deng 

0Xiaopi..ng. 
As Deng himself ordered this 

milttary action , he should have canceled with it everything which go,t under 
way in the last ten ye:an. D•Jing so, he should have destroyed his own 
lifewor~: as •0::i1ina's re:ormer'. As a clear proof of this, the downfall of 
:hao Z:yang cc: u ld b-: conslder ed . He had been a protege of t:eng, put on the 
tJ;;> by him b .. cause he was a keen partisan of exesstve reforms, but now 
è.,;,s;;rted as one of th,;, conse cuences of the student re•;-::,lt. 

w~ l:•,l-:1 a ::1:.ffer'-'nt vtew , As we see it, it is inacc·.irate that last 
surnraer in the Feop'.,:;'s F.epub:ic of Chir,r, reforms are put in tl:e fridç: 
f zr an interminable period. Nei:!:er, we think , is there any pcssibility 
tha: :hey ·,o;:.:l be turried back. We dcrr't agree wit:h those , who suddenly 
::-::a:-.ç_rë-d the.r cpini ; n or, De:·.g X:.:1oping. As for Zhao Ziyang, his downfall 
wss act uated 0y th e student ectior.. Sut he would :iave lest his position 
,'11:tL·;u: it snd é'.11ott-=r r.::,ti01e wculd have been usec1. 

:·) start wi::1 hirn , as -:a:-:y as october '88 a chn.ese commentator 
e:-:,ness-=~l :he we'.l :!oc·.11:,ented 0riE:W that Zhao Ziyang's political status 
and authority J-:,,·:: bee:: -:onsk::rab~y w·aak,;::e<:!. :'hat was ju.;t h:'l: :1. yea= 
:=E::·J~"' :h,:, e·:e nts :x-,: ;lac,;, wLcll above ail should h avs coutributed :o 
~-.:3 p,):i :~cal fa:-:~. T =·->=, ths same ccmmen :a:or didn 't b~li'=·Je ~~1at: fe.:=ly 
_cc.::: t : z:,a: z1:·é!11ç; shoi.ld h spper, the same thing as ha:.,pened l:'ef.:r;, t ; 
:i .! ·;· .::,J-b3.:! J. T:-:.1.s f:.::3.l c .:r.~:u.;.:.:·n how-sver , ·,~·as net in ace .:-rdanc~ wit!1 
t:1~ p:-ece-:~ing ~:-:pl~n:'!~10:~s. 

::i h:~ com.usnt h = ;, ~è b,;,e,. inf')~·mi::,;; his r·:.:1ders t::at in Iste .:-•.:ly 
and dr:y A:.:gust t:·,e partys Cen:ra! con:mittee severely crrticized · the 
.::-:fon:li$ts, pointinç out tha; the Iatters rash e:forte to push fJrwarè 
rad:-:ë>.l re-.::xn: policies !::1.d prcduced the l~we:::ing cf living standards , 
social i:1s:.!lJJ..lit~'. den.cr ahzat.cr; cf ;:.,.:re=.ucrat:s, corr upt practices 
anc: pc,::ula1· discontent , P.il tlns w.~s atfributed to inapt leadership on 
thé! P·"-rt of 3!1ao 3:7a1:g ._;_;1d it was è.ema1:deè. that he should be hel(è res 
p::1s:.bl~. 

Deng :(ia,)pi::g, :h-: bad:s:age supporter of the reformists, then 
immediatelr had to sey , that he will not çuarantee the leadership posrtior; 
of any per scn , and that a!:yone who does not do hL:J job W':!11 shculd ste;.:, 
è.own. As a r-esult , Z:,ao had te ( temporarüy) give up economic policy 
mskmç p,"Jwer. r: meant , th,:; commentato:: pointed out, a constderabls loss 
of p.:wer. If cr itictsrus from within the party continue to grow stronçer , 
l:e added , !t is poss:b:e that Zhao will also be released frcm the post 
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The drug war and thë war against the left in Colombia [Morning Edition, National Public 
Radio, September 18, 1989] 

Colombian gvt officials have been urging leftwing guerrillas to join in above-ground 
political activities by joining the new "leftwing" party the Patriotic Union. Since the 
party was organized in 1985, nevrly 800 of its officials have been killed. 

In the town of Segovia, in the evening of Nov, 11, 1988, according to eyewitnesses, 
two jeeps entered the crowded plazza, Inside were about 12 men, dressed in civilian clotl 
but carrying automatic weapons and grenades. They began shooting into the plazza, killin· 
at least one young woman; they fired hund~eds of rounds into a bar known to be frequented 
by members of the Patriotic Union, killing as many as a dozen people. It was apparently 
a well-planned, deliberate attack, Segovia's mayor and many other city officials are 
Patriotic Union members. After leaving the town plazza, the killers went on a bouse to 
bouse search, carrying.with them a hit list of party leaders. At the top of the list was 
the mayor of Segovia, Rita Tabone sp. Although they did not find her, they did find sev 
eral others. By the time the gunmen left town, an hour later, they had killed 43 people 
and seriously wounded more than 50. 

Colombian authorities say that a private pramilitary death squad was responsible for 
the massacre in Segovia, Such groups have been blamed for hundreds of assassinations of 
Patriotic Union leaders and several massacres, all in towns where the Patriotic Union is 
influencial in local politics. The death squads are believed to be financed by drug 
traffickers, who in recent years have emerged as a social and economic force in the count1 
They tend to be ultra rightwing and anti-coD11Dunist and anti-leftist. But there's also 
evidence that members of the Colombian Army and police forces may in some cases cooperate 
with the paramilitary groups. In Segovia, for example, local army and police units appar· 
ently were aware that an attack was underway but made no effort to stop it. ,The jeeps 
carrying the gunmen passed directly in front of an army battalion headquarters on the way 
into and out of town. The shooting in the plazza happened within a few feet of the 
municipal police station; the policemen remained inside throughout the attack. 

Many drug traffickers are enormously wealthy businessmen and landowners who employ 
their own armies and go after anyone who stands in their way, including leftwing guer 
rillas and supporters. But to blame them solely for the violence against the left 
serves to cover up the share played by the Colombian military and police officers. Clair, 
Lopez is a Liberal Party candidate for the Colombian congress and the co-author of a 
recent report on connections between paramilitary death squads and the Colombian govern 
ment, She believes that sectors of the armed forces, not necessarily sanctioned by the 
central government, but tolerated by it, cooperate with the death squads. Furthermore, 
the nationwide chief of the paramilitary groups is a recently-retired Colombian army 
captain. There have also been a number of instances like Segovia, in which active-duty 
police and military people have been implicated. 

The part of the Colombian military most frequently implicated in violence against 
leftwing groups is the Counterinsurgency Force. Its units were originally organized to 
counter two. groups: guerrillas and drug traffickers. The assumption was that the guer 
rillas worked alongside the drug traffickers, so an anti-insurgency force could at the 
same time serve as an anti-drug force. But since, in fact, the drus traffickers are 
ardent anti-communists and anti-leftists, the counterinsurgency units found it convenient 
to cooperate with them. In the zones where the anti-insurgency units have been most act 
ive, where the violence against the Pattiotic Union bas been the greatest, the guerrillas 
have had to retreat. In these areas the population has been intimidated. 

A special unit of the National Police was organized earlier this year to track down 
and dismantle paramilitary squads such as the one that attacked Segovia. But more than a 
hundred paramilitary groups are still operating, many of them in areas patroled by the 
Colombian armed forces. 
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and trying to re-channel anger. The drug problem here is certainly big, because life 
is becoming more and more of a dead end for so many. Many black youth will never be 
able to find jobs in the legal economy and many others, along with white youth and those 
of all other ethnie origins. cannot hope to find jobs that will give them a standard 
of living equivalent to what their parents enjoyed. But erasing civil liberties, in 
creasing police forces and prisons, of course, will not solve the problem. The auth 
orities are also using it to counter the American people'& resistance to sending mili 
tary aid, and possibly troops, to help support repressive regimes in Latin America! 
Many people have, for a long time, vehemently protested against US military involvement 
in Central America. But now the Bush administration bas gained popular consent for 
sending an increasing amount of equipment and advisors to help the countries of Col 
ombia, Bolivia and Peru supposedly fight the drug producers there. Of course, these 
governments and their militaries are quite corrupt and integrally involved with the 
drug trade themselves, as are the individual soldiers and administrators. They are also 
notorious human rights violators. It seems clear tome that this new aid can only help 
make life more miserable for the ordinary people of these countries. Because of the 
way the question bas been posed, it bas become more difficult for many people here in 
the US to oppose the escalation. But the main difference between earlier times and now 
is that there are many more vocal critical peovle like ourselves speaking out ~d try- 
ing to deal with these issues. · 

·; !t'a inteiesting to read your.discussion of the drug ~roblem. · One of the major 
factors with respect to the drug.trade "and the US government is that .the CIA bas cul 
Çivatea it ·as mi important· source of indepeadent funding.since ita.1960s involvement 
in ·vietnam. It has .tised it as a way ·of getting around Congressional resistance to 
wpecifié executive branch (presidential) military policies, although, as ~e know, the 

· Congressiônal resistanée hasn't been a1l that great. Some of the rightwing Cuban 
exiles at leaat partially support themselves by promoting tlie drug·trade for, the CIA 

·. in Latin-America •. ; ~Ttiis is not a mat ter of ·speéulat:ioil. • Over ·the last ·few years a 
number ·of different Congr'essicinal investigations bave brought to light tlie direct in 
volvement· of the CIA, along with..the Cubans :anil the Contras, in lucrative·drug ~raffick 
ïng. Many of 'the Cuban-American privately-owned planes vhich carried equipment and 
materials supplied to 'the Contras by private·sources .(such aa the World Anti-Commun- 
ist League and its sympatliizers) flew back with drug·cargoes;· They were able to 
land safely "ïn the United States at military air bases ·to -unload 'their 'cargoes be 
.cause of CI.A: help. · They wete also able to use air 'bases in ·El Salvador for the same 
reason. The equipment and materials were directly distributed to the Contras on the 
spot with the. help of CIA agents, and there is also a lot of information .to the effect 
that the CIA helped bring together drug producers and the air carriers. 

You are certainly rignt about 'the fact tbat there ·are conflicts between differ 
ent factions of the ruling·class within. the US -and in Latin America over the drug 
issue. But their general agreement ·over the need to fight popular insurgency bas_ led 
them 'to be willing to"make compromises with, or even encourage, drug·merchants, even 
when they don't benefit directly as does the CIA, the Contras, the Colombian military 
etc. In this connection I am enclosing our transcript of a radio report, "The Drug 
War and the War against.the Left in Col<imbia." Drug lords become acceptable if 
they are willing to fight in the forefront against "co111111unism," which is seen as 
the greater threat. Within the last few weeks a number of people have been arrested 
in Colombia and charged with drug trafficking. But in fact these people were involved 
in union, community and lèftist-type activities, but are being framed to make the 
Colombian and US -"war on drugs" serve the war on insurgency. 

Here in the US I recentl- heard a report that drug usage bas actually been falling 
over the past four years among young people in general, although it bas been rising 
among young, impoverished blacks, Latinos and Asians particularly. As in Europe and 
the UI<, the numbers of people afflicted by legal drugs, such as prescription medicines, 
psychological medications and alcohol, is really much greater than those suffering 
from the illegal drugs. There is a small but growing group of ruling-class spokes 
people (including former Secretary of State George Schultz) who are advocating.legal 
ization of the now-illegal drugs. This tendency seems to be opposed by the majority, 
but,not all, police, includtng the special narcotics squads, and- the various thera 
peutic agencies that have been established for the treatment of drug problems 
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of the party's general like .au Yao-bang. The above rendered final conclu 
sion of his comment runs counter to this. 

But does the downfall of Zha Ziyang, just like the dcwnfall of the 
late Hu, a zealous reformer llke him, not indicate an increasing power 
and influence of a group of conservatives, averse to reforms? This 1s 
what one can read in many recent or less recent comments. we think however 
that the word 'conservatives' in this connection 1s meaningless. The term 
refers to certain people's opinions and we take opinions as a matter of 
secundary interest. In the case of social confl1cts and politicë>l confron 
tations the different poslttone in society are crucial. 

In the ten years, now behind us - and even earlier - the developments 
in the People's Republic of China could be characterized as a persistent 
struggle between at one side the partybureaucracy, arisen in the period 
of Mao, and at the other side a new managerial class, which has corne into 
being as the product of the relations in the production, developped after 
1949. In these ten years, the once upon a time libéled Deng Xiaoping 
went up the political ladder as a typical representative of this manage 
rial class. Likewise it has been the ten years during which the party 
bureaucracy, resisting with tenacity, has often been successfull in 
recapturing what it had been forced to abandon. · 

This was the period in which . the new class originated and therefor- 
was still weak and unable to deliver a final blow to the still powerfull 
bureaucracy. It was also the period in which this bureaucracy, even a..fter 
its defeat had become manifest, yet was strong enough to ..fight rear-quard 
actions. That's the reason why Deng Xiaoping sometimes had to move back 
ward and should ease the tension. Bt:.t nevertheless: the bureaucracy, thouqh 
still fighting, had lost the battle. 

Do we have to revise this analysis because of the events of last sum 
mer? Is - if there really has besn and still is a fight gcing on between 
the bureaucracy and the managerial class - the fi.!:st one so def:.nitively 
dsfeated as we [ust have tolcl? Can one really speak of a rear--çuard action 
after fwice a dismissal o..f two outspoken nforn:ers, i.e. two ty::,ical r:r.re 
sentatives of the managerial c:ass? Can we seriously maintein th at ::,eng 
really is an exponent of the manaçer s and tnat hls zeal f)= r<::or:u:; :;; 
without doubt? 

As we see it, the recent violent struggles in the Peo:}le's F.epul:::: Jf 
China and those struggles which are gc-ing on, don't proof that cur anal:;~i= 
has been wrong. We still are convinced that the bureaucracy is practi::ally 
defeated. Besides, we think that the present adversertss are not the same 
adverseries as yesterday, are net the bureaucrats and the maneçars , but 
two groups, very clearly to distinguish, both spokesinen of the manageri;ù 
class however. 

We are net the only ones with such a view. Last year a book has been 
published in which the author refers to the opinion of two examiners, 
farnous for a profound research , They expressed the real possibility that 
in China no longer those who are pro or contra reforms will oppose each 
other, but - as they characterized them - ambitious and moderate reformers. 
such a view seems to become affirmed by the facts. For: 

- In the ake of Mao's dead, the party leadership and the political 
system have undergone far-reaching changes. A different breed of leaders 
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are taking over and putting emphasis on economic growth, instead of 
revolutionary change 1) . 

It's a mistake that Deng Xiaoping should be the only drtving-force 
behind the reforms and should permanently be engaged in a gr!m fight with 
the opponent of such a development. Deng does not possess absolute power, 
nor bas he unrivaled authority. He 1s only the 'prùnus inter pares' and bas 
had to share the leadership roles with others. Instead of Mao•s one-man 
rule there 1s now a collegial rule and the fragmentation of power 2) . The 
collective leadership however strives for reforms. 

In the second half of the eighties the Chinese top bas been reshuf 
fled. The leadership ranks were reju•,enated in a considerable and Impor 
tant way. The younger ones who came in the foreground had college educa 
tion, and sorne had even experienced an advanced technical training abroad. 
The experts and the specialists were on the rise and they are strong ad- 
vocates of modernization 3) . ' 

Li P'eng, who recently became premier after the suppression of the 
student dernonstrations, studied engineering in Moscow. He personifies the 
rtse of the 'technocrat• in China 4). According to rise, an American 
author recently defined tlie chtnese leadership as "the joint representa 
tives of a rising class of ernplcyers" 5). None of them ever saw Li Peng 
as a person with opposite interests as theirs. He shares Deng's opinion 
on the necessity of reforms. He and other rnernbers of the Pclitburo tend 
to emphastze stabi.!ity and planned economy and are cautious toward the 
market-crtented reforms promoted by Deng. The just now named American 
wrrter declares i " ••• The interna! conflict no longer centered on Deng's 
prin:acy or tha desirability of cornprehensive reforms, but rather on how 
best to pursue the reform strategy" 6). 

But tsn't there in the Pecple's Republic of China not a fierce strug 
gle g.:>ing on between the champions of reforms and those who reject them 
completely because they tend to a 'restoraë.on of capitallsm'? Yes, indeeè. 
and not stncs yest-:rday or before yesterday. In the days of Mao already 
the for:i~er head of state Liu Zhao-zhi was blamed for such a strive. Later 
Deng was blamed for this as well and ccnsequently he was twice forced to 
step down. Th-a same happened to Hu Yao-bang and Z!lao Ziyang. Disag:::eemer.t 
o:ten had drarnatic conséquences for one's private life. But practice al- 
ways was stronger than theor:e , Who was dtsmisaed fer certatn opinions 
often saw his successor just realise what he intended to do. 

In the Iast ten years many , manv, mainly small private enterprises 
have been admitted in the People's Republic of China. Forrnalle, they 
were net characterized like this. Officially they remained property of 
the state and they were leased , However the leasing employers got full 
disposa! and say. Useless to point out that hence there was hardly any 
difference with r eal private ownership. Leasing was especially used 
in eçrtculture . It was there that reform started , after it was realised 
spontaneously by the farmers themselves in 1977 7). 

on April 12th 1988 the People's con,gress decided that private enter 
prise shoud be encouraged. on July 3d of the same year, the Chinese paper 
"Economies Weekly" wrote that private enterprise meant "more efficiency, 
good results, intensive labour, hard work and profit rnaking" en more of 
that sort of things which hardly can be called spectacular. 

At the er.d of october , early \november the 13th party congress was 
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In your letter you menti-oned the growing gap betveen the "baves" and 
the "have nota." As you can see from the attadaed article, the situation 
is definitely vorsening here, The vast -jority of nev jobs pay wsges vhich 
are belov the poverty level, even as defined by the goverm11ent, The number 
of people vho are earning only one half of poverty-level vages bas also in 
creased tremendously. Homelessness bas increased greatly in the past four 
years, especially among vomen and children. This is even true in Seattle, 
vhich bas the lovest rate of bomeleaaness for a city its size in the US. 
The health care system 1a becoming less and leas accessible to poor people 
and even ordinary people above the povert- level. Some 35 million people 
nov have no health insurance, not even government-assisted insurance. Bealth 
care coats bave gone up drastically in the paat 8 years, vhile the benefits 
the government insurance vill pay to people on welfare and Social Security 
have been sbarply reduced, The overall infant mortality rate in the US haa 
risen to levela normally found in the Third World. Babies bora in Singapore 
and Taivan have, on average, a better chance of survival than chose in the 
US. When ainorit-r groupa alone are considered, the rate is even higher. 
It 18 aaid that ubemployment is at a relatively lov rate; but this because 
the Reagan administration adjusted the way the rate is figured. Nov, some 
one ia considered employed if they work only one bour a week or if the- are 
in the ailitary, which was not the case prior to 1982. .Underemployment and 
starvation have become real. probl81118. It was reported recently that in 
Washington state alone 100,000 children go to bed hungry every night. More 
and 111Dre hoapitala are reporting diaeases and conditions related to under 
nutrition and malnutrition, aucb as. ricketa 

Another ominous aigu of the times her~ ia the construction of major de 
tention camps on the Texas-Mexican border. They represent the largest intern 
ment aince the Japanese-American detentiona of the Second World War. These 
campa are for Central Alllerican refugees, particularly from El Salvador and 
Guatsmala, who are fleeing bloody repression being inflicted by their mili 
tary, aupported and directed by the US military. Many of them might prefer 
to stay in Mexico, vhere their legal position would be better, and where 
tbeir language is spoken, but conditions are so brutally impoverished there 
that they don't have much chance of aurvival. So they flee into the us, 
where aaae of them are caught. Those ,,,ho con.e from countries with govern 
ments supported by the US are not granted refugee status, even it their 
lives are c1e~rly in danger where they come from, The new camps have been 
set up in preparation for US military escalation in conjunction with increased 
local military represaion of popular insurgency, particularly in El Salvador. 
As a r~sult they expect -ny more refugees, and hope to contain them. There 
bas been constant and increasing protest here against the support of repress 
ion, the 111ilitar- escalation, and nov the camps, There have been demonstra 
tions all over the country, including bere in Seattle. 

.. 
The social-political situation here is rather ominous, although there are some 

hopeful signa. One ominous aigu is the development of large allotments of money for 
increasing the prison system, even thou1h the rate of imprisonment here is only rivaled 
by that in South Africa, for Western countries. You bave probably seen mention in your 
papers of the US govenmient's crackdown on drugs. Tome it seems that this is a new 
version of repression. It se81118 tome to be very much parallel to the anti-communist 
witch-hunts of the late 1940s and 1950s here. It bas already involved, and is going 
to involve even more, -ssive violations of civil liberties in this country, The 
police will be empowered to arrest anyone who "sppears suspicioua." Of course, this is 
their way of dealing with the social deterioration and impoverishment of the population 
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June 17: - - Good business c Limatie" :Houston boom or 
bust-Workers lose both ways (This article traces the re 
sults for the workers in the fields of employment, housing, 
workplace accidents, pollution etc. in the Houston area 
during the good business climate in the 60s and 70s and 
the not-so-good climate in the 80s,.) - Class conflict 
rages at Pittston Coal Co. (The workers are fighting against 
elimination of health insurance for retirees, disabled 
workers and widows, reduction of health coverage and pensions 
for current workers, of overtime pay for weekend work 

through picketing, sit-ins, blocking of strikebreakers 
and truckers-access to the mines, defying court injunctions 
limiting picketing, facing thousands of arrests of workers 
and supporters in the local corrmunity and the vaofence 
of security guards and police. Support is widespread among 
local workers and the strike has now also spread to other 
coalfields.In contrast to events in China and Poland, 
or the strikes of Russian miners, this conflict has had 
little attention in US media or abroad, and the same can 
be said in general for class struggle in the US. This 
conflict will hopefully be part of a future Echanges article 
--as noted in a letter from a French comrade: " ••• an article 
on the miners strike · in the US which could be part of 
something on class struggle in that country, a subject 
somewhat pushed aside by events in China or Russia though 
not less important (1000 were arrested in the Pittston 
strike - what a fuss if something similar had happened 
with the Siberian miners!)" - "-Progressive- Capital" (An 
article from 1904 by Daniel De Leon, arguing that there 
is nothing progressive or human about factories setting 
up nurseries or day care centers for their workers. Neither 
is this something new, for this 1904 article shows that 
this was done already at that time in Russian factories.) 
- New data reveals rate of exploitation in the US (Based 
on official figures, this article tries to show the -rate 
of exploitation, saying that US workers are paid gross 
wages worth less than 23% of the wealth they create. In 
addition, considering taxes as something which is appropriate 
from the workers by the capitalist class/state, it says 
that the average worker spends 2hoursand43minutes of each 
8hour workday to "pay" taxes.) 
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held. There Zhao Ziyang presented a progranun that attended to a consider 
able extension of the private sector and of what was called "a socialist 
production of commodities" and "socialist market economy". For quite a long 
time, at least up to the midclle of the 21st century, Zhao explained, this 
sort of social relations would have tot exist in China. 

He defined these relations as the "primary stage of socialism", neces 
sery to guarantee economic grow, modernisation and progess and he told his 
audience that this stage was an unavoidable process. The "communist stage" 
could not begin before th1s. From the point of view of the historical and 
social development the "primary stage of socialism" was an inevitability. 
This did not mean however, so Zhao Ziyang, that the capitalist stage, 
passed through in orther parts of the world, was inevitable likewise. 
w h y it was like this, why one stage was inevitable and the other one 
was not, was k·ept silence. 

Whatsoever have been the reasons for Zhao's downfall seven months 
later, not his promoting of this program. It has been accepted with an 
overwhelming majority. This fact proofs that those who criticized Deng, 
Hu Yao-bang and Zhao Ziyang were absolutely convinced that the planned 
reforms were a necesstty , 

It is undeniable, that the production of commodities and a market 
econorny are linked together. Commoditles have to be brought to the market. 
on a certain stage of social development the production of commodities ' 
and a market economy are thé syptorns of capitalist relations of production. 
However, that 6hey should be introduced step by step by the present lea 
dership of the People's Republic of China is nothing else as a fairy tale. 
Capitalism can not be i n t r o d u c e d in China for the simple reason 
that it exists there already a very long time, especialy since the early 
fifties in the form of s t a t e - c a p i t a 1 i s m , not in · the 
classis western form. 

After the proclamation of the People's Republic of China and in spite 
of the Big Leap Forward or the so-called Great Proletarian cultural Re·Jo 
lution productio11 there has always been based on wage-labour .. r..nd wa1e 
labour postulates capital [ust like capital postulates wage labour. 

Sorne observers - Chinese among thern - have ccmpared the so-caïlsd 
"primary stage of socialism" in the People's Republic with the introduc 
tion of the Naw Economie Policy 1n Russia in 192!. Thus some try to 
indicate that though China makes a step back, it certainly is not a step 
from socialism towards capitalisrn. The comparison is far from ridiculous, 
but those who make don't see that the N.E.P. in Russia was nota temporary 
concession but the inevitable consequence of the with the revolution of 
1917 full developed capitalist relations of production, totally set free 
from feudal fetters . 

When Deng Xiaoping declares on a certain moment that "socialism has 
nothing to do with poverty" en that "it should be perrnitted to some people 
to enrich theirselves", one remenlbers involuntary that in thè twenties 
Bucharin told the peasants that 6hey should 'enrich theirselves". Both, the 
words of Bucharin and the words of Deng reflect a real process with which 
both are confronted: the accumulation of capital. And in this respect it 
1s very typical that Zhao and other theoreticians of the "primary stage 
of socialisrn", during which state property and private property will 
exist at the same time, often point to the necessity to look at the law of value. 
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Hot Deng, not Hu Yao-bang, neither Zhao Ziyang or others are the dri 
ving forces behind "reforms which are leading to a society of commodities 
and a market economy", The driving forces are the laws of development of 
a society in which there is wage labour, in which the labour force is a 
cornmodity and which consequently bas to be defined as a society of comme 
dities and thus a market. These social laws have driven Deng and his sup 
porters towards a policy of reforrn. A pollcy of e c o n o m i c reforrn. 
On political reform Deng bas always had quite different ideas. In· a second 
article we will examine his attitude in the political field. We will al- 
so examine the demands of the Chinese ~tudents and the reason why they 
have failed. , . ,.\ tto be cont1nued next pag" 

l J P. H. Chang in "Issues & studies", January 1989, p. 56. 
2) Idem, p. 60. 
3) Idem, p. 68. 
4) Idem, p. 69. 
5) z. Brzezinski, "The Great Failure", New York 1989, p. 147. 
6) rdem, p. -163. 
7 J Thomas Heberer in the German magazine "Universitas", August 1989, 
p. 719. 
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The People (914 Industrial Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94303) 
is the forthnightly 8 page paper of the Socialist Labor 
Party, a party in the tradition of "industrial unionism" 
and building on the ideas of Daniel De Lean ( "De Leonism") • 
It has been pu.blished since 1891, making it probably 
the oldest revolutionary socialist paper still in existence, 
and there has been references to a number of useful articles 
from i t in Echanges the last year. Not as detailed onthe 
class struggle as we would like, and with ideas different 
from our own - for example when in connection with their 
many correct observations about the existing trade union 
novement th~ pronote that the workers instead should 
build truly revolutionary unions along the ideas of "industr 
ial unionism", on a class struggle prograrrune and not separat 
ed by trade. Despite the sympathie ideas behind this argument 
in our analysis of the class struggle the last 60 years 
we do not find that events and developments confirrns any 
idea about the working class gradually building its strength 
in a fonnal, systematic and organised way establishing 
alternative, socialist unions. But on the contrary that 
the(partly autonomous) tendencies in the class struggle 
in the main capitalist countries contradicts bath the 
ideas of party/organisation builders (whether in leninist 
or other forms) and those who have a scheme for how the 
working class will or should organise itself in formal, 
permanent structures or organisations leading up tq;, the 
revolution. We would call both renmants of the ideas 
and practice of the "old labour movement" still sticking 
to an idea (although from very different standpoints) 
that it is the task of revolutionaries to organise the 
v.Urking c lass ( or to propagandise the recipe for doing 
this). 
Despite such differences, The People in our opinion contains 
a lot of articles on the class struggle, the ttade union 
movement as well as for example political, social and 
economic conditions in the US which are both useful and 
to a. - large. . extent; "is wrfrten froin a - standpoint which 
we can have much in common with. It is therefore a paper 
which can be recommended for this reason as well as due 
to the frequency of publication and the low subscription 
price ( $4 for a year, sea mail, for foreign subscribers) • 
From the same address one can also ask for the catalog 

of New York Labor News, the world-s oldest socialist publish 
ing company with a number of low price titles. 
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Fifth Estate (4632 Second Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48201) 
Sununer 89: -Stop the incinerator, stop the megarnachine: 
women weave a web of resistance - Nevada test si te: mass 
action at the gates of war machine - Indian villagers 
confront military: theater of war, theatre of deplacement 
- Countering the mystique of the proletariat (text of 
the French group/journal ~ Interrogationsf - San Francisco 
1989 anarchist gathering .without borders - The storming 
of the Bastille (Kropotkin) - Exchange of correspondence 
on "Anarchy and the sacred". 

News & Letters (59 E. Van Buren, Room 707, Chicago, IL 
60605) No 4/May 89: Abortion rights mareh - Exxon turhs 
Alaska into dying ,ground, labor joins prntest in Anchoraqe 
- Raya Dunayecskaya 1964 letter to H. Marcuse - Working 
in the US: sub-minimum wage, longer hours, mutilated lives 
for youth. No 5/June 89: Million,; in China defy martial 
law - Opposition within the UAW (~ New Directions~)- Has 
Solidarnosc legitimized the Polish goverrunent? - Demonstratio 
in Iran a9ainst murdered poli,tical prisoners - Crisis 
in US education: cutbacks, poverty and racism - L.A. teachers 
walkout. 

Workers Vanguard (Spartacist Pùiishing co., 41 
St., New York, N.Y. 10116) No483/4 l\ug 89: Soviet 
challenge Perestroika (miners " strike) - Lessons 
Beijing Spring - NY hospital workers strike • 

Warren 
Work~rs 
of the 

Discussion Bulletin (IUCE, PO Box 1564,Grand Rapids,MI 
49501) No 36/July 89: ~ International Proposa!~ of the 
Argentinian group Emancipation Obrera (see Echanges no 
55) - Debate about a previously published call for the 
organisation of US anarchists - This issue. also contains 
a contribution on the same subject as M.Shipway~ s book 
"Anti-Parliamentary corranunism in Britain" rewied in Echanges 
no 58: · .A review of "Come Dungeons Dark", a Guy Aldred 
biography. 

Industrial Worker (3435 N.Sheffield Avenue,Suit~ 202,Chicago, 
Illinois,60657) May 89: Reflections of an old time Wobbly 
- Flight attendants take action (An interview with a member 
of the Independent Federation of Flight Attendants, a 
union representing the in-flight crew of Trans World Airlines 
and which split from the Transport Workers Union in 1976. 
5000 flight attendants struck TWA in 1986 and 1500 of 
them have still not been taken back. This long interview 
gives a lot of information about the situation in the 
US airline industry and the specific situation of flight 
attendants. 

DID DENG XIAOPING REALLY DESTROY 

HIS OWN LIFEWORK? 

1 5 

Last Septerrber, that is tci say after the strong action of the sc:rca1led People' s 
Liberation Amr{ against the students on Tienamœn Square in Peking, a canadian 
-waœn who stayed in China for many years and did research at People's University 
there, published a short cx:mœnt in an Aneri.can IIDllthly 1) • "It is", she declared 
"a mi.stalœ to see the diffexenœs in the Ounese Camunist Party as a 'o,,o-line 
struggle' beb.'een proletarians and ::œvisionist (or capitalist-roadersl." 

"'lhe ::œal diffe::œnœs", she WJ:Ote, "are over how and at 'ltlat paœ to use priva· 
enteiprise, maiket ::œfo:i:ms, and fo::œign capital, and between the generally older , 
that :celles ai state cxmtrol and heavy capital investnent and the saœwhat younge 
technocrats who see the answer to every ecoranic problem as m:,re marlcet ::œforrœ a 
a cleve::œr use of fo::œign funds. -Both groups are members of the privileged elite" 
And the author points to the fact, that neither the fi.rst group nor the secx:md on 
is advocating p o 1 i t i c a l refo:cœ. At the end of her article she says: 
"If the govei:nnent finally unleashed troops and tanks on its citizens, it was ~ 
because it was f_aœd with a counten:evolution." 

'lhis opinion is ours too. In a first article we al::œady established, that the 
critics of Deng, Hu Yad:>ang and Zhao Ziyang i,;e;œ absolutely and likewise convince 
about the neœssity of ::œfo:crrs 2). True, those who advocate a nore slowly paœ 
of the ::œfo:crrs accused their opponents to be the protagonists of a reinstalnent c 
capitalism. But such a charge only does duty to bring them in discredit and is 
without any foundation. 

'lhat Zhao Ziyang in the auturm of 1987 not only advocated a 'socialist ccmrodi 
production', but also a 'socialist nm:ket ec::onœrt' was because the production of 
camodities and a nm:ket econœw are indissolubly linked together. For c:amcditie 
have to be brought to the marlcet. Sure, it can't be denied that at a certain dec 
of social develq:rœnt the p:i:oduction of ccmrodi ties and a nm:ket econarff are the 
synptaœ of capitalist production ::œlatiœs. HoNever, that these capitalist pro 
duction ::œlatiœs step by step are introduœd in the People' s :Republic of Ou.na 
by the p::œsent authorities is no nm:e than a fail:y-tale. Capitalism can 't be intr 
duced in China for the sirrple reason that_ it exist there sinœ many years, It has 

there ho,,iever, above all: sinœ the beginning of the fifties, the fonn of state 
capitaliSIJI and not the classical fonn of western capitalism. 

!)Patricia Alexander in Dollars & Sense, nr. 149, p. 12 and 13. 
• 2) See Echanges nr. • ••• 
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Even after the proclamation of the People' s lepublic of China and notwithstandinç 
the 'Big Ieap ForNard' or the so-called 'Great Proletarian CUl tura1 Revolution' , 
production in China has always been based on wage-labour. And wage-labour postw.ateE 
capital, just like capital postw.ates wage-lalx>ur. 

Sare observers - anong whan Chinese too - have cœpa.red that what Zhao Ziyang 
called 'the 'Initial Stage of Socialism' in the People's :A:!public with. the intro 
duction of the New F.conanic Policy in Russia in 1921. 'lhe ocnparison is made to 
point out, that this 'Initial Stage' ce_rtainly is 'a step backward' but certainly 
not a transfer fran socialism to capitalism. '1he ccnq:,arisan is far f:ccm foolish - .. 
but doesn't establish what thos who make it do suppose. '1he Russian N,E,P, was 
nota tenporary concession to capitalism whidl ne.body wanted back, It was the 
inevitable ronsequens of the then in Russia existing and with the :œvolutlœ of 

1917 f:ccm feudal fetters ~ted and since full developped capitalist production 
relations. 

If Deng Xiaoping at a given naœnt declares: "Socialism has nothing to do with 
poverty" and "it shoul.d be ~tted to SClle people to' enrldl theirselves", one 
reneni:>ers involuntarily, that Bucharin in the twenties the Russian farrrers told, 
that they show.d "enridl themselves". Both exclamations, those of Deng and those 
of Budlarin, reflect a prooess whidl is going on and went œ in the social reality 
with whidl both, Deng and Bucharin are and \o.iere CXllfronted. 'l'o kna,,: the accu 
nu.ùation of capital. 

It is significant in chnnection with this, that Zhao and other theorists of 

the 'Initial Stage of Socialism', during whidl state property and private property 
will exist side by side, several tilles have stressed that the law of the cx:mroc:litieE 
should not be disregarded! 'lhe law of the ccmrodities in question is the econanic 
law whidl rules capitalist enterprise. 

Not Deng Xiaoping, not Hu Yaobang, not Zhao Ziyang or others are or have been 
the m::,tive power behind "refonns leading to a society of ccmrodities and a 11\:llXet 
eron~". ~tive p:,wers are (and have been) the laws ruling a society in whidl 
there is wage-lalx>ur, in whidl the labour-force is a ccmrodity. SUdl a society 
has to be defined as a ccmrodity society with (very logical) a market ec:onany. 

'lhe laws of developnent of such a society have driven Deng and his colla_borators 
t:o.rards a policy of refonn. 'lhat's ·to say: a policy of eronanic refoIIIIS: 

Above we have already established that Deng and his supporters, though. fervent 
stimulators of the refonns whidl are presenting themselves irrisistible, according 
to a carefw. fenale observer have never advocated political changes and still don't. 
Nobody will be surprised who's alive to the fact, that western observers, speaking 
of political refonns, always have in mind the introduction of a western type of 
dem:x::racy. But western dem:x::racy is the political super-structure of a capitalist 
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Laber Notes (7435 Michigan Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48210) 
No 123/June 89: -Laber". s · two trends: which will be our 
future - Cormrunity rallies to back Pittson coal miners: 
over 1000 arrested as strikers block coal trucks - Mexican 
teachers stage massive strike. No 124/July 89: -Enorrrous 
fines, arrests spread Pittson strike across coal fields 
- How ranJc and file labor acticists can use quick computer 
comnunications - Eastern strike headed for a sh~own 
(will union backed buyout mean bigger concessions?) 
IDs Angeles teachers get support from students and parents 
in winning _nine-day strike - New Directions for Labor 
conference draws over 1000 unionists to Detroit. No 125/Aug 
89:. Repression escalates at Pittson - Strikers make life 
hard for Lorenzo, but ••• 

Socialist Action (3435 Aril1Y Street, San Francisco, CA 
94110) (A trotskyist journal) No 308: Virginia miners 
stand firm as wildcat strikes halted - What did the French 
revolution achieve - Fear and loathing pervade Beijing 
under martial law - Soviet miners challenge government. 

Green Synthesis (League for Ecological Democracy', PO Box 
1858, San Pedro, CA 90733) No 31/June 89: The Spaka conferen 
and green praxis, evolution of a prograrrme for the 90s 
- Ecology, Corrmmity and Art - The left green debate - 
Is the . Left Green Network really green? - A letter on 
non-violence. 

.l 

CWA News - paper of the Communication Workers of America 
(see Echanges no" 55) No 6 and 7 /June-July 89: -'l'wo articles 
on the same subject: -A tale of two plants- and -The human 
impact of AT&rs Maquiladora venture-.(copy at Echanges) 

"Somerecent developments among those with nothing to loose 
but their jobs" - 
from Workers Info-Rag (c/o Zamisdat Press, GPO Box 1255, 
Gracie Station, New York, NY 10028) Distinct surrani.ng up 
and conunenst about four texts: Echanges pamphlets "France 
Winter 86-87" and "The COBAS", "Sorting out the recent 
post strike" (from Action Group for Workers Unity, c/o TURC~ 
Markhouse Road School Complex, Markhouse Road,London E 
17), and "Barcelona Dockers" from La Estiba. 

Support Report (Austin United Support Group, 711 4th Avenue 
N : E, Austin, MN 55912) No 8-5/5/89: -FranJc Lorenzo- s 
friends and allies (on the Eastern · a1.rlines strike) No 
9: Review of the book "The decline of American unionism"" 
Ey Kim Moody. 
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union, and thus it supports the social-democratic government. The other union 
federations are 'unpolitical' and have no particular allegation to the social 
democratic government. 

Some local union bodies of LO took part in the strike and demonstration, and 
this was against the wishes and a~vice of LO. But this was clearly a demonstration 
of the lower levels of the union bureaucracy which was protesting against the 
b~n on local negotiations of wages. These local negotiations have been a very 
important field of work for the unions at the basis, i.e. in the factories. Many 
workers supported this protest of the local unions and took part or were 
symphJtetic to the protest. 

The whole "lesson" which "Anjou" draws out of this strike i s absolutely wrong. 
There is no reason to say that the strike showed a "mounting distrust of the 
unions", the majority of participants didn't go on strike "against the advic& 
of the unions" - in fact none of the participants went on strike without beeing 
called by their union, either national or local, there were no attempts by - 
workers to "take r.iatters into their own hands". Further there were parts of the 
private sector taking part in, the strike and demonstrations, so that the point 
of "didn't see the vital importance of spreading the fight to the private sector 
workers" is not in accordance with what actually happened. 

8ut perhaps even more important than all this is that in the words of "Anjou" 
it is presented as a worker's strike, whereas in reality it was a union strike, 
and that is a hell of a difference. 

V 

The positions taken by revolutionari2s are more and more determined by the 
actual class struggle. Arguments about theory and history are of course still 
very important, but more and more debates and positions will be based on 
workers' struggles, actions by the bourgeoisie, i.e. based on the present class 
struggle and a correct interpretation and analysis of these events. 

l·/hat the ICC has 1·iri tten about Norway in recent years have nei ther been good 
reporting of the actual class struggle nor useful interpretation or analysis. 
Regarding Norway the views of the ICC and their presentations to their readers 
are wrong. 

If what 11e have seen in the example of Norway is also typical for the general 
presentation of actual events in other countries, the press of the ICC is. - 
of I iut ted use for ravolutionaries. 

NK 
These texts Con Norway and on ICC) were published in November 89 by 
ifotiva forlaq · 
Postboks 9340 Valerenga 
061 0 OSLO 6 • 
The article on Norway fo l lovs the te:<t published in Echangas n'61 p40 
We have not reprinted the copies of the following articles joined to 
the text on ICC: 
-World Revolution n• 94 -May 86 :Scandinavia, workers must organise 
the e~:tension of their strugglesand n• 115 - June 88 :Strike in 
tforway, 
-International Re·.iew n• 46 , 3d quarter 86 :Massive strikes in 
Norway, Finland and Belgium .From dispersion to~ard unification , 
(copies coule be sent by Echanges if you can't get the original 
articles) 
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society fran ~dl the Qu.nese one still differs very Illld1 in spite of all the re 
fo:ms. 

Apart f:can exceptions, in the period of the primitive ac:cumulation, that's to 
sey in the beg1nn1ng of capitalism, political :celations and institutions have never 

been 'lldlat they becaire later, ~ capitalist developœnt had made further progress. 
'1he bourgeois demx::racy is the product of a ·developped capitalist ~ety, not the 
product of a primitive œe, '1he Ch1nese society is neither primitive, nor developped. 
It f1nds itself in a transitional stage. A stateœnt as issued by the People's 
Congress in april last year is 1inked up with sudl a transitional stage, It :ceads 

as follows: 

"'lhe state peI]llits the private ~ to exist and develop within 
the limits p:œscribed by law. 'lhe private eccriœrt is nCM regarded 
as a sq:plerœnt to the socialist public ownership system, lèverthe 
less, the state will also exercise guidance, supervision, and con 
trol over the private econany. n 

Such a transitional stage - the 'WOJ:d·says it - is of course not an invariable 
thing. 'lhe changes to ~dl it is subjected can not be stimulated, nor :cetarded 
by regulatioos like this. But the fact that social :celatioos in the People' s 
Republic of Oû.na axe the typical relations of a transitional stage, explains 
the dualism which is dlaracteristic for Deng Xiaoping's policy. It explains li.kewise 
t<ily the political superstructure of western capitalism can not be the political 
superstructu:œ in China. 

In July this year a Clùnese observer paid ca:ceful attention to Deng's contra 
dictions 3) .He said that Ieng is vaclllating between different points of view. 
'lbis Clùnese observer also stated that Deng admitted that econanic :cefonn had to 
go hand in hand with a :cefODII of the political system, but t""'t at the sarœ time 
offe:ced :œsistanœ against the opinion that a :cefo:cm of the political system would 
lead to l!D:ce freedan and (bourgeois) del!Ocracy 4). Deng pointed out that it would be 
blenty years befo:ce direct elections oould be held in nainland Oû.na. 'Ibis stateiœnt 

clearly enlighten the situation. '1he :cefo:cm of the political system Deng has in mine: 
is not the :cefoi:m expected fran him by western observers. nor is i t the reform 
the students on Tienanmen Sqare were asking for, 

Deng's o:roer to take strong action against those students - the lot of Blem did 
not have the sane demands as a matter of fact - for that :ceason doesn 't rrean that 
Deng has beoœe unfaithful with his cwn :cefœ:mpolicy. Even a hasty survey of the 
articles he wrote since his rise to power 5) doesn' t leave any doubt of his :ceal 
position. 

Wtether the desi:œs of the Clùnese students hal:nntlze with the requireœnts , 
in the Où.na of taoorrow or after taTDrrow remains to be seen, Anyha,,, they are 
not confomable with the p:cesent Qùnese situation. 'lbis Qin explain the dramatic 
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tum of the events during last spring. C,B, 9/89 
3) Chang Chen-pang in Issues & Studies, Vol, 25, nr. 7 p. 11. 
4) 'llle word (bourgeois) is added by us. ~ want to underline 

that the tenn 'denocracy' :refers to the western fonn of i t. 
5) Collected in: Cleng Xiaoping, Selected W::>rks, Peking 1984. 

CHINA 

"Pekins de tous les pays, unissons -nous" - A leaflet 
in the form of an A-3 poster, on the recent events in 
China, from the committee ~Pekins de tous les pays unissons 
-nous~(c/o Brise-Glace, Bp 214, Paris Cedex 13). 

Iztok - Libertarian review on the Eastern countries (BP 
=ro;--75563 Paris Cedex 12 - in French) No 17/June 89: 
-Ba Jin file (Ba Jin is a farnous chinese writer) with 
some translations of his texts - China: the reformists 
of the palace has no way to go - Romania adrift: internatio~~ 
nal responsibility and interna! complicity - USSR: an 
ëllalt"cho-communist initiative - Real socialism bibliography. 

1 Where did you sa y the fresh aID1f~ition WBS! . 1/ 
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Not even in "lnternationell Revolution" have I found any notice about this. 

However, in 1987 "lnternationell Revolutïon" made a rernark about Norway which we 
think is telling very much about how the ICC presents reality to fts readers. ln 
March 1987 the Swedish ICC section held a "public" meeting in Oslo. We told 
former comrades who had been in the KPL about thi s "important event in the 1 i fe 
of the class", and at the meeting five of us turned up. 1-lell into the meeting 
one person who was unknown to all of us turned up. What astonished us was reading 
TiÏ"lnternationell Revolutionq No 25: "The majority of the people taking part in 
the meeting were former militants of the KPL." This has something to do with 
perspectives; formally 5 people are the majority when 6 people corne to a meeting. 
For a reader to whor.i these figures are unknown, the bombastic use of phrases 
certainly gives another impression of the congregation at this meeting. 

IV 

"He have heard about a strike among teachers in Norway which has gone on 
for some time and which shall be "illegal". We don't kno11 much about this, 
nor rnuch about the situation in Norway. We should be happy if you could 
send us sorne more information about this strike or/and other matters of 
importance which happens in Norway." (Letter from lnternationell Revolution 
23.01.88) . 

"Although we have only sporadic access to information about the class struggle 
in Norway ••. " (lnternationell Revolution No 28 /April 1988) 

"Even though we don't in all details share the descriptions which the 
comrades makes of the situation we think that in general it gives 'a good 
picture of the present situation in Norway." (Internationell Revoluticn No 32, 
introducing excerpts from our letter of Novernber 1988) 

The Swedish comrades obviously don't know much about what goes on here, but still 
they can disagree on questions of details; but without informing their readers 
or us what these details are. But apparently the cornrades of the section of the 
ICC in Belgium felt they knew enough about the conditions and details of the 
class struggle in Norway to write an article. We read a translation of their 
article in "World Revolution" No 115 /June 1988, and wrote a letter to 
"Internationell Revolution"· in January 1989 in order to obtain a copy of the 
original article. l~e wrote a reminder in March and then received a letter from 
them explaining why we hadn't received it yet, and told that the article was to 
be sent soon. To this day we have not received this copy, and therefore we have 
to use the translation printed in "~lorld Revolution". 

Let us look at what comrade "Anjou" has to tell about strikes in Norway. The 
article contains news about one strike and one demonstration on March 11th 1988. 
The article is not very precise about events, but the figure of participants is 
fairly correct (1 don't know the exact number myself - the newspapers here 
wrote that more than 300 000 participated). The article does not mention that 
the strike was of a very li~ited duration - between 2 heurs and half a working 
day - on March 11th. The way "Anjou" writes you might get the impression that 
the strike lasted much longer. The article is absolutely wrong in asserting that 
the strike was "agafnst the advice of the unions". The fact is that the strike 
was called and organised by several white collar national union 
federations and some local union bodies, but the biggest union federation LO 
did not participate and called the strike "illegal". There are several reasons 
for this. The negotiatfons between LO, NAF and the government settled for a 
small fixed pay rise (1 krone) and a law was passed banning all further rises. 
LO thus had its aims fulfilled: lowering real wages by giving almost no pay rise. 
The union federations outside LO protested against beeing excluded from real 
influence in the negotiations, às the result was binding for them also because 
of the law beeing passed. These union federations did not oppose the result 
in general, but wanted to distribute the wage rise in a differënt way. The 
strike was r.iainly in the public sector where the competition between LO and the 
other unions is fiercest. ln the private sector, among workers and lower level 
employees. LO is stronqer: often without anv rnmoPtitinn t o i< ~ <nr;~i-rl~mnr~,••r 
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of struggle." (UR No 95) 
"ln Norway the massive strikes in April were followed ••• " (UR No 96) 
"The se struggl es, which fo 11 owed wi despread r.iover.ients in Scandi navi a 
and particularly Norway ••• " (International Review No 47). 

In t~e ~tory of workers~ passivity during the lock-out in 1986 there were a few 
places where 1torkers tried to picket some hotels, resturants and a building 
site. In the general picture of the lock-out this t1as perhaps only one more 
way of letting out some steam of anger. 

1111ichever 1tay you look at the disputes of April 1986 there was a lock-out, and 
that was the main event. The strikes t1ere srnal-1 in compar1son. Sut still the ICC 
downplays this by writing: 

'' ... in Norway there were up to 120 000 workers affected by strikes, 
including Iock-outs •.. " (International Review No 46) 

The der.ionstration of "miners frorn Kirkeness" reported by "llorld Revolutiop" No 94 
was a denonstr-atton in the true spirit of trade unionism. Outside "Stortinget" 
(the Norwegian parl iarnent) several .loce l unions showed their solfdarity by 
showing their union banner and perhaps a union bureaucrat to carry it. 

3efore I leave l·/R No 94 ï have to make some 'rninor' corrections. ln 1985 the 
official rate of unemployment was 2.6l (54 000 people) accordfng to "Statistical 
Yearbook 1988" which is the official statistics. Knowing how statistics are 
nantpul e ted , the real figure might as well be 4.1" as "Uorld Revolution" says, 
but then there is the question of sources. The real figure ·might as 11el l have 
been 3.6% or 4.8% - the point in question is that the figure given by liR seems 
to be taken right out of the air. 

!JR has found 800 000 unemployed in Denmark out of a total population of 5 ni l l îcn, 
Please do what UR has obviously not done: talce a look at those figures and think. 
800 000 uner.iployed would be sornewhere between 1/3 and 1/4 of the total working 
population. Unemployraent in Denmark fs rather high, in 1985 there t1ere 252 000 
unemployed and in 1986 there were 217 000. The total nurnber employed in 1986 
was 2 816 000. (All figures from Statistical Yearbook 1988) 

lie read that the er.,ployees in Helsinki came out on strike for a 6-20X pay rise. 
Not very precise, is it? And certainly not telling the reader anything about 
the reality of these demands. 

Later in 1986 there were·sor:ie strikes in Norway. The negotiations in the 
public sector between the state, local governrnents and unions ended up in some 
strikes at the end of May/beginning of June. Perhaps the most ir:1portant thing 
happening was a demonstration in Oslo by some 20 000 people, protestïng against 
the forced arbitration 1·1hich ended these strikes. "World Revolution" spend 
exactly four lines on these strikes in No 96. 

Official statistics gives the following figures for "work stoppages" (i.e. 
strikes and lock-outs) for 1986: 16 stoppages fnvolving 165 742 wage earners, 
leadfng to the loss of 1 030 928 working days. (Statistfcal Yearbook 1983) 

Sefore 11e leave the year 1985 I 1·1il1 mention "!/eltrevolution", the paper of the 
section of the !CC in Germany, which has found more than 400 000 itorkers 
involved in the Iock-outs in tlorway (Ueltrevolution l~o 22). 1-/here do they 
find such figures? 

1 Il 

In 1987, the year after the "massive struggles" of the llorwegian workers, LO and 
IIAF agreed to give no general pay rise. The whole process of 'negotiations' 
were done in about 15 minutes -handshakes, posing for the photographers and 
everything. This should perhaps more than anything else tell who were the victors 
of the struggles of the preceeding year. And yes - WR was correct - only struggle 
pays. ln the press of the ICC I have seen no mention of this agreement, even if 
it would tell their readers very much about the real situation in this country. 
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(Apartado Etcetera - correspondencta de la guerra social 
Correos I.363, sarcetonai - in Spanish) 
No 13/May 89: Nicaragua ten years after - Algeria: the 
democracy · in danger with Islam - Hunger strike against 
annihilation in the German prisons - Notes on the present 
situation in Spain - International days in Barcelona on 
"Models for the future, new technologies and cultural 
traditions" - The anarchist thinking and anarcho-syndicalism 
in Spain (1869-1939). 

• 

La Estiba (Bulletin of the coorli.nating committee of the 
Spanish ports (c/del Mar 97, 08003 Barcelona - in Spanish) 
No 48/June-July 89: Bilbao in struggle for a new agreement 
in the port - Crisis and popular perspectives in Peru 
- News from different Spanish ports - The Cantabrian ports 
(Santander, Gijon and Aviles) - Support cornrirl.ttee of the 
farmworkers union SOC in Andalusia. 
la Estiba has published two pamphlets on "Capitalist strategy 
and workers.... resistance in the west Medi terranean ports" 
(A collection of analy s.i.s and documents). The first one 
is about the situation in these ports in 1986 (maritime 
transport and technology, the competi tian between the 
different ports, the specialisation) ; the second describes 
the struggle against the restructuringin Spain, Italy 
and Marseilles. 

As· docas do outra lado do espelho (Discordia, Apartado 
449, 3008 Coimbra Codes - or from La Estiba) This pamphlet 
(in Portugese) is a collection of texts published mainly 
in La Estiba on the struggle in the Spanish ports. 

1 
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Odio al capitalisme (Hatred for capitalism) (Address letter 
only as follows: A.V.V.N., Apartado no 25, 27080 Lugo) 
No 5/July-Sept 89: -Anarchism; criticism of its positions 
and evolution from its original positions - The economic 
crisis from 1981 to 1914 - Text from the Argentinian group 
Emancipation Obrera. 

i• 
! 

Zer Egin? (S.Martzial 2,4, Ezk 20005 Donostia - in Spanish 
and Basque) No 265: -On national identity: ten years 
since the Els Marges Manifesta - Interview with Tomas 
Borge (on Nicaragua) - Between two guns (on Lebanon). 
No 266: -A difficult solidarity - Panama. No 267: -China: 
Society against power - Union at the crossings - Prisons 
for what? 
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Anarchist Communist Federation pamphlet "Anarchism - as 
we see it" and no 14 of its journal "Organise for class 
struggle anarchism" - see Echanges no ~. Remarks f rom 
a French comrade: 
"As far as I can see, this programme is close to some 
libertarian communists in France; I can see there is some 
borrowing from the past Solidarity group programme "As 
wee see it"; references to the ciass struggle but on the 
other hand remains of the traditional anarchist ideas 
(for example the completely uncritical references to the 
anarchist organisations in Spain in 1936). Sorne ambiguities 
as well: what means their "active involvement in daily 
struggles in the workplace "and community" and participating 
"as anarchists in tpe struggle and organise on a federative 
basis to assist in the revolutionary process"? The journal 
previously called "Virus" is now called "Organise for 
class struggle anarchism" - this issue no 14 says that 
"we have interna! groupings around the following industries 
and interests", but when reading this issue I can see it 
deals · only with general considerations (how to build a 
rank and:file movement for instance) or political discussions 
(about the Labour Parcy .•• ). In this issue, nothing on 
th~ recent class struggle." 

The Raven (Freedom Press, 84b Whitechapel High Street, 
London El 7QX - see Echanges no 54) We have unfortunately 
missed out some issues of this anarchist quarterly, 
high quality printed and well illustarted in book format. 
No 5/June88: The raven in the nvthology of indians in 
Canada - Libertarian poet Victor Neuburg - Apalling state 
of modern architecture - Problerns of the inner cities 
- Spies for peace (The story of a group of libertarians 
in the nuclear disarmament movement in the early 60s who, 
without being discovered, made public the secret plans 
of the authori ties for an erriergency regional government 
of the country in case of nuclear war - or of po'l i.t.Lca l 
breakdown, to show that "the official preparations for 
a future war were directed against rather than towards 
the we lf are of ordinary people.") 

Unpopular Books Catalogue (Box 15, 136 Kingsland High 
St., London E82NS) A list of the available publications 
or forthcoming ones, with a short review of each one. 
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For those unfamiliar with the real situation this might look impressing. 
Unfortunately the reality behind this "most serious wave of struggles" was 
somewhat different. The main event was a lock-out by the employers federation 
(NAF) during the nëgotiation of national ag~eements. ln the process of these 
negotiations, the workers are almost totally excluded. llhen the lock-out was 
effected the workers were passively called out like pawns in agame of chess. 
The whole process of negotiàting national agreements is agame between the 
employers, the unions, and the state with the ~orkers as passive spectators. The 
lock-out backfired for the employers federation and revealed important 
differences of interests among the employers. LO - the main national union 
federation - emerged strenghtened, and most likely with a stronger credibility 
among workers. ln the middle of this muddle the government was changed from a 
centre/right to a social-democratic one. The whole left came out of this process 
strenghtened. "llorld Revolution" sees the result of this through the spectacles 
of "Financial Times": 

" ..• but the deal 'turned out to be costlier than expected' (FT 17.4.86). 
Only struggle pays!" (WR no 94) 

1 
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The comrades of WR uses phrases like "the most serious wave of struggles", 
"massive class struggles" and "struggles of the working class" completely 
uncritical. What does these phrases really mean? Comparing the real movements 
with the descriptions of IIR, 1 can only corne to the conclusion that by using 
such phrases which does not correspond to reality, "World Revolution" spreads 
lies. Lies in the sense that their descriptions and use of phrases does not 
correspond to reality, and thus giving their readers a completely falseimpression 

of what is going on. There should be no secret that the class struggle in 
Norway is at a low level. Hence any sign of a change is welcome, but events so 
far must be seen only as steps towards such a change. A true interpretation of 
the lock-out and strikes in recent years is that they could signal such a change. 

"Corm,unist Bulletin" No 11 (published by the "Communist 8u11etin Group") contains 
a message from "Cor.vnunist lnternationalist", a group in lndia close to the ICC, 
saying: 

" .•• The proletariat, particularly in the metropoles, has been vigorously 
responding to these attacks, as shown by the waves of struggles since 1983 
and conformed by massive recent strike movements in Finland, r~orway and 
Belgium." 

The comrades of "Co11111unist lnternationalist" seems to have read the press of the 
!CC and taken their 1,riting at face value. 

if ,we now take a look at "lnternationel 1 Revolution" the paper of the section of 
the ICC in Sweden, we find a rather different story than the one presented by 
"World Revolution". 

"The strikes and Jock-outs called by the Norwegian LO and NAF •.. was a 
result of on the one hand the growing dissatisfaction which exists in the 
Norwegian working class against the growing austerity, but also of a need 
for the Norwegian bourgeoisie to ••• prepare for coming class struggle 
through releasing some steam of dissatisfaction. The big conflict in 
Norway. even if i t 1-,as controll ed by the unions and NAF ••• signa 1 s a new 
situation, where Norway no longer will be an exception ..• "("lnternationell 
Revolution" No 19) 

This is at least a more sober evaluation of the fndustrial disputes that took 
place. 

1 would thin!< that the comrades in the Swedish section would have 1-,ritten to 
"Uorld Revolution" and "International Review" to correct the falsè reports and 
interpretations of the events in 1986. Even if a correction of the erroneous 
views of 1,R would not be publ ished, perhaps a more correct evaluation of the 
events would be seen in subsequent issues of "1/orld Revolution" and "International 
Review". After a l l , the report in "lnternationell Revolution" No 19 is closer to 
understanding and presenting the events correctly; and in an "internationally 
centralised organisation" one would expect such reports to circulate. 8ut no, 
"llorld Revolution" No 95 and 96 and "International Review" No 47 still spreads 
the fantasies about the "~assive strikes" of April 86: 

" ••. Finland and Norwayllave been hit simulaneously by massive outbreaks 
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THE "INTE~HATIOHAL COMMUNIST CURRENT" AHD NORHAY 

The "International Conrnunist Current" (ICC) is an organisation with an extensive 
publication activity. Their press ought to be an important source of inforraation 
for revolutionaries around the world. The contents of their papers must be treated 
in a serious manner. The same importance should be given to all revolutionary 
papers, but the press of the ICC stands out because of the great number of 
publications of these 'publishers'. 

It is important to learn about and properly analyse the struggles of the ~,orkers. 
To a great extent we all have to rely on the bourgeois press and other media, 
but as we know this is nota good source for learning about the class struggle. 
Even within the countries where we live,facts and evP.nts 11il1 be concealed and 
distorted. Things going on alrnost next door i·1ill not be repcrtec! as t:-ior-ough as 
we find necsssary, not to speak of other countries or pJrts of the world. 

We try to read as much a~,possible in order to gather information about the class 
struggle. Tirne, problems with foreign languages, and money limits the 
possibil ities.of reading paper and magazines. Even if we could read more, we 
would still have to rely on the bourgeois press to a great extent. 

When we don•t know the facts we can't form an opinion of events and developments. 
The less we know the more we have to guess and guessing is no good foundation 
for forming an opinion. Revolutionary papers should therefore be reliable and 
our best source of information about the class struggle. 

We have read the press of the ICC for many years, but we are not 'impressed' 
by it. The reason for this critique of what the ICC has written about Norway in 
recent years is that I know the subject fairly well. But there is another 
important reason: the !CC has the possibility to write reliably about this 
country. lt has a section in Sweden which ought to know conditions and events in 
Norway well. Norway is perhaps not the best example to choose. There have been 
no spectacular strikes like the Danish mass strike of 1985, the numerous wildcat 
strikes in Sweden in recent years, or the large strike movements in several 
countries around the world. Yet the ICC has found reasons to write about Norway. 
Other comrades should comment the writings of the ICC about events they ~now well. 

I don't know the internai 'division of labour' within the ICC, but I cannot 
imagine that they don't have some allocation of work with some fields to follow 
closely. 1 would guess that the section in Sweden has the task to follow the 
Scandinavian countries because of their geographical closeness, because they can 
understand most of the languages here without difficulties and because the 
general conditions are fairly similar. In short they should be in a better 
position than the other sections of the ICC to do this work properly. 

I refer the reader to the letter dated "end of November 1988" which we have sent 
you, and for the benefit of those who have not read the articles of the !CC we 
enclose copies of some of their'articles in English. 

II 

If we were to believe "World Revolution, monthly paper in Britain of the ICC", 
Norway was in turmoil in 1986. The working class was attacked so hard that it rose 
upas one man to fight back this attack at their wages. 

"The Norwegian class responded to this with the most serious wave or 
struggles since 1931 •... Lock-outs •.• meant 120 000 or 101 of Norways 
employed population were involved in the dispute." (HR No 94) 
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-Demonstzations of autonomists and squatters in SWitzerland. 

Internationalist Perspective - Journal of EFICC (External 
Fraction of the International Cormnunist Current) (BM Box 
8154,London WClN 3XX: or PO Box 395, Montclair, NJ 07042,0SA) 
No 13/Swmner 89: -Nationalism, crime against humanity 

Public sector strikes: corporatism, an obstacle for 
workers struggle - Romania:Ceausescu/Gorbachec:Two sides of 
the same coin - Why the Russian revolution is nota model 
for tomorrow - The limits of an initiative (review a a 
new bordiguist journal, "International Review of the Communi 
st Movement") - Debate on the period of transition: Critical 
notes about the article in IP no 11 and 12. 

Solidarity - A Journal of Libertarian Socialism (c/o 123 
_Iathom R9ad, London E6 2EA) No 21/Autumn 89:-Vanguardism:What 
if the poor can help themselves (A critical look at Lenins 
''What is to be done?") - Who is afrais of Satan? (On Salman 
Rushdie and Islam) - Reader's " letters on the analysis of 
the eastern bloc~ and onthe history and ideas of Solidarity 
group). 

Counter Information (Pigeionhole CI, c/o 11 Forth St., 
F.dinburgh) No 24/Aug-OCt 89: -Mass resistance rocks poll 
tax - Massacre in China - Brief notes about among other 
things: Poland - Strike of 35000 textile workers in Kanpur,In 
-UK council employess actions - OK transport workers strike 
- OK oil rigs strike - Raç:ist atrtacks - UK dockeza strike 

GRANDE BRETAGNE 

The I989 dockers strike, 

On Honday 10th July 9,400 register.ed dockers started an official 
general strike in about 60 british ports:apparently they were 
following the instructions of the powerful TGWU,90~ of these dockers 
had voted some days before :6,060 for the strike ,2,0II against(40 
other ports with 4,000 dockers were not 'legally 'cncerned by this 
strike because they were non registered dockers working in 'non 
covered 'ports Cby the National Dock Labour Scheme, N,D,L,S,), 
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Both organisations -union CTGWU) and employers CNAPE :National 
Association of Ports Employers which pushed the governement to 
abolish the NDLS ) were equally claiming to be 'in good position'to 
win a strike which , they predicted ,could last months,But even 
before the strike started separate agreements had been signed·in some 
ports, showing that the 'united front' of each organisation could be 
only a façade;TGWU was pushed to launch a general strike only under 
the rank and file pressure after having weakened it enough by its 
respect for the 'legality' ;behind the façade some of its leaders did 
not hide at all that 'the long term pr~spect to win this struggle or 
to get any result was very slim' 

This ,3ap between principles and reality e:cpressed a11 · kinds of 
contradictions and the dialectical process of class struggle,We can 
only understand it in describing the historical evolution of the 
conditions and of the struggle of this last core of 9,400 
dockers,survivors of a glorious past ,It was linked to the technical 
transformations of maritime transport and port handling which pushed 
port employers to radically change a situation which had been 
profitable to them for half a century 

We can only go back in the past very shortly ,For a long time , the 
dockers were en,~aged daily according to the needs of employers who 
could imp,)se all the work ing conditions , Then , they won a status 
which guaranteed them minimum wage and permanent employment,even if 
there vas no vork for them in the port , The NDLS was a powerful 
administration shared by the union (TGWU) and employers (NAPE ): the 
labour force , the dockers was full y managed there : registration , 
discuss ion on wages and labour conditions, disciplinary 
procedures,etc., .>:to be registered ,the docker had to be a ~ember of 
the union,When it was settled , the NDLS covered only _ the most 
important british p,)rts , about 60, the dockers of other ports far 
less important at this time were left out of the agreement.They still 
had to fo l lov the employers conditions either as individuals or 
according to local agreements.The NDLS was advantageous for the 
registered ,fockers compared to their previous situtation:they 
retained the daily call to work but had left behind the insecurity 
; i t was advantageous for the emp loyers too; they no longer had to 
bother with the labour organisation in the port this function 
bein,3 assuaed by the union in a period of intense maritime traffic 
requiring numerous non skilled workers , 

.. 
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On 1st Marcha 3 hour strike was called by seamens unions protesting a change of43 
taxations for seamen which woul d mean that they 1o1ould have to pay more taxes. I 
don't know how many took part in the strike, but 20 000 seamen were "affected" by 
the strike. Further strikes are beeing considered this autumn. On 11th r.tarch 1200 
people from Halden"demonstrated in Oslo agai~st closures of the local hospital, 
and on 29th March 15 000 people from Halden and Sarpsborg demonstrated in 
Sarpsborg against closures in their local hospitals. On 25th tlay 10 000 kindergarten 
teachers struk for 1 day protesting changes in the law governing kindergartens. 
On 9th June 30 000 bank employees struk for 1 hour protesting the closure of an 
evening school run by the banks. There have also been other small strikes, and 
a few attempts to defeat factory closures through occupations in some smaller 
companies. The occupations have not succeeded in preventing closurcs and removal 
of machinery. 

In September there were elections to "Stortinget" (Parliament). These elections 
take place every four years, and there are no possibility of calling elections 
bet11een these. In an early stage of the election carnpaign the bourgeoisie seemed 
to fear a low participation, but these fears were unfounded. Participation was 
as high as usual - 82S. 

The two major parties, the social democratic party and the conservative party, 
made substantial losses. The left socialist party and a rightist party called 
"Fremskrittspartiet" (Progress party) made substantial gains. The balance in 
parliament between "socialist" and "bourgeois" parties did not change much, but 
the relations betveen the different parties changed more than usual. After the 
elections the minority social democratic government has been changed to a 
minority conservative/centre government. The difference in policies between the 
two governments are not likely to be fundamental_. 

Perhaps the most important result of this change of governments will be that the 
main trade union federation LO can take a more "militant" stance. LO is closely 
tied to the social democratic party, and with this party out of office LO can 
attack the "bourgeois" government and try to polish up its image. The workers 
have been pressed for years, and there have been few opportunities to release 
some of the pressure that has build up. The workers might soon say that there 
has been enough, and more easily react to more pressure frora the employers with 
struggle. This does not change with the change of government, because many 
workers does not see the social democratic party as "their" party. Sut for the 
unions the change of government is important. They can now play a more active 
and militant rôle. Almost as soon as the new government was in office, leaders 
o_f LO started their though tall< in preparation for the national negotiations 
takiflg place next year. 

However, the changes 11il1 not be big. The ideology and practice of "co-operation" 
is deeply embedded in the whole trade union structure. From the workshops up to 
national levels there exists a spider's web of organs of co-operation between 
the unions, the employers and the state, and this will not change. Since 1935 
LO has pursued a policy of labour peace and co-operation. 

The national wage negotiations have for many years directly involved the 
government. Less and Jess unions and employers have reached an agreement without 
the active participation of the government. For ex~mple the t110 last .negotiations 
have involved a law to make the result of the negotiations between LO and the 
employers federation binding for all other workers and employees. Apparently 
next years negotiations will be concluded without a new law, because such a .law 
is not dynamic enough for capital. However, the nced to contrai wages firmly 
will continue to exist, and it is not yet clear how this will be achieved. 

On 13th November all 14 000 working at the railways have been called out on a 
5 hour strike to protest cuts which are likely to lead to reduction of manning 
of more than 2000 people. 

1 .. 
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The proposed budgets for the state and local governments for 1990 have recently 
been published. The budgets contains cuts and reductions, but as nothing has 
yet been decided, the final results are still unclear. 

rlK 



4 2 IN O R w A y 1 
THE SITUATION IN NORWAY 

Unemployment in Norway rose at the end of 1988 and the beginning of 1989. 
Throughout 1989 the number of unemployed has been around 80 000 and in 
addition to this 40-50 000 have been employed on ~xtraordinary government funded 
work. In September 1989, 79 500 (3.61) were unemployed and 57 000 on •government 
work". For Norway this unemploy~ent is unusually high. These figures are the 
official ones and of course kept low. This summer some bourgeois experts 
publicly admitted at least 200 000 really unemployed. In addition to unemployment, 
many are working only part-time. 

According to the official figures prices rose wlth 4.21 from October 1988 to 
October 1989. 

This year•s national wage negotiatlons ended up slightly better than in 1988, 
giving 3 kroner/hour for most workers and an addltional 1 krone/hour in certain 
industries earning exceptlonally well (metal processing, paper and pulp). The 
rise of 3 kroner was divfded fn 1.50 krone as a general rise and 1.50 kronë to 
be "negotiated" locally."Horkers and ernployees fn the public sector were awarded 
0.6% extra. In 1988 the average wage for workers in private sector was 163 000 
kroner/year qr about 83.50 kroner/hour before taxes. 

Compared ta the lousy rise of 1 krone in 1988, the 3 kroner awarded this year 
were better, but still too low to keep pace with price rises. The result of the 
wage negotiations was passively accepted by workers, and no attempts were made 
by groups of workers to obtain more. In 1989 as last year a law was passed which 
banned all further pay rises. This law has been very effective in keeping wage 
rises down. 

The workers seem to be in a defensive position these days. Their wages have been 
pressed for years. The law against wage rises has made it quite impossible to 
obtain higher wages by leagal means, and no attempts have been made to crush 
the law and gain wage rises. Unemployment has given the workers fears for loosing 
their jobs; and the bosses have shown them that they mean business when they 
threathen with closures or reductions. The employers use this opportunity ta 
push through changes in the different factories and workplaces. Local attacks 
on wages usually don't affect the basic wage, but the part of the wage agreed 
locally, such as shift compensations and other compensations for unusual working 
time, working conditions or travel. Further, the employers seek ta rationalise 
production by reducing manning. 

This spring for example, the print industry union gave in to pressure from the 
employers and accepted night work in all parts of the print industry. Earlier, 
night work was only accepted in the newspaper industry. Of course night work 
will net be introduced in all part of the print industry. The employers in the 
bigger print works here in Oslo are preparing for around .the clock work, and in 
the meantime they try ta force concessions from the workers, reduced manning 
beeing the most important. 

In "Aftenposten" which is the biggest newspaper print works in Norway, and which 
1s printing the two largest papers, the employers cancelled )ocal agreements 
about benefits and compensations this spring. For each worker the reduction in 
pay would amount to as muchas 50 000 kroner/year. The workers tried to fight 
this attack in the way which is usual in the print industry, not by open actions 
but by refusing to work overtime, creating disruptions in production etc. The 
result was reduced print runs, and one day the paper was not printed at all. The 
workers were notable ta defend their wages completely, but forced the employers 
ta reduce the cuts. 

.. 
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This str·ucture had not eliminated conflicts,l'lost of the struggles 
were wildcat strikes , but their claims changed : in the SO's they 
were on working conditions and wages; in the 70'S they were 
practically for the defence of the NOLS which was no longer 
convenient to the employers using new techniques, The dockers'union 
inside the T6WU was hostile to these strikes which threatened its 
reputation of good labour 11anagers ,Shop stewards , closer to the 
rank and file struggles and vital link because of the dockers 
dispersion had a central role in these conflicts , 

The 1974 dockers strike which brought as a consequence the fall of 
the tory Heath governement and of his attempt at strike regulation 
was the apogee of this balanced organisation ,But it was also its 
decline because all these struggles were defensive ones trying to 
delay the consequences of the invasion of new techniques of transport 
and handling which could be called the 'container revolution ', The 
rank and file docker t.ias placed in situations he had never met 
before: 
-either of leaving his job (and at the same \ime his 
dockers'mates,a kind of family reinforced by the shift work >with an 
apparently big lump of money , 
-or work as ordinary employee for a port company without the freedom 
and guarantees he had had with the previous status , 
The union was offered a no less difficult choice:its powerful 
position as a manager of the labour force was no longer needed by 
employers and had become a brake to modernisation and to profit 
making;even the Labour Party was looking for a reform of the previous 
'out of date ' status ,Dockers resistance and qui te a few local 
wildcat strikes delayed the unavoidable move for more than 15 years 
and even the tories ,eager to push the interests of modern capital 
everywhere waited IO years before attacking the NDLS,The TGWU 
,pushed by the events tried to save some of its positions in a new 
dockers status using the workers combativeness as a lever in the NDLS 
reform discussions :it paid lip service to the wildcat strikes as it 
worked on the side to keep them in a stait jacket not to spoil its 
chances at the negotiating table ;most of the strikes were either 
contained locally or if they overcome localisation driven to some 
side street to end in confusion, 

Year by year , the position of the registered dockers was weaker and 
weaker though not only because of the technical evolution : 
-British economy was quickly moving, self-sufficient in food and oil 
as its share in world trade quickly declined meaning far less 
traffic for british ports; 
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- The rema1ning maritime trade traffic was the reverse of what it 
was 50 years ago:decolonisation and the development of EEC relations 
brought the decline of West coast ports and the rise of East and 
Channel ones. The most important ports covered by the NDLS 40 years 
ago became the less important ones: for very understandable reasons, 
the new rising ports were those neglected by the NDLS where employers 
had complete freedom to organise labour according to their present 
own interest .In 1989 the registered ports covered less than 701 of 
the maritime traffic ( oil excluded) 
-The new transport technology (containers ,big lorries and 
ar t iculated lorries > necessi tated abandonment of the obsolete port 
structures for quite new ones built not only in non registered ports 
but also in the only ports accessible at any time so that ships·did 
net need to wai t for the tide, The best examples of this situation 
are Felixstowe and Dover, both ~on registered ports,To survive , the 
ancient ports hjd to build new structures as close to the high sea as 
poss ib la : the por t of London had to leave i ts huge developments on 
the Thames banks for Tilbury and the same happened in Liverpool for 
Seaforth ,More,ner , new techniques and new ports allowed an easy 
tranfer of traffic in case of strike , 
-Formerly a lot of unskilled workers were required to be available at 
any moment ta answer non planified needs ,The new techniques required 
only a limited number of skilled dockers working in regularly-timed 
shifts to answer a regular arriva! of ships which could call at any 
fixed moment of the day and requiring to be loaded or unloaded as 
qui ck lv as possible, The cohesion of dockers calling hice a day at 
the same place and sharing their hard work in tight shifts had been 
replaced by the iso l at ion of n1en manipulating complex devices with 
different timetable and infrequently meeting each other, 

The globai resul t of these transformations on dockers struggles was 
net only a chan,Je in the conditions of these struggles but of the 
methoJds of struggle too .Past wildcat struggles, structures and ways 
oJf thinking more or less coJncealed the depth of such transformations 
and the fac t tha t a new k i nd of docker vas tak i ng the place of the 
old C sometimes inside the same man ),This step by step retreating 
struqgle against the new techniques did not display a united f.ront 
even if the appearance were so .The fight was for keeping the present 
s ta tus and be nef i ts and in def ence of the NDLS , but more and more 
the dockers took the redundancy money paid by tory or labour 
governements prefering to leave rather than to fight a lost struggle 
:registered dockers numbers were declining quickly dropping from 
50.000 twenty years ago to less than 10,000 in 88,Even so , it was 
not enough for the port employers: the NDLS was difficult to adapt to 
the new techniques of capital for accrueing quick high profits;it 
~lso enabl~d the dockers to use it the more efficiently to resist 
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workers and Sochaux up to 6,000 out of 15,000 workers, The last 
strikers will · have to resume work though the last Peugeot 
proposals were very far from their initial claims,All the sacked 
workers are reinstated but it is evident that all workers who were 
in the forefront of the strike will be the f irst to be targeted 
for victimisation by the repressive Peugeot management , 

I f the initial impetus of the strike did not succeed in pushing 
the movement beyond certain formal boundar ies bui lt up by the 
management and the unions , it was nevertheless strong enough to 
take underground sidemethods to impose its strength during seven 
weeks ,,Only manoeuvres and duration of time could eliminate the 
strong weapon the workers had got from the beginning : occupation, 
This impetus was not eliminated by the end of the forma! 
expression it had taken in the strike;without doubt, it is still 
going on in the new balance of struggle inside the factory in the 
daily class struggle , The strike was only the expression of a 
token moment of the global class struggle; it does not stop with 
the strike but it transforms itself , · which ,considering the 
present conditions in Peugeot factories is certainly as important 
as the strike itself, 

The organisation during the strike has to be compared with the 
previous organisation of 'coordinating committees ' in some 
previous important strikes (SNCF , Chausson ,SNECMA , Nurses 
,etc,,),The Peugeot strike did not see the formation by the union 
of formai traditional strike committees they coould have eusily 
controled ,In other current strikes C eg the finance civil servant 
st~ike > unions have developed a strategy to prevent the formation 
of coordinating conimittees and the decisions of general 
assemblies,It is difficult to tell if this 'inorganisation' of 
Peugeot strike was a deliberate union strategy or rather linked 
to their weakness : it appears rather a step by step building of 
a control avoiding too formai an organisation which could have 
been either too much under control or pressure from the rank and 
file or have been too much apparent 1 y on the management s ide 
,Because of this uncertain situatîon, the conflict with the union 
grew from the workers determination te go ahead stubbornly wi th 
the strike trying on the way to keep the strong weapon they could 
have got,We can't reach any other conclusion for this struggle 
because precisely its characteristics are determined by the 
peculiar conditions of each struggle which define their level and 
their content , H,S, 9/89 see charts p 18 and 61 

A complete and detailed chronology of the Peugeot strike- in french - 
is available at Echanges, 
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will an 'organisation committee ' try some kind of a coordination 
; it is not even an intersyndicalist committee , only the 
cohabitation of four unions, Some of the dec larations af ford an 
idea of what they consider as their role in the strike, IO days 
after the beginning of the strike, a union representant sums 
up:'Unions have gone into the movement in the attempt to keep the 
rank and and file still feeling that they have the initiative in 
the struggle', This was apparently not very successful because a 
CFTC delegate can dec lare on the 25/9: 'We have controlled them 
(the strikers ) for three weeks ; now we can't do very much , only· 
try to prevent the movement going too far ' 

The struggle will move according to this dialectical relationship 
between the rank aDd file movement and the unions.The workers will 
constantly try to give more strength to their ~ction in blocking 
the production of cars by occupying vital sectors of the factory 
:in Mulhouse they first occupied the main assembly line,The 
unions will get them to evacuate this department with the 
pretended promise of resumption of discussions with the 
management,\Jhen it appears that this had been a lie , strikers 
will press again for a new occupation which the unions could 
divert to another pretended vital department-the forges -This 
department will be taken for 18 days and in the end evacuated with 
the same promise of negotiations , this time after a lot of 
pressures and manoeuvres.This transfer of one occupation to 
another was a pure unions manipulation:the assembly line 
occupation blocked all the factory and had a lot of consequences 
on sub contractors and other factories ;CGT and CFDT could argue 
before the second occupation that it would be the same with the 
for,3es ; which will prove wrong immediately allowing Peugeot to 
resume production everywhers though at a very low rate , By the 
time the forges occupation would have lasted so long that 
disruption of the total production could becom~ a reality , the 
'conciliator ' was on the way and the unions ready to push workers 
out of the forges , In beheen , unions wi 11 have exhausted the 
w,,rkers combativi ty in .i;treet demonstrations as aimless as they 
were inefficient but achieving their hidden aim of demoralising 
the w,)rkers , 

The Mulhouse forges evacuation is achieved after 37 strike days; 
the strike will yet continue for 12 more days ,During all these 
50 days ,,f strike at Mulhouse, it has spread to the Sochaux 
factory ,Mulhouse had up to 3,000 to 4,000 strikers out of 9,000 

• 

• 
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productivity pressure ; another reason to remove it,The competition 
beheen european ports , the coming of the Coramon Market and the 
opening of the Chunnel tul'!nel now inlperatively pushed bri tish 
capital to get rid of obsolete and costly port structures (for 
profits sake,of course), 
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Abolishing the NDLS was l ike the rumours of the Loch Ness monster 
coming up from time to time,Both capital and governements were very 
cautious in dealing with this problem : the fear of a major and 
damaging conflict could relay the fact it was not till recently a 
major problem,The apparently sudden push for abolition in I988 meant 
precisely the opposite :abolition had become imperative and the issue 
of a strike was less uncertain because the transformations explained 
above had reached such a point that the registered dockers offered a 
less united front as a strike would have as well a more limited 
effect , 

As a good executor of capi talist i nterests , the government when 
prepar ing the texts for the NDLS abolition took secret measures to 
reduce the ef fects of a dockers strike, In 1988 all ports companies 
dealing with food were advised to increase stocks : on this occasion 
it was revealed the existence of a secret committee of. managers of 
the main food companies with precise powers in case of a state of 
emergency to control and organise animal and human food storage and 
distribution,So this committee had the opportunity to operate and 
the imported goods stocks were raised at a two months level when the 
parliamentary debate began, and to a six months level at the end of 
this debate,Capi tal immobilisations , storage and transport costs 
were paid by the consumers as firms were allowed to raise prices 10 
to 151,Class struggle had absolute priority over the pretended 
priority government fight against inflation and consumers were 
obliged indirectly to finance the antistrike policy; an example of 
ho111 capital can take on direct conduct of the State in order to 
perform functions usually performed by State repressive forces 
financed by taxes, 

A politician recognised that:'If the strike had begun in october 88, 
all these things would have been far more difficult ',Again we can 
see here the effect of the social laws regulating strike and of the 
'legality respect ' from the unions: a dockers wildcat strike would 
have been far stronger -with more chance of succeeding -if it had 
broken out when the discussions on NDLS abolition had begun ,But all 
the union efforts were to prevent and to stop any attempt which could 
have led to a dockers general strike ,More than the respect for legal 
procedures ,the fact that union and Labour agreed with the abolition 
though pretending the contrary was the deep reason for their attitude 
in this fight , 
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repressive laws against wildcat strikes, as far as the union 
concerned , the TGWIJ respected them which wa~ effectively the 
case.This abolition has to be decided by law as the NOLS had been 
founded by law;in principle any political strike is forbidden and so 
the strike against the vote for a law was a political strike .It was 
very specious in as far as any strike concerning working conditions 
was legal and the law was radicaliy changing conditions of work ,It 
would need several months before the House of Lords decided that the 
dockers strike against the abolition of the NDLS would be 'legal ', 
When this decision was reached, two wildcat strikes had been stopped 
by the TGWU and a first vote overwhelmingly for an immediate strike 
was out through legal delays,Everything had to be done again;The 
result 111as certain but on Jhe employers side all the_ antistrike 
weapons had been patiently and carefully built though on the dockers 
side delays had softened the stances : even before the strike was 
launched , the NAPE could claim that more local agreements had been 
signed and that 1,200 dockers had taken their redundancy money , 

The TGWU position was evident :not hostile to the abolition it wanted 
to use the unavoidable strike to try to get a new general agreement 
on a ne111 basis 111hich 111ould guarantee its national position as 
manager of the labour force.Hostile to the 111ildcat strikes which 
111ould damage its finances ,spoil its reputation on workers 
control,ruin Labour electoral expectancies, hostile to local 
agreements which would give the shop stewards and local branches more 
power depress i ng i ts influence at national level, the TGWU was 
indeed in a very uncomfortable position and had a very narrow space 
for manoeuvre:if the strike 111as very strong ,it would lose the rank 
and file control but could preserve its national position; if the 
strike was weak ,it would lose this last position but without gaining 
anything on a local basis where everything would be settled through 
separated agreements. 

The second vote on the 7th of july gave a majority of 3 against l;on 
1 

the Monday 10th july ,9,.SOO docker,s were on general and indefinite 
strike .This second vote had producedmore or less the same result as 
the first one in May which could be considered as proof of the 
dockers determination but figures can't avoid consideration that two 
wildcat strikes broken by the TGWU in the previous six months could 
have some111hat eroded this determination, 

• 
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,it,The Peugeot strike will not spread to the other factories or to 
other car firms, not because of all these repressive forces but 
because the movement is limited in its particularisms and because 
the central claim about wages appears as an adjustment for 
instance compared to what a Renault worker can earn , 

Perhaps even more than the Peugeot management , the government 
expressing the general interest of capital in France ,is keen to 
avoid an extension of the strike which will endanger its 
economical politics ,Till recently strikes had been limited to the 
public sector and the advent of a major conflict in a private 
factory can mean that- new step to111ards a generalisation of 
struggles ,The government has just had to confronta long finance 
civil servant struggle and some other more localised conflicts .It 
will move from a careful 'neutrality' Conly criticising the 
management method of dealing with the labour force > to a series 
of measures to stop a possible spreading of the movement ,On one 
hand in advancing wage rise at the Renault factory , or to some 
selected public activities : électricité CEOF > , civil servants 
Ccops eg , , > ,On the other hand playing a low prof ile in refusing 
to send the police to ·evacuate the occupied department after 
Peugeot had obtained a court injonction ordering it,When the 
situation looks sufficienUy 'ripe ' the government appoints a 
'conciliator ' with the sole task of bringing together union and 
Peugeot at the negotiating table; to reach this point, the union 
would have but to persuade the workers to give up their only 
valuable weapon : the occupation, They will prove , on the way 
they are useful to management , 

The five or six different unions in the Peugeot group present a 
wide. range of possibilities for each of them to play arole at the 
very moment of the struggle when they are so needed:some can be as 
repressive as management, some can offer support to the strike 
leaving it at a crucial moment to demoralise the workers or to 
channel the strike into a cul-de-sac employing while so doing the 
most extremist phrases.The repressive Peugeot context introduces a 
situation somewhat different from other factories:some boss 
unionsCCFTC and FO for instance ) are off icialised and help the 
management, some other (CGT and CFDT> are not tolerated and are 
vi c t imi sed ; in such a situation , they can play the tradit ional 
role , their victimisation accruing them a certain support f rom 
the workers, It is because of this support that they will get a 
certain audience during the strike and will be able to manipulate 
it, This can explain why there will be nei ther 'coordinating 
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50 f: a month,As the strike is going ahead we can see how a 
dialectical process is developing between this rank and. file 
movement ,the management, the government and the unions , 

For the management things are crystal clear ; recently the 
industrial relation director reminded the workers that :'The 
strik~ must leave in the memory the remembrance of something which 
everybody has lost, even if it is symbolic '.;sà , up to the last 
moment , the unshakable Peugeot position was : 'no 
negociations' ,When the occupations of some departments will 
threatened to stop the whole group's production , Peugeot 
shifted this to ' no discussion without complete withdrawal' and 
at the same time hadtaken the usual exchange card, the sacking of 
workers(more than 100 end of september ) in such a way that the 
discussions would be on thls point and not on the main point of 
the strike ,This policy was strongly supported by the pressure of 
middle management ,specially trained to this kind of 
intervention.Ail the arguments , moral, financial ,blackraail, 
violence could be used against individual workers not only to 
divide the workers inside a workshop or a factory but to reinforce 
for individuals consideration of their personal interest rather 
than their general interest as a class ,Even were it an important 
point to consider,it does not sufficiently explain why this 
Icca l iaed strike did not overcome this stage of local minority 
strike : a general movement is never stopped by such peculiar 
manoeuvres which are only effective because a mass 11ovement has 
not brought workers to consider their general interest erasing on 
the way all these specific attempts to break the strike, 

PSA <the big Peu,~eot -Citroën group )is still a conglomerate of 
di f f erent groups , each factor y havi ng kept i ts peculiar 
character: Sochaux and Mulhouse factories even if they are 
geographically close will never achieve real coordination of the 
struggle but as we have said before , the minority strike though 
localised will develop in each factory a situation similar to the 
one having prevailed in the SNECMA strike,Up to 3Qj of the 
workforce will be on strike sometimes , the non striking workers 
having this kind of passive resistance and giving a lot of 
financial support < at Sochaux for instance , the less paid 
striking workers will receive almost the equivalent of their lost 
wages from solidarity ),All these circumstances and certainly 
other specific ones will fix the efficiency of the repressive 
forces as well as the limits, The strenth of the rank and file 
mi::,vement will appear in the time - 7 weeks - needed to reduce 
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In two periods wildcat sfrikes had lasted 12 days ,the first one the 
6th of april , the second one during discussion of the abolition 
project in Parliament ,The strong opposition of the TGWU as well as 
the reluctance of most of the dockers to go on with a wildcat strike 
had played a part in all these delays, The demonstration of 100 
dockers invading the TGWU headquarter and Ron Todd's office wre very 
significant but also proof that dockers could do no more than shout 
their disgust and dispair to the union officials,ln the past , union 
bureaucracy had been powerless against national· wildcat strikes 
because the dockers were strongly united in defence of their common 
working conditions.This tirae it was quite different :as soon as the 
law was voted, employers began to move ,Either they anounced 
redundancies araong the registered dockers , sometimes , in small 
ports ,of all the dockers for instance , Fowey and Par in Cornwall, 
Aberdeen ; or they tried to impose locally new working conditions , 
sometimes getting an agreement with tle local union , The striking 
dockers could face the same situation as the printers -..ith Ne111s 
Internationsl in Wapping or the seamen of P& 0 in Oover : to be 
sacked for striking and thereby lose all right to redundancy payment 
,Elsewhere they could be pushed into - the choice of either staying on 
strike following the T6WU and losing their rights , or on following 
the local agreement or agreeing the new conditions unilaterally 
imposed by the employers and stopping the strike,In Sheerness , 200 
dockers covered by a new local agreement voted separately on the 7th 
july not to go on strike, 

The TGWU tould claim on the 11th July that 'its' strike was a great 
success because all the main ports covered by the NDLS 111ere on 
strike: Tilbury (1,150 dockers ) , Liverpool (1,200 > , Southampton 
(700l ,Hull (510 > were all at a standstill ,But it was a façade of 
uni ty : 18 small ports in 62 covered by the NOLS worked normall y , 
some of them already having no registered docker working there for 
some time and the strike affected only 40i of the capacity of 
br it ish ports, The long per iod of gestation of thi s str ike lef t the 
dockers more or less powerless in before of the antistrike measures 
taken by employers and governement with this kind of union 
complicity,Backstage union leaders did not hide their thinking that 
'the strike could not be won':what they had to do was destroy t.1hat 
remained of the determination of some thousands of dockers to go 
ahead with this strike ,Ron Todd , leader of the TGWU, had used its 
influence during the previous months to stop wildcat strikes 
obliging shop strewards and dockers to agree with decisions of the 
top bureaucrats ; he would find the same arguments at the end of the 
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strike to oblige the Liverpool dockers still on strike alone to 
resume work,At the end of the strike , most union leaders declared 
they did not think that the union could have dealt with the strike in 
a different way according to the dockers. combativity and 
determination to go ahead with their strike ,They were right if we 
consider the TGWU point of view and the general politics of Labour at 
this time The strike's aimas it was proclaimed by the union had been 
carefully chosen to increase divisions between dockers; this aim was 
neither the strong defence of the 'NDLS which could have mobilised the 
dockers for something they knew well ttheir present situation >,nor a 
strug,3le for a common pattern of local agreements which would have 
returned the pressure onto the employers and could also have 
mobilised the non registered dockers , the big division between the 
two categories of dockers being then wiped out.On the contrary; the 
TGWU. line was only defence- of the TGWU position as a union having 
legal control over the labour force ;this position had nothing to do 
with the dockers }trike even if they thought they were fighting for 
union positions , This TGWU struggle for top negociations about a 
national agreement taking place about the NDLS was particularly vague 
and demobilizing,No struggle could be fought to such a level of 
generalisation; it was even worse because there were already cracks 
in the solidarity this position was supposed to express and displayed 
at the beginning of the strike, 

A Tilbury docker could proudl y dec lare : " We wi 11 win as far as we 
stay united" ,Perhaps he believed it , perhaps he was repeating some 
leader's 111ords,But even in his port -Tilbury - other port workers 
affiliated to other unions as AEU (engineering > or lorry drivers 
affiliated to the same union TGWU worked normally and crossed the 
picket line with the union's blessing ,The most important crack in 
the dockers solidarity was not even there : it was in the near port 
of Sheerness where before the strike ,the shop stewards had signed a 
local agreement approved by the dockers to replace~he NDLS; only 4 
dockers out of 370 were on strike and their solitary pic~et would be 
without effect even when it would have received reinforcement from 
other ports.The reason is easy to find :the dockers of this expanding 
port had specific different conditions,they were youn'g , skilled and 
specialised in different functions and for a week of 35 hoürs could 
get 18,000 fa year; they didn't fear redundancies ,At the other end 
of this break on solidarity we could find a totally opposed 
situation: at Eric Deep Wharf on the Thames (port of London ) 44 
registered dockers ( among them one of the 5 dockers emprisoned in 
Pentonville in I972 )are not on strike because the wharf is to be 
closed in August : striking means the risk of being sacked anyway 
with the loss of the redundancy money Ctheir current,wage is between 
25-28,000 f a year owing to their past struggles but is also the 
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departments using new work methodsCteam of 20-30 workers> but 
everywhere , the pressure was around reciprocal spying and 
integration·of the workers petty .answers to organise their daily 
work ,Mulhouse factory C 9,000 workers ou of 13,000 employees) was 
peculiarly in such a situation ; there a lot was very different 
from the near Sochaux factory : no redundancies for a long period 
(Sochaux had had waves of restructurings for the past years >, 
relatively young workers scattered in South Alsace less penetrated 
by 'Peugeot faniily. 'feelings as the most ancient Sochaux workers 
,easy way to find a better paid job in near Germany or Switzerland 
and so less influenced by the promise of a steady career in the 
fi rm , In Sochaux , Peugeot craddle, where the fi rm owns almost 
everything, l.otal control of the fi rm over the worker 's ent ire 
life was very strong , 
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So we can understand why long before the summer holidays a lot of 
small walk outs disturbed some departments at the Mulhouse 
factory,against working conditions as well as for wages ; it was 
nevertheless these last claims which united the workers 
struggle,Peugeot's wages policy was not only to give unilaterally 
derisory wagerises but to divide it in two parts:the smallest one 
for everybody, the biggest one onl y to workers 'wor thy of i t 'by 
management choie!! of course ,For instance , in I987 , this wage 
rise had been divided into 1,251 for everybody and 1,60X for these 
'selected 'workers; 20X of the workers had got only the general 
rise ,20X , the oldest in the firm the same general rise plus 
seniority percentage , and 60X the general rise plus the 'choice' 
one Cnot even equal for each 'selected worker' some getting more 
as some were getting less than the above average 'choice ' 

• percentage),There was an 'end of the year ' bonus , a percentage 
of the firm's profits but , to avoid to give too mucha very low 
cei ling had been f ixed for the calculation of the said benef i t 
,The average worker wage was in 89 around 500 fa month and the 
hierarchical range was very narrow, 

The walk outs started again after the holidays when 50 wokers on 
the body line went off; they tried to spread their spontaneous 
movement by demonstrating inside the factory from one department 
to another one.They were constantly barred and closely controlled 
by the middle management and 1110re or less by the unions : 
nevertheless the movement was spreading ;400 strikers on the 5/9, 
more than 3,000 on the 6 in two shifts, Peugeot then unveils the 
wage rise for 89 : 1,50% for everybody plus 1,701 to 'selected ' 
workers,It was far from the minimum claims which were no less than 
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against a situation common to a lot of factories and to the 
whole of the french economy, Per igot , boss union CNPF president 
summed up this potential danger when declaring: 'The Peugeot 
conflict is a serious conflict in one of the rnost fragile branches 
of our econorny' , 111hich ns echoed by the Industry minister in 
more general ter ms : 'lrJe have al 1 reasons to f ear a sudden wage 
rise; everybody will lose in that, the 111orkers at first ', 

The 'fragility' evoked by the boss leader was not-so rnuch about 
economy or finance proble111s of a branch of industry but in the 
structures of this branch , the new ones pushed to get 11ore 
international competitiveness ,The hunt was open in every part of 
a factory to reduce costs:capital brought into production has to 
be productive as highly and as quickly as0possible ;this concerns 
constant capital investments , workers , raw material and parts 
supplying,One of the most recent. innovation was the 'zero stock' i 
e a constant fluid part supplying in such a way that no storage 
was needed :it brought a specific fragility , even if replacement 
solutions against a possible bottleneck were foreseen,The 
'robotisation' deeply transformed work habits and allowed 
penetration of the workers defence system ,Another jipanese style 
innovation was the 'zero quality' which went further down in this 
latter sense and at the same time allowed reinforcement of 
discipline with the childish system of placarding individual 
'mistakes' and 'results ', The occupation of a very limited sector 
of the factory will block the whole factory even more surely than 
with the haditional taylorian structure Cfrom which the present 
structure derives),lrJe can understand the importance all over this 
strike of the occupation of some strategic workshops ,Even more , 
in the context of daily hard repression as at Peugeot, a decided 
minority can strike at specifically chosen factory points with the 
same effect as if they were followed by all the workers,In such a 
situation and more than in other factories ,the sudden 
transformation of the balance of struggle in such a way rneant that 
those not on strike worked very differently escaping for a time 
these daily constraints ,lowering their normal. productivity and 
indirectly reinforcing the strike ,Such a situation prevailed in 
the SNECMA strike though the conditions were more lenient than in 
Peugeot; so they prevailed even more in Peugeot, 

In most of the Peugeot factories there was a dual situation with 
some non modernised departments following more or less the 
traditional taylorian pattern side by side with 'robotised' 
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cause of the bankrupcy of the wharf), There too, the pickets f rom 
Tilbury would not change the s-ituation,Between these two extrernes we 
can find a lot of peculiar situations :in Aberdeen; 56 dockers made 
redundant before the official strike had settled their own 
cooperative ·Aberdeen Cargo Specialists" co111peting with other f tras . 
in the port and thinking to lower the handling costs: the management 
of the port had announced that the fishing boats could use their own 
labour to unload their cargo and eventually to call for'casual 
workers ',This return by a side route to the situation prevailing 
one century ago can be found. as well in a small port near Liverpool 
Garston - , There , the 58 registered dockers had all been made 
redundant before the strike and· their work distributed among the 81 
other non registered port workers; there too , the fi rms would be 
allowed to use their own labour to load and unload ships which 
implies casual work as well ,Nevertheless, the situation is not the 
complete return to the situation prevai ling one century ago as we 
might believe but rahter a duaml status for the dockers :on one hand 
skilled and specialised dockers permanent workers of maritime firms , 
on the other hand a pool more or less important of casual workers to 
get the needed flexibility of labour to 'reduce costs ',This 
situation appears very similar to that pushed forwards in any other 
branch of industry over the past years , 

, 

Considering this situation Cwhich existed before the strike ) , what 
is the weight of the unions declarations of solidarity at a national 
or international levels,An official meeting of the ITlrJF 
C International Transport Workers Federati'on) on the 17th Jul y 
claimed the solidarity of european unions , In fact there were some 
examples of soiidarity, in english ports as in Felixstowe where non 
registered dockers refused on the 17th July to unload containers 
supposed to be going to Southampton and in some european ports ,But 
these examples vill be rather rank and file decisions than a general 
support frorn the unions bureaucracy ,Even at rank and file level , 
it is difficult to call for solidarity from other workers in the 
same branch or even more in other branches of industry if the workers 
themselves in this branch are divided and not all united in this 
struggle ,Unity is not the result of a will or of 'good propaganda' 
or of some kind of ideology abour 'workers solidarity ': it is the 
result of a reality , It is not destroyed or barred by so11e union 
manoeuvre or employers repression or legal interdict; these measures 
can exist and eventually succeed only because this same reali ty 
offers elements for their existence and efficiency;other~ise the 
strength of the struggle forging this solidarity can only be 

T 
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destroyed by the violence of the repression as in the Jiners strike 
for instance ,In the dockers strike no violence will appear because 
the elements of a disruption of the str ike pre-exist before the 
strike,Employers 1,1ill have only to use what already divides the 
,fockers , 111hat we have quoted above : local agreements. , threàt of 
redundancies or of sacking,Some employers will manipulate the 
ai tuat ion even further : in Grimsby , tfie main port employer-John 
Sutcliffe Conso l idated Stevedore - declared its bankrupcy , sacking 
its 236 registered dockers ,leaving the redundancy money to be paid 
by the State :the strike no longer had a meaning for these docker~ 
exceptas token solidarity, 
Some days after the beginning of0the strike , quarrels about figures 
could not hide the fact that more than 1,500 dockers had taken 
redundancy money and that I ,000 were working normally. It is not by 
chance that the biggest ports Tilbury , Liverpool , Southampton 
which were the most combative in the past to keep the NDLS were the 
most threaten by its abolition because the past struggles delayed the 
increase of rationalisation and exploitation ,Local agreement meant , 
contrary to Sheerness , redundancies but di fferently from 6arston 
the employment of a ·certain number of dockers with different 
ccndi t ions; in these parts , even if employers can manipula te some 
kind of a threat , they have not much elbowroom and the dockers can 
flght to get better local conditions.This localisation of the sttike 
is the result of a peculiar situation in each port and the fact that 
the 'strong places ' 111ill hold the strike more or less longer will 
come from the need to fight more or less to maintain what they could 
have got in the past ,The apparent unity of the strike will be even 
more disbanded by these specific local conditions and not by the fact 
that some small ports had resumed work (31 ports are working 
effectively on the 24 th July,After ho weeks the situation is 
confused in Grimsby and Immingham where some ships are unl-oaded , 
R,)chester and Poole where work is resumed partially , Southampton 
where a ship loaded with cement is unloaded using a modern technique 
,)f automatic unloading, It is not thi, signif icant fact which sapped 
the strike in this big port : most of the dockers are for local 
discussions but as said one of them :"Shop stewards persuaded us to 
strike to support small ports which were more vulnerable ,But now , 
these small ports had resumed work ,Our force has broken into pieces 
and the so called national strike called by the union is fading away 
".On the 24th of july , Southampton and Hull dockers still voted to 
stay on strike stating clearly it was not for a national agreement 
but for the best possible local agreement , 
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staff over the whole PSA group > , an increase in the workload 
,and decline in .wages ( wages rise of 1si from 1984 to 1989 
meaning a loss in real wages >, But the· rate of profit which had 
dropped seriously till 1986 because of the need to invest 
heavily(it was then 4 points under its 1970 level ) has only 
recovered a tiny part of this decline , 

Because of all that Peugeot ,management was till recently praised 
by the financial milieu in as far as it did not bring problems for 

- the global capitalist interests in France ,What we have just 
described was not specific to Peugeot and could as well have been 
a good description of the situation in many factories ,For years , 
restructuring with new technologies , redundancies,transformation 
and intensification of work, wages reduction were the workers 
common condition ,Peugeot was not specific in this respect, even 
considering the firm reputation about its labour management 
methods with the use of boss unions, of ~ilitary style managers 
and pitiless policies strictly following capitalist 
imperatives,The strike gave the management the opportunity to 
stick to these policies :the PSA president Calvet will persist 
almost up to the last moment in his refusai to discuss with such• 
arguments as :'For Heaven's sake ,be reasonable ',Which will give 
rise to heavy criticism against this stubborn policy presented 
as 'backward '( not considering the fact that some months earlier, 
the same Calvet had been consecrated 'best manager of the year'),A 
government representative will declare that 'Peugeot is a group in 
which the social bargaining was often conf lictory and that the 
~resent situation had shown there was no 'fuse ' to prevent such 
con.f licts 'This sudden distance taken by capital and governMent 
was not at all about the content of a coMmon economic policy but 
about the method of implementing i t ·, The Peugeot personal 
manager summed up this policy well: ' Union as such has no 
function to play as persona! proxy ,The personal proxy of a worker 
is his hierarchical superior , no more ', 

r If we co~sider the other recent strikes in France (SNCF -railways 
,Chausson-clr factory , SNECMA -air engines) ,the presence of 
recognised union representation did not at all prevent workers 
strikes i e in places where these 'fuses ' exist they are 
usel~ss,Such a situati-on could open a discussion on present union 
function considering that management attitude tolL'ards the union 
is not very important in the development of class struggle ,Soit 
is beyond its peculiarities that the Peugeot conflict has taken on 
such an importance': it was dangerous because it was a struggle 
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Strike in Peugeot factories, 

At first two questions on the Peugeot strike: 

1 At the peak of the strike a minority of workers ,6,000 to 10,000 
out of 25,000 in two locationsCMulhouse and Sochaux in the East of 
France C out of IO factories) was involved·in this struggle ,Why 
in such conditions could this strike last seven weeks Cfrom 5/9 up 
to 24/10) , not succeeding in spreading in these two factories 
not to say in the other of the group factories , but nevertheless 
damaging for the f irm ( loss of 60,000 cars and of 35 N f .of 
income ) ? 

Why had the media , expressi ng managers' and governement' s 
anxieties given so big a part to such a limited and localised 
strike , more than to previous more important and more generalised 
strikes? 

Quite a fe111 sociologists, unionists , 'progressive '11anagers,or 
reformist politicians raised the flag to conde11n a paternalistic 
manner of management , old in its military for11 or new in the 
japanese form to be found in the Peugeot factories ,So they can · 
explain the strike through this peculiarity; its causes would be 
the most exploited section of the 111orkers fed up with these 
methods , on one hand cheated of the fruit of their 'years of 
sacrifices ' for the firm to be out of the red, on the other hand 
tired of constantly beoding to management orders imposed through 
fierce discipline .It is difficult to explain with figures the 
conséquences of the group restructuring which has beenstrong1y 
implemented over the years: ; we can get some idea by considering 
the Mulhouse factory ,The 205 line has not been transformed 
through technological innovation ; in 1979, 16,200 employees made 
960 cars a day ;in I989,12,000 employees make 1,300 cars ,i e, a 
work productivity increase of more than 701,For the whole Peugeo~ 
group , all expenses concerning the labour force drop from 27,81 
of the net product in I986 to I9,4% in I988 C see chart at the 
end of this article J but we have to temper this figure 
considering that some parts are made now by sub 
contractors.Results jumped from a loss of 3,4 M fin [984 to 885 N 
E profit in I988, this burst in profits got through 'robotisation 
'( 800 robots in 1986, 1,500 on 1989) ,redundancies (201 drop in 
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This situation can of course be exploited by the employers when the 
union is stubbornly sticking to its initial position ,In the ports 
sti 11 on str ike , the dockers are threatened to be sacked wi thout 
redundancy money if they go ahead with the strike,ln Tilbury 16 shop 
stewards are sacked and the dockers are required to be back at work 
on the 27th July by 5 pm with the threat of being sacked;on the 28th, 
Tilbury is out of the strike and 500 dockers have to take the 
redundancy money;The same happened in Southampton :30th July ,8 am, 
is · the last delay but there resumption of work happened wi th new 
conditions contained in an agreement signed by the shop 
stewards,After Hull dockers had resumed work , the hard core of the 

'strike was concentrated on Liverpool , Bristol ,Niddlesborough and 
Ipswich : flying pickets are sent from Liverpool to try to stop the 
wave, mainly in Southampton where they don't find a support: there , 
all dockers including the shop stewards crossed_ the picket line ,Then 
there was a decision of the Dock Delegate Committee to try to 
'intensify the strike 1 

; they express more or less the determination 
of the dockers still on strike, because they have good reasons to do 
so,But the top union leaders decide otherwise :by 18 votes against I2 
on the second of August they order the end of the str ike and they 
allow shop stewards to sign local agreements Cwhat could they do else 
because a lot of these agreements have already been signed in spite 
of their initial opposition) proposing on the way -and very late 
indeed -a model to be used for negociations in each port,Other local 
agreements are signed at Ipswich , Teeside , Bristol where work is 
resumed , 

In Uve.rpool , the port employers organisation MDHC registered 289 
voluntary redundancies and 510 are offered a work in the part of the 
port of their choice with the same wage ,same timing and same 
conditions they had bef ore the st r ike, 200 have not answered the 
offer of a new work, the shop stewards agreed to discuss new 
contracts only objecting to the new disciplinary procedure,250 
dockers are threaten with the sack if they don't resume work before 
the 4th August; the port is in full confusion but stays paralysed 
the dockers voting again for the strike, the only one to stay out in 
the UK ,Ron Todd , the TGWU president had never moved during the 
strike to get any working port to enter the strike, but he could come 
to Liverpool on the 7th August to get the dockers 'in line with the 
decision of the union executive commi ttee' ;Liverpool dockers were 
lined upas well at this very moment by the NDHC which informed them 
they would be sacked unless they are back to work on the 8th August 
at 8 am.Difficult to know who was using whom to push the dockers to 
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the front gate,Only 500 dockers(not even half of the total) had come 
to listen to 'their' leader and 341 voted for the end of the 
strike,The dockers strike was over ,and exit as 111ell the NOLS, 

A lot of commentaries about the strike talked of 'the end of an era' 
and of the fall of the last union bastion after steel ,miners and 
printing,It is true that 17 years ago , a dockers strike had broken 
the second attempt to rule out wildcat strikes by a repressive 
legislation and engineered at the same time the -fall of a tory 
government,It is true as well that the dockers 111ere then fighting to 
try to keep their conditions of work Cthe NOLS > as the new 
techniques 111ere invading and deeply transforming all their 
life,Oefending their conditions implied the division with the non 
registered dockers , pushed the capital to0 develop the other ports 
increasing this division in so doing , The f ate of the registered 
dockers whatever their combativity was sealed, not only because their 
number was quickly declining but also because the importance of the 
ports where they worked was declining as a consequence of their 
delaying tactics and the new conditions albeit resisted resulted in 
the transformation of their life and their struggles,Capitalism 
operates ever amidst such contradictions , The 1989 strike is not 
the end of thi s f ight but a step in an evolution whi ch put all 
english dockers in the same situation.The dual status which raised a 
barrier between workers doing the same job is now removed by the 
employers themselves and new struggles, even local ones ,could unite 
without distinction dockers of any port because they will have 
similar conditions,It is the most positive element of this 'defeat 
'.We can apply to all british ports now out of the NOLS what the 
manager of Ipswich port declared at the end of the strike :'the local 
agreement on the dockers work ing conditions wi 11 allow to compete 
with other ports , mainly with the next port of Felixstowe,after the 
quick introduction of new technologies and the suppression o,f all 
demarcation between the different dockers activities',3,000 
registered dockers have been made redundant :the 'deregistered 'ports 
will put pressure on other 'non registered ' ports and on all the 
workers of these ports,What made the strength of.dockers figh of the 
past, thefr position in the british econo11y ,reiaains and is 
reinforced through their unification and the unification of their 
111ork ing conditions : i t was the consequence of the workers fight as 
well as the capital 's answer looking for more profits ,Sooner or 
later without doubt this new situation will create the basis for a 
new strong united struggle , 
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the front gate,Only 500 dockers(not even half of the total) had come 
to listen to 'their' leader and 341 voted for the end of the 
strike,The dockers strike was over ,and exit as 111ell the NOLS, 

A lot of commentaries about the strike talked of 'the end of an era' 
and of the fall of the last union bastion after steel ,miners and 
printing,It is true that 17 years ago , a dockers strike had broken 
the second attempt to rule out wildcat strikes by a repressive 
legislation and engineered at the same time the -fall of a tory 
government,It is true as well that the dockers 111ere then fighting to 
try to keep their conditions of work Cthe NOLS > as the new 
techniques 111ere invading and deeply transforming all their 
life,Oefending their conditions implied the division with the non 
registered dockers , pushed the capital to0 develop the other ports 
increasing this division in so doing , The f ate of the registered 
dockers whatever their combativity was sealed, not only because their 
number was quickly declining but also because the importance of the 
ports where they worked was declining as a consequence of their 
delaying tactics and the new conditions albeit resisted resulted in 
the transformation of their life and their struggles,Capitalism 
operates ever amidst such contradictions , The 1989 strike is not 
the end of thi s f ight but a step in an evolution whi ch put all 
english dockers in the same situation.The dual status which raised a 
barrier between workers doing the same job is now removed by the 
employers themselves and new struggles, even local ones ,could unite 
without distinction dockers of any port because they will have 
similar conditions,It is the most positive element of this 'defeat 
'.We can apply to all british ports now out of the NOLS what the 
manager of Ipswich port declared at the end of the strike :'the local 
agreement on the dockers work ing conditions wi 11 allow to compete 
with other ports , mainly with the next port of Felixstowe,after the 
quick introduction of new technologies and the suppression o,f all 
demarcation between the different dockers activities',3,000 
registered dockers have been made redundant :the 'deregistered 'ports 
will put pressure on other 'non registered ' ports and on all the 
workers of these ports,What made the strength of.dockers figh of the 
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Strike in Peugeot factories, 

At first two questions on the Peugeot strike: 

1 At the peak of the strike a minority of workers ,6,000 to 10,000 
out of 25,000 in two locationsCMulhouse and Sochaux in the East of 
France C out of IO factories) was involved·in this struggle ,Why 
in such conditions could this strike last seven weeks Cfrom 5/9 up 
to 24/10) , not succeeding in spreading in these two factories 
not to say in the other of the group factories , but nevertheless 
damaging for the f irm ( loss of 60,000 cars and of 35 N f .of 
income ) ? 

Why had the media , expressi ng managers' and governement' s 
anxieties given so big a part to such a limited and localised 
strike , more than to previous more important and more generalised 
strikes? 

Quite a fe111 sociologists, unionists , 'progressive '11anagers,or 
reformist politicians raised the flag to conde11n a paternalistic 
manner of management , old in its military for11 or new in the 
japanese form to be found in the Peugeot factories ,So they can · 
explain the strike through this peculiarity; its causes would be 
the most exploited section of the 111orkers fed up with these 
methods , on one hand cheated of the fruit of their 'years of 
sacrifices ' for the firm to be out of the red, on the other hand 
tired of constantly beoding to management orders imposed through 
fierce discipline .It is difficult to explain with figures the 
conséquences of the group restructuring which has beenstrong1y 
implemented over the years: ; we can get some idea by considering 
the Mulhouse factory ,The 205 line has not been transformed 
through technological innovation ; in 1979, 16,200 employees made 
960 cars a day ;in I989,12,000 employees make 1,300 cars ,i e, a 
work productivity increase of more than 701,For the whole Peugeo~ 
group , all expenses concerning the labour force drop from 27,81 
of the net product in I986 to I9,4% in I988 C see chart at the 
end of this article J but we have to temper this figure 
considering that some parts are made now by sub 
contractors.Results jumped from a loss of 3,4 M fin [984 to 885 N 
E profit in I988, this burst in profits got through 'robotisation 
'( 800 robots in 1986, 1,500 on 1989) ,redundancies (201 drop in 
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This situation can of course be exploited by the employers when the 
union is stubbornly sticking to its initial position ,In the ports 
sti 11 on str ike , the dockers are threatened to be sacked wi thout 
redundancy money if they go ahead with the strike,ln Tilbury 16 shop 
stewards are sacked and the dockers are required to be back at work 
on the 27th July by 5 pm with the threat of being sacked;on the 28th, 
Tilbury is out of the strike and 500 dockers have to take the 
redundancy money;The same happened in Southampton :30th July ,8 am, 
is · the last delay but there resumption of work happened wi th new 
conditions contained in an agreement signed by the shop 
stewards,After Hull dockers had resumed work , the hard core of the 

'strike was concentrated on Liverpool , Bristol ,Niddlesborough and 
Ipswich : flying pickets are sent from Liverpool to try to stop the 
wave, mainly in Southampton where they don't find a support: there , 
all dockers including the shop stewards crossed_ the picket line ,Then 
there was a decision of the Dock Delegate Committee to try to 
'intensify the strike 1 

; they express more or less the determination 
of the dockers still on strike, because they have good reasons to do 
so,But the top union leaders decide otherwise :by 18 votes against I2 
on the second of August they order the end of the str ike and they 
allow shop stewards to sign local agreements Cwhat could they do else 
because a lot of these agreements have already been signed in spite 
of their initial opposition) proposing on the way -and very late 
indeed -a model to be used for negociations in each port,Other local 
agreements are signed at Ipswich , Teeside , Bristol where work is 
resumed , 

In Uve.rpool , the port employers organisation MDHC registered 289 
voluntary redundancies and 510 are offered a work in the part of the 
port of their choice with the same wage ,same timing and same 
conditions they had bef ore the st r ike, 200 have not answered the 
offer of a new work, the shop stewards agreed to discuss new 
contracts only objecting to the new disciplinary procedure,250 
dockers are threaten with the sack if they don't resume work before 
the 4th August; the port is in full confusion but stays paralysed 
the dockers voting again for the strike, the only one to stay out in 
the UK ,Ron Todd , the TGWU president had never moved during the 
strike to get any working port to enter the strike, but he could come 
to Liverpool on the 7th August to get the dockers 'in line with the 
decision of the union executive commi ttee' ;Liverpool dockers were 
lined upas well at this very moment by the NDHC which informed them 
they would be sacked unless they are back to work on the 8th August 
at 8 am.Difficult to know who was using whom to push the dockers to 
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destroyed by the violence of the repression as in the Jiners strike 
for instance ,In the dockers strike no violence will appear because 
the elements of a disruption of the str ike pre-exist before the 
strike,Employers 1,1ill have only to use what already divides the 
,fockers , 111hat we have quoted above : local agreements. , threàt of 
redundancies or of sacking,Some employers will manipulate the 
ai tuat ion even further : in Grimsby , tfie main port employer-John 
Sutcliffe Conso l idated Stevedore - declared its bankrupcy , sacking 
its 236 registered dockers ,leaving the redundancy money to be paid 
by the State :the strike no longer had a meaning for these docker~ 
exceptas token solidarity, 
Some days after the beginning of0the strike , quarrels about figures 
could not hide the fact that more than 1,500 dockers had taken 
redundancy money and that I ,000 were working normally. It is not by 
chance that the biggest ports Tilbury , Liverpool , Southampton 
which were the most combative in the past to keep the NDLS were the 
most threaten by its abolition because the past struggles delayed the 
increase of rationalisation and exploitation ,Local agreement meant , 
contrary to Sheerness , redundancies but di fferently from 6arston 
the employment of a ·certain number of dockers with different 
ccndi t ions; in these parts , even if employers can manipula te some 
kind of a threat , they have not much elbowroom and the dockers can 
flght to get better local conditions.This localisation of the sttike 
is the result of a peculiar situation in each port and the fact that 
the 'strong places ' 111ill hold the strike more or less longer will 
come from the need to fight more or less to maintain what they could 
have got in the past ,The apparent unity of the strike will be even 
more disbanded by these specific local conditions and not by the fact 
that some small ports had resumed work (31 ports are working 
effectively on the 24 th July,After ho weeks the situation is 
confused in Grimsby and Immingham where some ships are unl-oaded , 
R,)chester and Poole where work is resumed partially , Southampton 
where a ship loaded with cement is unloaded using a modern technique 
,)f automatic unloading, It is not thi, signif icant fact which sapped 
the strike in this big port : most of the dockers are for local 
discussions but as said one of them :"Shop stewards persuaded us to 
strike to support small ports which were more vulnerable ,But now , 
these small ports had resumed work ,Our force has broken into pieces 
and the so called national strike called by the union is fading away 
".On the 24th of july , Southampton and Hull dockers still voted to 
stay on strike stating clearly it was not for a national agreement 
but for the best possible local agreement , 
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staff over the whole PSA group > , an increase in the workload 
,and decline in .wages ( wages rise of 1si from 1984 to 1989 
meaning a loss in real wages >, But the· rate of profit which had 
dropped seriously till 1986 because of the need to invest 
heavily(it was then 4 points under its 1970 level ) has only 
recovered a tiny part of this decline , 

Because of all that Peugeot ,management was till recently praised 
by the financial milieu in as far as it did not bring problems for 

- the global capitalist interests in France ,What we have just 
described was not specific to Peugeot and could as well have been 
a good description of the situation in many factories ,For years , 
restructuring with new technologies , redundancies,transformation 
and intensification of work, wages reduction were the workers 
common condition ,Peugeot was not specific in this respect, even 
considering the firm reputation about its labour management 
methods with the use of boss unions, of ~ilitary style managers 
and pitiless policies strictly following capitalist 
imperatives,The strike gave the management the opportunity to 
stick to these policies :the PSA president Calvet will persist 
almost up to the last moment in his refusai to discuss with such• 
arguments as :'For Heaven's sake ,be reasonable ',Which will give 
rise to heavy criticism against this stubborn policy presented 
as 'backward '( not considering the fact that some months earlier, 
the same Calvet had been consecrated 'best manager of the year'),A 
government representative will declare that 'Peugeot is a group in 
which the social bargaining was often conf lictory and that the 
~resent situation had shown there was no 'fuse ' to prevent such 
con.f licts 'This sudden distance taken by capital and governMent 
was not at all about the content of a coMmon economic policy but 
about the method of implementing i t ·, The Peugeot personal 
manager summed up this policy well: ' Union as such has no 
function to play as persona! proxy ,The personal proxy of a worker 
is his hierarchical superior , no more ', 

r If we co~sider the other recent strikes in France (SNCF -railways 
,Chausson-clr factory , SNECMA -air engines) ,the presence of 
recognised union representation did not at all prevent workers 
strikes i e in places where these 'fuses ' exist they are 
usel~ss,Such a situati-on could open a discussion on present union 
function considering that management attitude tolL'ards the union 
is not very important in the development of class struggle ,Soit 
is beyond its peculiarities that the Peugeot conflict has taken on 
such an importance': it was dangerous because it was a struggle 
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against a situation common to a lot of factories and to the 
whole of the french economy, Per igot , boss union CNPF president 
summed up this potential danger when declaring: 'The Peugeot 
conflict is a serious conflict in one of the rnost fragile branches 
of our econorny' , 111hich ns echoed by the Industry minister in 
more general ter ms : 'lrJe have al 1 reasons to f ear a sudden wage 
rise; everybody will lose in that, the 111orkers at first ', 

The 'fragility' evoked by the boss leader was not-so rnuch about 
economy or finance proble111s of a branch of industry but in the 
structures of this branch , the new ones pushed to get 11ore 
international competitiveness ,The hunt was open in every part of 
a factory to reduce costs:capital brought into production has to 
be productive as highly and as quickly as0possible ;this concerns 
constant capital investments , workers , raw material and parts 
supplying,One of the most recent. innovation was the 'zero stock' i 
e a constant fluid part supplying in such a way that no storage 
was needed :it brought a specific fragility , even if replacement 
solutions against a possible bottleneck were foreseen,The 
'robotisation' deeply transformed work habits and allowed 
penetration of the workers defence system ,Another jipanese style 
innovation was the 'zero quality' which went further down in this 
latter sense and at the same time allowed reinforcement of 
discipline with the childish system of placarding individual 
'mistakes' and 'results ', The occupation of a very limited sector 
of the factory will block the whole factory even more surely than 
with the haditional taylorian structure Cfrom which the present 
structure derives),lrJe can understand the importance all over this 
strike of the occupation of some strategic workshops ,Even more , 
in the context of daily hard repression as at Peugeot, a decided 
minority can strike at specifically chosen factory points with the 
same effect as if they were followed by all the workers,In such a 
situation and more than in other factories ,the sudden 
transformation of the balance of struggle in such a way rneant that 
those not on strike worked very differently escaping for a time 
these daily constraints ,lowering their normal. productivity and 
indirectly reinforcing the strike ,Such a situation prevailed in 
the SNECMA strike though the conditions were more lenient than in 
Peugeot; so they prevailed even more in Peugeot, 

In most of the Peugeot factories there was a dual situation with 
some non modernised departments following more or less the 
traditional taylorian pattern side by side with 'robotised' 
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cause of the bankrupcy of the wharf), There too, the pickets f rom 
Tilbury would not change the s-ituation,Between these two extrernes we 
can find a lot of peculiar situations :in Aberdeen; 56 dockers made 
redundant before the official strike had settled their own 
cooperative ·Aberdeen Cargo Specialists" co111peting with other f tras . 
in the port and thinking to lower the handling costs: the management 
of the port had announced that the fishing boats could use their own 
labour to unload their cargo and eventually to call for'casual 
workers ',This return by a side route to the situation prevailing 
one century ago can be found. as well in a small port near Liverpool 
Garston - , There , the 58 registered dockers had all been made 
redundant before the strike and· their work distributed among the 81 
other non registered port workers; there too , the fi rms would be 
allowed to use their own labour to load and unload ships which 
implies casual work as well ,Nevertheless, the situation is not the 
complete return to the situation prevai ling one century ago as we 
might believe but rahter a duaml status for the dockers :on one hand 
skilled and specialised dockers permanent workers of maritime firms , 
on the other hand a pool more or less important of casual workers to 
get the needed flexibility of labour to 'reduce costs ',This 
situation appears very similar to that pushed forwards in any other 
branch of industry over the past years , 

, 

Considering this situation Cwhich existed before the strike ) , what 
is the weight of the unions declarations of solidarity at a national 
or international levels,An official meeting of the ITlrJF 
C International Transport Workers Federati'on) on the 17th Jul y 
claimed the solidarity of european unions , In fact there were some 
examples of soiidarity, in english ports as in Felixstowe where non 
registered dockers refused on the 17th July to unload containers 
supposed to be going to Southampton and in some european ports ,But 
these examples vill be rather rank and file decisions than a general 
support frorn the unions bureaucracy ,Even at rank and file level , 
it is difficult to call for solidarity from other workers in the 
same branch or even more in other branches of industry if the workers 
themselves in this branch are divided and not all united in this 
struggle ,Unity is not the result of a will or of 'good propaganda' 
or of some kind of ideology abour 'workers solidarity ': it is the 
result of a reality , It is not destroyed or barred by so11e union 
manoeuvre or employers repression or legal interdict; these measures 
can exist and eventually succeed only because this same reali ty 
offers elements for their existence and efficiency;other~ise the 
strength of the struggle forging this solidarity can only be 

T 
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strike to oblige the Liverpool dockers still on strike alone to 
resume work,At the end of the strike , most union leaders declared 
they did not think that the union could have dealt with the strike in 
a different way according to the dockers. combativity and 
determination to go ahead with their strike ,They were right if we 
consider the TGWU point of view and the general politics of Labour at 
this time The strike's aimas it was proclaimed by the union had been 
carefully chosen to increase divisions between dockers; this aim was 
neither the strong defence of the 'NDLS which could have mobilised the 
dockers for something they knew well ttheir present situation >,nor a 
strug,3le for a common pattern of local agreements which would have 
returned the pressure onto the employers and could also have 
mobilised the non registered dockers , the big division between the 
two categories of dockers being then wiped out.On the contrary; the 
TGWU. line was only defence- of the TGWU position as a union having 
legal control over the labour force ;this position had nothing to do 
with the dockers }trike even if they thought they were fighting for 
union positions , This TGWU struggle for top negociations about a 
national agreement taking place about the NDLS was particularly vague 
and demobilizing,No struggle could be fought to such a level of 
generalisation; it was even worse because there were already cracks 
in the solidarity this position was supposed to express and displayed 
at the beginning of the strike, 

A Tilbury docker could proudl y dec lare : " We wi 11 win as far as we 
stay united" ,Perhaps he believed it , perhaps he was repeating some 
leader's 111ords,But even in his port -Tilbury - other port workers 
affiliated to other unions as AEU (engineering > or lorry drivers 
affiliated to the same union TGWU worked normally and crossed the 
picket line with the union's blessing ,The most important crack in 
the dockers solidarity was not even there : it was in the near port 
of Sheerness where before the strike ,the shop stewards had signed a 
local agreement approved by the dockers to replace~he NDLS; only 4 
dockers out of 370 were on strike and their solitary pic~et would be 
without effect even when it would have received reinforcement from 
other ports.The reason is easy to find :the dockers of this expanding 
port had specific different conditions,they were youn'g , skilled and 
specialised in different functions and for a week of 35 hoürs could 
get 18,000 fa year; they didn't fear redundancies ,At the other end 
of this break on solidarity we could find a totally opposed 
situation: at Eric Deep Wharf on the Thames (port of London ) 44 
registered dockers ( among them one of the 5 dockers emprisoned in 
Pentonville in I972 )are not on strike because the wharf is to be 
closed in August : striking means the risk of being sacked anyway 
with the loss of the redundancy money Ctheir current,wage is between 
25-28,000 f a year owing to their past struggles but is also the 
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departments using new work methodsCteam of 20-30 workers> but 
everywhere , the pressure was around reciprocal spying and 
integration·of the workers petty .answers to organise their daily 
work ,Mulhouse factory C 9,000 workers ou of 13,000 employees) was 
peculiarly in such a situation ; there a lot was very different 
from the near Sochaux factory : no redundancies for a long period 
(Sochaux had had waves of restructurings for the past years >, 
relatively young workers scattered in South Alsace less penetrated 
by 'Peugeot faniily. 'feelings as the most ancient Sochaux workers 
,easy way to find a better paid job in near Germany or Switzerland 
and so less influenced by the promise of a steady career in the 
fi rm , In Sochaux , Peugeot craddle, where the fi rm owns almost 
everything, l.otal control of the fi rm over the worker 's ent ire 
life was very strong , 
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So we can understand why long before the summer holidays a lot of 
small walk outs disturbed some departments at the Mulhouse 
factory,against working conditions as well as for wages ; it was 
nevertheless these last claims which united the workers 
struggle,Peugeot's wages policy was not only to give unilaterally 
derisory wagerises but to divide it in two parts:the smallest one 
for everybody, the biggest one onl y to workers 'wor thy of i t 'by 
management choie!! of course ,For instance , in I987 , this wage 
rise had been divided into 1,251 for everybody and 1,60X for these 
'selected 'workers; 20X of the workers had got only the general 
rise ,20X , the oldest in the firm the same general rise plus 
seniority percentage , and 60X the general rise plus the 'choice' 
one Cnot even equal for each 'selected worker' some getting more 
as some were getting less than the above average 'choice ' 

• percentage),There was an 'end of the year ' bonus , a percentage 
of the firm's profits but , to avoid to give too mucha very low 
cei ling had been f ixed for the calculation of the said benef i t 
,The average worker wage was in 89 around 500 fa month and the 
hierarchical range was very narrow, 

The walk outs started again after the holidays when 50 wokers on 
the body line went off; they tried to spread their spontaneous 
movement by demonstrating inside the factory from one department 
to another one.They were constantly barred and closely controlled 
by the middle management and 1110re or less by the unions : 
nevertheless the movement was spreading ;400 strikers on the 5/9, 
more than 3,000 on the 6 in two shifts, Peugeot then unveils the 
wage rise for 89 : 1,50% for everybody plus 1,701 to 'selected ' 
workers,It was far from the minimum claims which were no less than 
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50 f: a month,As the strike is going ahead we can see how a 
dialectical process is developing between this rank and. file 
movement ,the management, the government and the unions , 

For the management things are crystal clear ; recently the 
industrial relation director reminded the workers that :'The 
strik~ must leave in the memory the remembrance of something which 
everybody has lost, even if it is symbolic '.;sà , up to the last 
moment , the unshakable Peugeot position was : 'no 
negociations' ,When the occupations of some departments will 
threatened to stop the whole group's production , Peugeot 
shifted this to ' no discussion without complete withdrawal' and 
at the same time hadtaken the usual exchange card, the sacking of 
workers(more than 100 end of september ) in such a way that the 
discussions would be on thls point and not on the main point of 
the strike ,This policy was strongly supported by the pressure of 
middle management ,specially trained to this kind of 
intervention.Ail the arguments , moral, financial ,blackraail, 
violence could be used against individual workers not only to 
divide the workers inside a workshop or a factory but to reinforce 
for individuals consideration of their personal interest rather 
than their general interest as a class ,Even were it an important 
point to consider,it does not sufficiently explain why this 
Icca l iaed strike did not overcome this stage of local minority 
strike : a general movement is never stopped by such peculiar 
manoeuvres which are only effective because a mass 11ovement has 
not brought workers to consider their general interest erasing on 
the way all these specific attempts to break the strike, 

PSA <the big Peu,~eot -Citroën group )is still a conglomerate of 
di f f erent groups , each factor y havi ng kept i ts peculiar 
character: Sochaux and Mulhouse factories even if they are 
geographically close will never achieve real coordination of the 
struggle but as we have said before , the minority strike though 
localised will develop in each factory a situation similar to the 
one having prevailed in the SNECMA strike,Up to 3Qj of the 
workforce will be on strike sometimes , the non striking workers 
having this kind of passive resistance and giving a lot of 
financial support < at Sochaux for instance , the less paid 
striking workers will receive almost the equivalent of their lost 
wages from solidarity ),All these circumstances and certainly 
other specific ones will fix the efficiency of the repressive 
forces as well as the limits, The strenth of the rank and file 
mi::,vement will appear in the time - 7 weeks - needed to reduce 
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In two periods wildcat sfrikes had lasted 12 days ,the first one the 
6th of april , the second one during discussion of the abolition 
project in Parliament ,The strong opposition of the TGWU as well as 
the reluctance of most of the dockers to go on with a wildcat strike 
had played a part in all these delays, The demonstration of 100 
dockers invading the TGWU headquarter and Ron Todd's office wre very 
significant but also proof that dockers could do no more than shout 
their disgust and dispair to the union officials,ln the past , union 
bureaucracy had been powerless against national· wildcat strikes 
because the dockers were strongly united in defence of their common 
working conditions.This tirae it was quite different :as soon as the 
law was voted, employers began to move ,Either they anounced 
redundancies araong the registered dockers , sometimes , in small 
ports ,of all the dockers for instance , Fowey and Par in Cornwall, 
Aberdeen ; or they tried to impose locally new working conditions , 
sometimes getting an agreement with tle local union , The striking 
dockers could face the same situation as the printers -..ith Ne111s 
Internationsl in Wapping or the seamen of P& 0 in Oover : to be 
sacked for striking and thereby lose all right to redundancy payment 
,Elsewhere they could be pushed into - the choice of either staying on 
strike following the T6WU and losing their rights , or on following 
the local agreement or agreeing the new conditions unilaterally 
imposed by the employers and stopping the strike,In Sheerness , 200 
dockers covered by a new local agreement voted separately on the 7th 
july not to go on strike, 

The TGWU tould claim on the 11th July that 'its' strike was a great 
success because all the main ports covered by the NDLS 111ere on 
strike: Tilbury (1,150 dockers ) , Liverpool (1,200 > , Southampton 
(700l ,Hull (510 > were all at a standstill ,But it was a façade of 
uni ty : 18 small ports in 62 covered by the NOLS worked normall y , 
some of them already having no registered docker working there for 
some time and the strike affected only 40i of the capacity of 
br it ish ports, The long per iod of gestation of thi s str ike lef t the 
dockers more or less powerless in before of the antistrike measures 
taken by employers and governement with this kind of union 
complicity,Backstage union leaders did not hide their thinking that 
'the strike could not be won':what they had to do was destroy t.1hat 
remained of the determination of some thousands of dockers to go 
ahead with this strike ,Ron Todd , leader of the TGWU, had used its 
influence during the previous months to stop wildcat strikes 
obliging shop strewards and dockers to agree with decisions of the 
top bureaucrats ; he would find the same arguments at the end of the 
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2 6 The procedure for the abolition allowed government full use of the 
repressive laws against wildcat strikes, as far as the union 
concerned , the TGWIJ respected them which wa~ effectively the 
case.This abolition has to be decided by law as the NOLS had been 
founded by law;in principle any political strike is forbidden and so 
the strike against the vote for a law was a political strike .It was 
very specious in as far as any strike concerning working conditions 
was legal and the law was radicaliy changing conditions of work ,It 
would need several months before the House of Lords decided that the 
dockers strike against the abolition of the NDLS would be 'legal ', 
When this decision was reached, two wildcat strikes had been stopped 
by the TGWU and a first vote overwhelmingly for an immediate strike 
was out through legal delays,Everything had to be done again;The 
result 111as certain but on Jhe employers side all the_ antistrike 
weapons had been patiently and carefully built though on the dockers 
side delays had softened the stances : even before the strike was 
launched , the NAPE could claim that more local agreements had been 
signed and that 1,200 dockers had taken their redundancy money , 

The TGWU position was evident :not hostile to the abolition it wanted 
to use the unavoidable strike to try to get a new general agreement 
on a ne111 basis 111hich 111ould guarantee its national position as 
manager of the labour force.Hostile to the 111ildcat strikes which 
111ould damage its finances ,spoil its reputation on workers 
control,ruin Labour electoral expectancies, hostile to local 
agreements which would give the shop stewards and local branches more 
power depress i ng i ts influence at national level, the TGWU was 
indeed in a very uncomfortable position and had a very narrow space 
for manoeuvre:if the strike 111as very strong ,it would lose the rank 
and file control but could preserve its national position; if the 
strike was weak ,it would lose this last position but without gaining 
anything on a local basis where everything would be settled through 
separated agreements. 

The second vote on the 7th of july gave a majority of 3 against l;on 
1 

the Monday 10th july ,9,.SOO docker,s were on general and indefinite 
strike .This second vote had producedmore or less the same result as 
the first one in May which could be considered as proof of the 
dockers determination but figures can't avoid consideration that two 
wildcat strikes broken by the TGWU in the previous six months could 
have some111hat eroded this determination, 
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,it,The Peugeot strike will not spread to the other factories or to 
other car firms, not because of all these repressive forces but 
because the movement is limited in its particularisms and because 
the central claim about wages appears as an adjustment for 
instance compared to what a Renault worker can earn , 

Perhaps even more than the Peugeot management , the government 
expressing the general interest of capital in France ,is keen to 
avoid an extension of the strike which will endanger its 
economical politics ,Till recently strikes had been limited to the 
public sector and the advent of a major conflict in a private 
factory can mean that- new step to111ards a generalisation of 
struggles ,The government has just had to confronta long finance 
civil servant struggle and some other more localised conflicts .It 
will move from a careful 'neutrality' Conly criticising the 
management method of dealing with the labour force > to a series 
of measures to stop a possible spreading of the movement ,On one 
hand in advancing wage rise at the Renault factory , or to some 
selected public activities : électricité CEOF > , civil servants 
Ccops eg , , > ,On the other hand playing a low prof ile in refusing 
to send the police to ·evacuate the occupied department after 
Peugeot had obtained a court injonction ordering it,When the 
situation looks sufficienUy 'ripe ' the government appoints a 
'conciliator ' with the sole task of bringing together union and 
Peugeot at the negotiating table; to reach this point, the union 
would have but to persuade the workers to give up their only 
valuable weapon : the occupation, They will prove , on the way 
they are useful to management , 

The five or six different unions in the Peugeot group present a 
wide. range of possibilities for each of them to play arole at the 
very moment of the struggle when they are so needed:some can be as 
repressive as management, some can offer support to the strike 
leaving it at a crucial moment to demoralise the workers or to 
channel the strike into a cul-de-sac employing while so doing the 
most extremist phrases.The repressive Peugeot context introduces a 
situation somewhat different from other factories:some boss 
unionsCCFTC and FO for instance ) are off icialised and help the 
management, some other (CGT and CFDT> are not tolerated and are 
vi c t imi sed ; in such a situation , they can play the tradit ional 
role , their victimisation accruing them a certain support f rom 
the workers, It is because of this support that they will get a 
certain audience during the strike and will be able to manipulate 
it, This can explain why there will be nei ther 'coordinating 



40 committee ' nor strike committee i~ this strike; only in Mulhouse 
will an 'organisation committee ' try some kind of a coordination 
; it is not even an intersyndicalist committee , only the 
cohabitation of four unions, Some of the dec larations af ford an 
idea of what they consider as their role in the strike, IO days 
after the beginning of the strike, a union representant sums 
up:'Unions have gone into the movement in the attempt to keep the 
rank and and file still feeling that they have the initiative in 
the struggle', This was apparently not very successful because a 
CFTC delegate can dec lare on the 25/9: 'We have controlled them 
(the strikers ) for three weeks ; now we can't do very much , only· 
try to prevent the movement going too far ' 

The struggle will move according to this dialectical relationship 
between the rank aDd file movement and the unions.The workers will 
constantly try to give more strength to their ~ction in blocking 
the production of cars by occupying vital sectors of the factory 
:in Mulhouse they first occupied the main assembly line,The 
unions will get them to evacuate this department with the 
pretended promise of resumption of discussions with the 
management,\Jhen it appears that this had been a lie , strikers 
will press again for a new occupation which the unions could 
divert to another pretended vital department-the forges -This 
department will be taken for 18 days and in the end evacuated with 
the same promise of negotiations , this time after a lot of 
pressures and manoeuvres.This transfer of one occupation to 
another was a pure unions manipulation:the assembly line 
occupation blocked all the factory and had a lot of consequences 
on sub contractors and other factories ;CGT and CFDT could argue 
before the second occupation that it would be the same with the 
for,3es ; which will prove wrong immediately allowing Peugeot to 
resume production everywhers though at a very low rate , By the 
time the forges occupation would have lasted so long that 
disruption of the total production could becom~ a reality , the 
'conciliator ' was on the way and the unions ready to push workers 
out of the forges , In beheen , unions wi 11 have exhausted the 
w,,rkers combativi ty in .i;treet demonstrations as aimless as they 
were inefficient but achieving their hidden aim of demoralising 
the w,)rkers , 

The Mulhouse forges evacuation is achieved after 37 strike days; 
the strike will yet continue for 12 more days ,During all these 
50 days ,,f strike at Mulhouse, it has spread to the Sochaux 
factory ,Mulhouse had up to 3,000 to 4,000 strikers out of 9,000 
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productivity pressure ; another reason to remove it,The competition 
beheen european ports , the coming of the Coramon Market and the 
opening of the Chunnel tul'!nel now inlperatively pushed bri tish 
capital to get rid of obsolete and costly port structures (for 
profits sake,of course), 
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Abolishing the NDLS was l ike the rumours of the Loch Ness monster 
coming up from time to time,Both capital and governements were very 
cautious in dealing with this problem : the fear of a major and 
damaging conflict could relay the fact it was not till recently a 
major problem,The apparently sudden push for abolition in I988 meant 
precisely the opposite :abolition had become imperative and the issue 
of a strike was less uncertain because the transformations explained 
above had reached such a point that the registered dockers offered a 
less united front as a strike would have as well a more limited 
effect , 

As a good executor of capi talist i nterests , the government when 
prepar ing the texts for the NDLS abolition took secret measures to 
reduce the ef fects of a dockers strike, In 1988 all ports companies 
dealing with food were advised to increase stocks : on this occasion 
it was revealed the existence of a secret committee of. managers of 
the main food companies with precise powers in case of a state of 
emergency to control and organise animal and human food storage and 
distribution,So this committee had the opportunity to operate and 
the imported goods stocks were raised at a two months level when the 
parliamentary debate began, and to a six months level at the end of 
this debate,Capi tal immobilisations , storage and transport costs 
were paid by the consumers as firms were allowed to raise prices 10 
to 151,Class struggle had absolute priority over the pretended 
priority government fight against inflation and consumers were 
obliged indirectly to finance the antistrike policy; an example of 
ho111 capital can take on direct conduct of the State in order to 
perform functions usually performed by State repressive forces 
financed by taxes, 

A politician recognised that:'If the strike had begun in october 88, 
all these things would have been far more difficult ',Again we can 
see here the effect of the social laws regulating strike and of the 
'legality respect ' from the unions: a dockers wildcat strike would 
have been far stronger -with more chance of succeeding -if it had 
broken out when the discussions on NDLS abolition had begun ,But all 
the union efforts were to prevent and to stop any attempt which could 
have led to a dockers general strike ,More than the respect for legal 
procedures ,the fact that union and Labour agreed with the abolition 
though pretending the contrary was the deep reason for their attitude 
in this fight , 
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- The rema1ning maritime trade traffic was the reverse of what it 
was 50 years ago:decolonisation and the development of EEC relations 
brought the decline of West coast ports and the rise of East and 
Channel ones. The most important ports covered by the NDLS 40 years 
ago became the less important ones: for very understandable reasons, 
the new rising ports were those neglected by the NDLS where employers 
had complete freedom to organise labour according to their present 
own interest .In 1989 the registered ports covered less than 701 of 
the maritime traffic ( oil excluded) 
-The new transport technology (containers ,big lorries and 
ar t iculated lorries > necessi tated abandonment of the obsolete port 
structures for quite new ones built not only in non registered ports 
but also in the only ports accessible at any time so that ships·did 
net need to wai t for the tide, The best examples of this situation 
are Felixstowe and Dover, both ~on registered ports,To survive , the 
ancient ports hjd to build new structures as close to the high sea as 
poss ib la : the por t of London had to leave i ts huge developments on 
the Thames banks for Tilbury and the same happened in Liverpool for 
Seaforth ,More,ner , new techniques and new ports allowed an easy 
tranfer of traffic in case of strike , 
-Formerly a lot of unskilled workers were required to be available at 
any moment ta answer non planified needs ,The new techniques required 
only a limited number of skilled dockers working in regularly-timed 
shifts to answer a regular arriva! of ships which could call at any 
fixed moment of the day and requiring to be loaded or unloaded as 
qui ck lv as possible, The cohesion of dockers calling hice a day at 
the same place and sharing their hard work in tight shifts had been 
replaced by the iso l at ion of n1en manipulating complex devices with 
different timetable and infrequently meeting each other, 

The globai resul t of these transformations on dockers struggles was 
net only a chan,Je in the conditions of these struggles but of the 
methoJds of struggle too .Past wildcat struggles, structures and ways 
oJf thinking more or less coJncealed the depth of such transformations 
and the fac t tha t a new k i nd of docker vas tak i ng the place of the 
old C sometimes inside the same man ),This step by step retreating 
struqgle against the new techniques did not display a united f.ront 
even if the appearance were so .The fight was for keeping the present 
s ta tus and be nef i ts and in def ence of the NDLS , but more and more 
the dockers took the redundancy money paid by tory or labour 
governements prefering to leave rather than to fight a lost struggle 
:registered dockers numbers were declining quickly dropping from 
50.000 twenty years ago to less than 10,000 in 88,Even so , it was 
not enough for the port employers: the NDLS was difficult to adapt to 
the new techniques of capital for accrueing quick high profits;it 
~lso enabl~d the dockers to use it the more efficiently to resist 
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workers and Sochaux up to 6,000 out of 15,000 workers, The last 
strikers will · have to resume work though the last Peugeot 
proposals were very far from their initial claims,All the sacked 
workers are reinstated but it is evident that all workers who were 
in the forefront of the strike will be the f irst to be targeted 
for victimisation by the repressive Peugeot management , 

I f the initial impetus of the strike did not succeed in pushing 
the movement beyond certain formal boundar ies bui lt up by the 
management and the unions , it was nevertheless strong enough to 
take underground sidemethods to impose its strength during seven 
weeks ,,Only manoeuvres and duration of time could eliminate the 
strong weapon the workers had got from the beginning : occupation, 
This impetus was not eliminated by the end of the forma! 
expression it had taken in the strike;without doubt, it is still 
going on in the new balance of struggle inside the factory in the 
daily class struggle , The strike was only the expression of a 
token moment of the global class struggle; it does not stop with 
the strike but it transforms itself , · which ,considering the 
present conditions in Peugeot factories is certainly as important 
as the strike itself, 

The organisation during the strike has to be compared with the 
previous organisation of 'coordinating committees ' in some 
previous important strikes (SNCF , Chausson ,SNECMA , Nurses 
,etc,,),The Peugeot strike did not see the formation by the union 
of formai traditional strike committees they coould have eusily 
controled ,In other current strikes C eg the finance civil servant 
st~ike > unions have developed a strategy to prevent the formation 
of coordinating conimittees and the decisions of general 
assemblies,It is difficult to tell if this 'inorganisation' of 
Peugeot strike was a deliberate union strategy or rather linked 
to their weakness : it appears rather a step by step building of 
a control avoiding too formai an organisation which could have 
been either too much under control or pressure from the rank and 
file or have been too much apparent 1 y on the management s ide 
,Because of this uncertain situatîon, the conflict with the union 
grew from the workers determination te go ahead stubbornly wi th 
the strike trying on the way to keep the strong weapon they could 
have got,We can't reach any other conclusion for this struggle 
because precisely its characteristics are determined by the 
peculiar conditions of each struggle which define their level and 
their content , H,S, 9/89 see charts p 18 and 61 

A complete and detailed chronology of the Peugeot strike- in french - 
is available at Echanges, 
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THE SITUATION IN NORWAY 

Unemployment in Norway rose at the end of 1988 and the beginning of 1989. 
Throughout 1989 the number of unemployed has been around 80 000 and in 
addition to this 40-50 000 have been employed on ~xtraordinary government funded 
work. In September 1989, 79 500 (3.61) were unemployed and 57 000 on •government 
work". For Norway this unemploy~ent is unusually high. These figures are the 
official ones and of course kept low. This summer some bourgeois experts 
publicly admitted at least 200 000 really unemployed. In addition to unemployment, 
many are working only part-time. 

According to the official figures prices rose wlth 4.21 from October 1988 to 
October 1989. 

This year•s national wage negotiatlons ended up slightly better than in 1988, 
giving 3 kroner/hour for most workers and an addltional 1 krone/hour in certain 
industries earning exceptlonally well (metal processing, paper and pulp). The 
rise of 3 kroner was divfded fn 1.50 krone as a general rise and 1.50 kronë to 
be "negotiated" locally."Horkers and ernployees fn the public sector were awarded 
0.6% extra. In 1988 the average wage for workers in private sector was 163 000 
kroner/year qr about 83.50 kroner/hour before taxes. 

Compared ta the lousy rise of 1 krone in 1988, the 3 kroner awarded this year 
were better, but still too low to keep pace with price rises. The result of the 
wage negotiations was passively accepted by workers, and no attempts were made 
by groups of workers to obtain more. In 1989 as last year a law was passed which 
banned all further pay rises. This law has been very effective in keeping wage 
rises down. 

The workers seem to be in a defensive position these days. Their wages have been 
pressed for years. The law against wage rises has made it quite impossible to 
obtain higher wages by leagal means, and no attempts have been made to crush 
the law and gain wage rises. Unemployment has given the workers fears for loosing 
their jobs; and the bosses have shown them that they mean business when they 
threathen with closures or reductions. The employers use this opportunity ta 
push through changes in the different factories and workplaces. Local attacks 
on wages usually don't affect the basic wage, but the part of the wage agreed 
locally, such as shift compensations and other compensations for unusual working 
time, working conditions or travel. Further, the employers seek ta rationalise 
production by reducing manning. 

This spring for example, the print industry union gave in to pressure from the 
employers and accepted night work in all parts of the print industry. Earlier, 
night work was only accepted in the newspaper industry. Of course night work 
will net be introduced in all part of the print industry. The employers in the 
bigger print works here in Oslo are preparing for around .the clock work, and in 
the meantime they try ta force concessions from the workers, reduced manning 
beeing the most important. 

In "Aftenposten" which is the biggest newspaper print works in Norway, and which 
1s printing the two largest papers, the employers cancelled )ocal agreements 
about benefits and compensations this spring. For each worker the reduction in 
pay would amount to as muchas 50 000 kroner/year. The workers tried to fight 
this attack in the way which is usual in the print industry, not by open actions 
but by refusing to work overtime, creating disruptions in production etc. The 
result was reduced print runs, and one day the paper was not printed at all. The 
workers were notable ta defend their wages completely, but forced the employers 
ta reduce the cuts. 

.. 
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This str·ucture had not eliminated conflicts,l'lost of the struggles 
were wildcat strikes , but their claims changed : in the SO's they 
were on working conditions and wages; in the 70'S they were 
practically for the defence of the NOLS which was no longer 
convenient to the employers using new techniques, The dockers'union 
inside the T6WU was hostile to these strikes which threatened its 
reputation of good labour 11anagers ,Shop stewards , closer to the 
rank and file struggles and vital link because of the dockers 
dispersion had a central role in these conflicts , 

The 1974 dockers strike which brought as a consequence the fall of 
the tory Heath governement and of his attempt at strike regulation 
was the apogee of this balanced organisation ,But it was also its 
decline because all these struggles were defensive ones trying to 
delay the consequences of the invasion of new techniques of transport 
and handling which could be called the 'container revolution ', The 
rank and file docker t.ias placed in situations he had never met 
before: 
-either of leaving his job (and at the same \ime his 
dockers'mates,a kind of family reinforced by the shift work >with an 
apparently big lump of money , 
-or work as ordinary employee for a port company without the freedom 
and guarantees he had had with the previous status , 
The union was offered a no less difficult choice:its powerful 
position as a manager of the labour force was no longer needed by 
employers and had become a brake to modernisation and to profit 
making;even the Labour Party was looking for a reform of the previous 
'out of date ' status ,Dockers resistance and qui te a few local 
wildcat strikes delayed the unavoidable move for more than 15 years 
and even the tories ,eager to push the interests of modern capital 
everywhere waited IO years before attacking the NDLS,The TGWU 
,pushed by the events tried to save some of its positions in a new 
dockers status using the workers combativeness as a lever in the NDLS 
reform discussions :it paid lip service to the wildcat strikes as it 
worked on the side to keep them in a stait jacket not to spoil its 
chances at the negotiating table ;most of the strikes were either 
contained locally or if they overcome localisation driven to some 
side street to end in confusion, 

Year by year , the position of the registered dockers was weaker and 
weaker though not only because of the technical evolution : 
-British economy was quickly moving, self-sufficient in food and oil 
as its share in world trade quickly declined meaning far less 
traffic for british ports; 
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Both organisations -union CTGWU) and employers CNAPE :National 
Association of Ports Employers which pushed the governement to 
abolish the NDLS ) were equally claiming to be 'in good position'to 
win a strike which , they predicted ,could last months,But even 
before the strike started separate agreements had been signed·in some 
ports, showing that the 'united front' of each organisation could be 
only a façade;TGWU was pushed to launch a general strike only under 
the rank and file pressure after having weakened it enough by its 
respect for the 'legality' ;behind the façade some of its leaders did 
not hide at all that 'the long term pr~spect to win this struggle or 
to get any result was very slim' 

This ,3ap between principles and reality e:cpressed a11 · kinds of 
contradictions and the dialectical process of class struggle,We can 
only understand it in describing the historical evolution of the 
conditions and of the struggle of this last core of 9,400 
dockers,survivors of a glorious past ,It was linked to the technical 
transformations of maritime transport and port handling which pushed 
port employers to radically change a situation which had been 
profitable to them for half a century 

We can only go back in the past very shortly ,For a long time , the 
dockers were en,~aged daily according to the needs of employers who 
could imp,)se all the work ing conditions , Then , they won a status 
which guaranteed them minimum wage and permanent employment,even if 
there vas no vork for them in the port , The NDLS was a powerful 
administration shared by the union (TGWU) and employers (NAPE ): the 
labour force , the dockers was full y managed there : registration , 
discuss ion on wages and labour conditions, disciplinary 
procedures,etc., .>:to be registered ,the docker had to be a ~ember of 
the union,When it was settled , the NDLS covered only _ the most 
important british p,)rts , about 60, the dockers of other ports far 
less important at this time were left out of the agreement.They still 
had to fo l lov the employers conditions either as individuals or 
according to local agreements.The NDLS was advantageous for the 
registered ,fockers compared to their previous situtation:they 
retained the daily call to work but had left behind the insecurity 
; i t was advantageous for the emp loyers too; they no longer had to 
bother with the labour organisation in the port this function 
bein,3 assuaed by the union in a period of intense maritime traffic 
requiring numerous non skilled workers , 

.. 
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On 1st Marcha 3 hour strike was called by seamens unions protesting a change of43 
taxations for seamen which woul d mean that they 1o1ould have to pay more taxes. I 
don't know how many took part in the strike, but 20 000 seamen were "affected" by 
the strike. Further strikes are beeing considered this autumn. On 11th r.tarch 1200 
people from Halden"demonstrated in Oslo agai~st closures of the local hospital, 
and on 29th March 15 000 people from Halden and Sarpsborg demonstrated in 
Sarpsborg against closures in their local hospitals. On 25th tlay 10 000 kindergarten 
teachers struk for 1 day protesting changes in the law governing kindergartens. 
On 9th June 30 000 bank employees struk for 1 hour protesting the closure of an 
evening school run by the banks. There have also been other small strikes, and 
a few attempts to defeat factory closures through occupations in some smaller 
companies. The occupations have not succeeded in preventing closurcs and removal 
of machinery. 

In September there were elections to "Stortinget" (Parliament). These elections 
take place every four years, and there are no possibility of calling elections 
bet11een these. In an early stage of the election carnpaign the bourgeoisie seemed 
to fear a low participation, but these fears were unfounded. Participation was 
as high as usual - 82S. 

The two major parties, the social democratic party and the conservative party, 
made substantial losses. The left socialist party and a rightist party called 
"Fremskrittspartiet" (Progress party) made substantial gains. The balance in 
parliament between "socialist" and "bourgeois" parties did not change much, but 
the relations betveen the different parties changed more than usual. After the 
elections the minority social democratic government has been changed to a 
minority conservative/centre government. The difference in policies between the 
two governments are not likely to be fundamental_. 

Perhaps the most important result of this change of governments will be that the 
main trade union federation LO can take a more "militant" stance. LO is closely 
tied to the social democratic party, and with this party out of office LO can 
attack the "bourgeois" government and try to polish up its image. The workers 
have been pressed for years, and there have been few opportunities to release 
some of the pressure that has build up. The workers might soon say that there 
has been enough, and more easily react to more pressure frora the employers with 
struggle. This does not change with the change of government, because many 
workers does not see the social democratic party as "their" party. Sut for the 
unions the change of government is important. They can now play a more active 
and militant rôle. Almost as soon as the new government was in office, leaders 
o_f LO started their though tall< in preparation for the national negotiations 
takiflg place next year. 

However, the changes 11il1 not be big. The ideology and practice of "co-operation" 
is deeply embedded in the whole trade union structure. From the workshops up to 
national levels there exists a spider's web of organs of co-operation between 
the unions, the employers and the state, and this will not change. Since 1935 
LO has pursued a policy of labour peace and co-operation. 

The national wage negotiations have for many years directly involved the 
government. Less and Jess unions and employers have reached an agreement without 
the active participation of the government. For ex~mple the t110 last .negotiations 
have involved a law to make the result of the negotiations between LO and the 
employers federation binding for all other workers and employees. Apparently 
next years negotiations will be concluded without a new law, because such a .law 
is not dynamic enough for capital. However, the nced to contrai wages firmly 
will continue to exist, and it is not yet clear how this will be achieved. 

On 13th November all 14 000 working at the railways have been called out on a 
5 hour strike to protest cuts which are likely to lead to reduction of manning 
of more than 2000 people. 

1 .. 
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The proposed budgets for the state and local governments for 1990 have recently 
been published. The budgets contains cuts and reductions, but as nothing has 
yet been decided, the final results are still unclear. 

rlK 
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THE "INTE~HATIOHAL COMMUNIST CURRENT" AHD NORHAY 

The "International Conrnunist Current" (ICC) is an organisation with an extensive 
publication activity. Their press ought to be an important source of inforraation 
for revolutionaries around the world. The contents of their papers must be treated 
in a serious manner. The same importance should be given to all revolutionary 
papers, but the press of the ICC stands out because of the great number of 
publications of these 'publishers'. 

It is important to learn about and properly analyse the struggles of the ~,orkers. 
To a great extent we all have to rely on the bourgeois press and other media, 
but as we know this is nota good source for learning about the class struggle. 
Even within the countries where we live,facts and evP.nts 11il1 be concealed and 
distorted. Things going on alrnost next door i·1ill not be repcrtec! as t:-ior-ough as 
we find necsssary, not to speak of other countries or pJrts of the world. 

We try to read as much a~,possible in order to gather information about the class 
struggle. Tirne, problems with foreign languages, and money limits the 
possibil ities.of reading paper and magazines. Even if we could read more, we 
would still have to rely on the bourgeois press to a great extent. 

When we don•t know the facts we can't form an opinion of events and developments. 
The less we know the more we have to guess and guessing is no good foundation 
for forming an opinion. Revolutionary papers should therefore be reliable and 
our best source of information about the class struggle. 

We have read the press of the ICC for many years, but we are not 'impressed' 
by it. The reason for this critique of what the ICC has written about Norway in 
recent years is that I know the subject fairly well. But there is another 
important reason: the !CC has the possibility to write reliably about this 
country. lt has a section in Sweden which ought to know conditions and events in 
Norway well. Norway is perhaps not the best example to choose. There have been 
no spectacular strikes like the Danish mass strike of 1985, the numerous wildcat 
strikes in Sweden in recent years, or the large strike movements in several 
countries around the world. Yet the ICC has found reasons to write about Norway. 
Other comrades should comment the writings of the ICC about events they ~now well. 

I don't know the internai 'division of labour' within the ICC, but I cannot 
imagine that they don't have some allocation of work with some fields to follow 
closely. 1 would guess that the section in Sweden has the task to follow the 
Scandinavian countries because of their geographical closeness, because they can 
understand most of the languages here without difficulties and because the 
general conditions are fairly similar. In short they should be in a better 
position than the other sections of the ICC to do this work properly. 

I refer the reader to the letter dated "end of November 1988" which we have sent 
you, and for the benefit of those who have not read the articles of the !CC we 
enclose copies of some of their'articles in English. 

II 

If we were to believe "World Revolution, monthly paper in Britain of the ICC", 
Norway was in turmoil in 1986. The working class was attacked so hard that it rose 
upas one man to fight back this attack at their wages. 

"The Norwegian class responded to this with the most serious wave or 
struggles since 1931 •... Lock-outs •.• meant 120 000 or 101 of Norways 
employed population were involved in the dispute." (HR No 94) 
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-Demonstzations of autonomists and squatters in SWitzerland. 

Internationalist Perspective - Journal of EFICC (External 
Fraction of the International Cormnunist Current) (BM Box 
8154,London WClN 3XX: or PO Box 395, Montclair, NJ 07042,0SA) 
No 13/Swmner 89: -Nationalism, crime against humanity 

Public sector strikes: corporatism, an obstacle for 
workers struggle - Romania:Ceausescu/Gorbachec:Two sides of 
the same coin - Why the Russian revolution is nota model 
for tomorrow - The limits of an initiative (review a a 
new bordiguist journal, "International Review of the Communi 
st Movement") - Debate on the period of transition: Critical 
notes about the article in IP no 11 and 12. 

Solidarity - A Journal of Libertarian Socialism (c/o 123 
_Iathom R9ad, London E6 2EA) No 21/Autumn 89:-Vanguardism:What 
if the poor can help themselves (A critical look at Lenins 
''What is to be done?") - Who is afrais of Satan? (On Salman 
Rushdie and Islam) - Reader's " letters on the analysis of 
the eastern bloc~ and onthe history and ideas of Solidarity 
group). 

Counter Information (Pigeionhole CI, c/o 11 Forth St., 
F.dinburgh) No 24/Aug-OCt 89: -Mass resistance rocks poll 
tax - Massacre in China - Brief notes about among other 
things: Poland - Strike of 35000 textile workers in Kanpur,In 
-UK council employess actions - OK transport workers strike 
- OK oil rigs strike - Raç:ist atrtacks - UK dockeza strike 

GRANDE BRETAGNE 

The I989 dockers strike, 

On Honday 10th July 9,400 register.ed dockers started an official 
general strike in about 60 british ports:apparently they were 
following the instructions of the powerful TGWU,90~ of these dockers 
had voted some days before :6,060 for the strike ,2,0II against(40 
other ports with 4,000 dockers were not 'legally 'cncerned by this 
strike because they were non registered dockers working in 'non 
covered 'ports Cby the National Dock Labour Scheme, N,D,L,S,), 
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1u N I T E D K I N G D O M 1 

Anarchist Communist Federation pamphlet "Anarchism - as 
we see it" and no 14 of its journal "Organise for class 
struggle anarchism" - see Echanges no ~. Remarks f rom 
a French comrade: 
"As far as I can see, this programme is close to some 
libertarian communists in France; I can see there is some 
borrowing from the past Solidarity group programme "As 
wee see it"; references to the ciass struggle but on the 
other hand remains of the traditional anarchist ideas 
(for example the completely uncritical references to the 
anarchist organisations in Spain in 1936). Sorne ambiguities 
as well: what means their "active involvement in daily 
struggles in the workplace "and community" and participating 
"as anarchists in tpe struggle and organise on a federative 
basis to assist in the revolutionary process"? The journal 
previously called "Virus" is now called "Organise for 
class struggle anarchism" - this issue no 14 says that 
"we have interna! groupings around the following industries 
and interests", but when reading this issue I can see it 
deals · only with general considerations (how to build a 
rank and:file movement for instance) or political discussions 
(about the Labour Parcy .•• ). In this issue, nothing on 
th~ recent class struggle." 

The Raven (Freedom Press, 84b Whitechapel High Street, 
London El 7QX - see Echanges no 54) We have unfortunately 
missed out some issues of this anarchist quarterly, 
high quality printed and well illustarted in book format. 
No 5/June88: The raven in the nvthology of indians in 
Canada - Libertarian poet Victor Neuburg - Apalling state 
of modern architecture - Problerns of the inner cities 
- Spies for peace (The story of a group of libertarians 
in the nuclear disarmament movement in the early 60s who, 
without being discovered, made public the secret plans 
of the authori ties for an erriergency regional government 
of the country in case of nuclear war - or of po'l i.t.Lca l 
breakdown, to show that "the official preparations for 
a future war were directed against rather than towards 
the we lf are of ordinary people.") 

Unpopular Books Catalogue (Box 15, 136 Kingsland High 
St., London E82NS) A list of the available publications 
or forthcoming ones, with a short review of each one. 
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For those unfamiliar with the real situation this might look impressing. 
Unfortunately the reality behind this "most serious wave of struggles" was 
somewhat different. The main event was a lock-out by the employers federation 
(NAF) during the nëgotiation of national ag~eements. ln the process of these 
negotiations, the workers are almost totally excluded. llhen the lock-out was 
effected the workers were passively called out like pawns in agame of chess. 
The whole process of negotiàting national agreements is agame between the 
employers, the unions, and the state with the ~orkers as passive spectators. The 
lock-out backfired for the employers federation and revealed important 
differences of interests among the employers. LO - the main national union 
federation - emerged strenghtened, and most likely with a stronger credibility 
among workers. ln the middle of this muddle the government was changed from a 
centre/right to a social-democratic one. The whole left came out of this process 
strenghtened. "llorld Revolution" sees the result of this through the spectacles 
of "Financial Times": 

" ..• but the deal 'turned out to be costlier than expected' (FT 17.4.86). 
Only struggle pays!" (WR no 94) 
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The comrades of WR uses phrases like "the most serious wave of struggles", 
"massive class struggles" and "struggles of the working class" completely 
uncritical. What does these phrases really mean? Comparing the real movements 
with the descriptions of IIR, 1 can only corne to the conclusion that by using 
such phrases which does not correspond to reality, "World Revolution" spreads 
lies. Lies in the sense that their descriptions and use of phrases does not 
correspond to reality, and thus giving their readers a completely falseimpression 

of what is going on. There should be no secret that the class struggle in 
Norway is at a low level. Hence any sign of a change is welcome, but events so 
far must be seen only as steps towards such a change. A true interpretation of 
the lock-out and strikes in recent years is that they could signal such a change. 

"Corm,unist Bulletin" No 11 (published by the "Communist 8u11etin Group") contains 
a message from "Cor.vnunist lnternationalist", a group in lndia close to the ICC, 
saying: 

" .•• The proletariat, particularly in the metropoles, has been vigorously 
responding to these attacks, as shown by the waves of struggles since 1983 
and conformed by massive recent strike movements in Finland, r~orway and 
Belgium." 

The comrades of "Co11111unist lnternationalist" seems to have read the press of the 
!CC and taken their 1,riting at face value. 

if ,we now take a look at "lnternationel 1 Revolution" the paper of the section of 
the ICC in Sweden, we find a rather different story than the one presented by 
"World Revolution". 

"The strikes and Jock-outs called by the Norwegian LO and NAF •.. was a 
result of on the one hand the growing dissatisfaction which exists in the 
Norwegian working class against the growing austerity, but also of a need 
for the Norwegian bourgeoisie to ••• prepare for coming class struggle 
through releasing some steam of dissatisfaction. The big conflict in 
Norway. even if i t 1-,as controll ed by the unions and NAF ••• signa 1 s a new 
situation, where Norway no longer will be an exception ..• "("lnternationell 
Revolution" No 19) 

This is at least a more sober evaluation of the fndustrial disputes that took 
place. 

1 would thin!< that the comrades in the Swedish section would have 1-,ritten to 
"Uorld Revolution" and "International Review" to correct the falsè reports and 
interpretations of the events in 1986. Even if a correction of the erroneous 
views of 1,R would not be publ ished, perhaps a more correct evaluation of the 
events would be seen in subsequent issues of "1/orld Revolution" and "International 
Review". After a l l , the report in "lnternationell Revolution" No 19 is closer to 
understanding and presenting the events correctly; and in an "internationally 
centralised organisation" one would expect such reports to circulate. 8ut no, 
"llorld Revolution" No 95 and 96 and "International Review" No 47 still spreads 
the fantasies about the "~assive strikes" of April 86: 

" ••. Finland and Norwayllave been hit simulaneously by massive outbreaks 
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of struggle." (UR No 95) 
"ln Norway the massive strikes in April were followed ••• " (UR No 96) 
"The se struggl es, which fo 11 owed wi despread r.iover.ients in Scandi navi a 
and particularly Norway ••• " (International Review No 47). 

In t~e ~tory of workers~ passivity during the lock-out in 1986 there were a few 
places where 1torkers tried to picket some hotels, resturants and a building 
site. In the general picture of the lock-out this t1as perhaps only one more 
way of letting out some steam of anger. 

1111ichever 1tay you look at the disputes of April 1986 there was a lock-out, and 
that was the main event. The strikes t1ere srnal-1 in compar1son. Sut still the ICC 
downplays this by writing: 

'' ... in Norway there were up to 120 000 workers affected by strikes, 
including Iock-outs •.. " (International Review No 46) 

The der.ionstration of "miners frorn Kirkeness" reported by "llorld Revolutiop" No 94 
was a denonstr-atton in the true spirit of trade unionism. Outside "Stortinget" 
(the Norwegian parl iarnent) several .loce l unions showed their solfdarity by 
showing their union banner and perhaps a union bureaucrat to carry it. 

3efore I leave l·/R No 94 ï have to make some 'rninor' corrections. ln 1985 the 
official rate of unemployment was 2.6l (54 000 people) accordfng to "Statistical 
Yearbook 1988" which is the official statistics. Knowing how statistics are 
nantpul e ted , the real figure might as well be 4.1" as "Uorld Revolution" says, 
but then there is the question of sources. The real figure ·might as 11el l have 
been 3.6% or 4.8% - the point in question is that the figure given by liR seems 
to be taken right out of the air. 

!JR has found 800 000 unemployed in Denmark out of a total population of 5 ni l l îcn, 
Please do what UR has obviously not done: talce a look at those figures and think. 
800 000 uner.iployed would be sornewhere between 1/3 and 1/4 of the total working 
population. Unemployraent in Denmark fs rather high, in 1985 there t1ere 252 000 
unemployed and in 1986 there were 217 000. The total nurnber employed in 1986 
was 2 816 000. (All figures from Statistical Yearbook 1988) 

lie read that the er.,ployees in Helsinki came out on strike for a 6-20X pay rise. 
Not very precise, is it? And certainly not telling the reader anything about 
the reality of these demands. 

Later in 1986 there were·sor:ie strikes in Norway. The negotiations in the 
public sector between the state, local governrnents and unions ended up in some 
strikes at the end of May/beginning of June. Perhaps the most ir:1portant thing 
happening was a demonstration in Oslo by some 20 000 people, protestïng against 
the forced arbitration 1·1hich ended these strikes. "World Revolution" spend 
exactly four lines on these strikes in No 96. 

Official statistics gives the following figures for "work stoppages" (i.e. 
strikes and lock-outs) for 1986: 16 stoppages fnvolving 165 742 wage earners, 
leadfng to the loss of 1 030 928 working days. (Statistfcal Yearbook 1983) 

Sefore 11e leave the year 1985 I 1·1il1 mention "!/eltrevolution", the paper of the 
section of the !CC in Germany, which has found more than 400 000 itorkers 
involved in the Iock-outs in tlorway (Ueltrevolution l~o 22). 1-/here do they 
find such figures? 

1 Il 

In 1987, the year after the "massive struggles" of the llorwegian workers, LO and 
IIAF agreed to give no general pay rise. The whole process of 'negotiations' 
were done in about 15 minutes -handshakes, posing for the photographers and 
everything. This should perhaps more than anything else tell who were the victors 
of the struggles of the preceeding year. And yes - WR was correct - only struggle 
pays. ln the press of the ICC I have seen no mention of this agreement, even if 
it would tell their readers very much about the real situation in this country. 

i 

1 

1 
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(Apartado Etcetera - correspondencta de la guerra social 
Correos I.363, sarcetonai - in Spanish) 
No 13/May 89: Nicaragua ten years after - Algeria: the 
democracy · in danger with Islam - Hunger strike against 
annihilation in the German prisons - Notes on the present 
situation in Spain - International days in Barcelona on 
"Models for the future, new technologies and cultural 
traditions" - The anarchist thinking and anarcho-syndicalism 
in Spain (1869-1939). 

• 

La Estiba (Bulletin of the coorli.nating committee of the 
Spanish ports (c/del Mar 97, 08003 Barcelona - in Spanish) 
No 48/June-July 89: Bilbao in struggle for a new agreement 
in the port - Crisis and popular perspectives in Peru 
- News from different Spanish ports - The Cantabrian ports 
(Santander, Gijon and Aviles) - Support cornrirl.ttee of the 
farmworkers union SOC in Andalusia. 
la Estiba has published two pamphlets on "Capitalist strategy 
and workers.... resistance in the west Medi terranean ports" 
(A collection of analy s.i.s and documents). The first one 
is about the situation in these ports in 1986 (maritime 
transport and technology, the competi tian between the 
different ports, the specialisation) ; the second describes 
the struggle against the restructuringin Spain, Italy 
and Marseilles. 

As· docas do outra lado do espelho (Discordia, Apartado 
449, 3008 Coimbra Codes - or from La Estiba) This pamphlet 
(in Portugese) is a collection of texts published mainly 
in La Estiba on the struggle in the Spanish ports. 

1 
1 - : i 
' 

Odio al capitalisme (Hatred for capitalism) (Address letter 
only as follows: A.V.V.N., Apartado no 25, 27080 Lugo) 
No 5/July-Sept 89: -Anarchism; criticism of its positions 
and evolution from its original positions - The economic 
crisis from 1981 to 1914 - Text from the Argentinian group 
Emancipation Obrera. 

i• 
! 

Zer Egin? (S.Martzial 2,4, Ezk 20005 Donostia - in Spanish 
and Basque) No 265: -On national identity: ten years 
since the Els Marges Manifesta - Interview with Tomas 
Borge (on Nicaragua) - Between two guns (on Lebanon). 
No 266: -A difficult solidarity - Panama. No 267: -China: 
Society against power - Union at the crossings - Prisons 
for what? 
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tum of the events during last spring. C,B, 9/89 
3) Chang Chen-pang in Issues & Studies, Vol, 25, nr. 7 p. 11. 
4) 'llle word (bourgeois) is added by us. ~ want to underline 

that the tenn 'denocracy' :refers to the western fonn of i t. 
5) Collected in: Cleng Xiaoping, Selected W::>rks, Peking 1984. 

CHINA 

"Pekins de tous les pays, unissons -nous" - A leaflet 
in the form of an A-3 poster, on the recent events in 
China, from the committee ~Pekins de tous les pays unissons 
-nous~(c/o Brise-Glace, Bp 214, Paris Cedex 13). 

Iztok - Libertarian review on the Eastern countries (BP 
=ro;--75563 Paris Cedex 12 - in French) No 17/June 89: 
-Ba Jin file (Ba Jin is a farnous chinese writer) with 
some translations of his texts - China: the reformists 
of the palace has no way to go - Romania adrift: internatio~~ 
nal responsibility and interna! complicity - USSR: an 
ëllalt"cho-communist initiative - Real socialism bibliography. 

1 Where did you sa y the fresh aID1f~ition WBS! . 1/ 
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Not even in "lnternationell Revolution" have I found any notice about this. 

However, in 1987 "lnternationell Revolutïon" made a rernark about Norway which we 
think is telling very much about how the ICC presents reality to fts readers. ln 
March 1987 the Swedish ICC section held a "public" meeting in Oslo. We told 
former comrades who had been in the KPL about thi s "important event in the 1 i fe 
of the class", and at the meeting five of us turned up. 1-lell into the meeting 
one person who was unknown to all of us turned up. What astonished us was reading 
TiÏ"lnternationell Revolutionq No 25: "The majority of the people taking part in 
the meeting were former militants of the KPL." This has something to do with 
perspectives; formally 5 people are the majority when 6 people corne to a meeting. 
For a reader to whor.i these figures are unknown, the bombastic use of phrases 
certainly gives another impression of the congregation at this meeting. 

IV 

"He have heard about a strike among teachers in Norway which has gone on 
for some time and which shall be "illegal". We don't kno11 much about this, 
nor rnuch about the situation in Norway. We should be happy if you could 
send us sorne more information about this strike or/and other matters of 
importance which happens in Norway." (Letter from lnternationell Revolution 
23.01.88) . 

"Although we have only sporadic access to information about the class struggle 
in Norway ••. " (lnternationell Revolution No 28 /April 1988) 

"Even though we don't in all details share the descriptions which the 
comrades makes of the situation we think that in general it gives 'a good 
picture of the present situation in Norway." (Internationell Revoluticn No 32, 
introducing excerpts from our letter of Novernber 1988) 

The Swedish comrades obviously don't know much about what goes on here, but still 
they can disagree on questions of details; but without informing their readers 
or us what these details are. But apparently the cornrades of the section of the 
ICC in Belgium felt they knew enough about the conditions and details of the 
class struggle in Norway to write an article. We read a translation of their 
article in "World Revolution" No 115 /June 1988, and wrote a letter to 
"Internationell Revolution"· in January 1989 in order to obtain a copy of the 
original article. l~e wrote a reminder in March and then received a letter from 
them explaining why we hadn't received it yet, and told that the article was to 
be sent soon. To this day we have not received this copy, and therefore we have 
to use the translation printed in "~lorld Revolution". 

Let us look at what comrade "Anjou" has to tell about strikes in Norway. The 
article contains news about one strike and one demonstration on March 11th 1988. 
The article is not very precise about events, but the figure of participants is 
fairly correct (1 don't know the exact number myself - the newspapers here 
wrote that more than 300 000 participated). The article does not mention that 
the strike was of a very li~ited duration - between 2 heurs and half a working 
day - on March 11th. The way "Anjou" writes you might get the impression that 
the strike lasted much longer. The article is absolutely wrong in asserting that 
the strike was "agafnst the advice of the unions". The fact is that the strike 
was called and organised by several white collar national union 
federations and some local union bodies, but the biggest union federation LO 
did not participate and called the strike "illegal". There are several reasons 
for this. The negotiatfons between LO, NAF and the government settled for a 
small fixed pay rise (1 krone) and a law was passed banning all further rises. 
LO thus had its aims fulfilled: lowering real wages by giving almost no pay rise. 
The union federations outside LO protested against beeing excluded from real 
influence in the negotiations, às the result was binding for them also because 
of the law beeing passed. These union federations did not oppose the result 
in general, but wanted to distribute the wage rise in a differënt way. The 
strike was r.iainly in the public sector where the competition between LO and the 
other unions is fiercest. ln the private sector, among workers and lower level 
employees. LO is stronqer: often without anv rnmoPtitinn t o i< ~ <nr;~i-rl~mnr~,••r 
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union, and thus it supports the social-democratic government. The other union 
federations are 'unpolitical' and have no particular allegation to the social 
democratic government. 

Some local union bodies of LO took part in the strike and demonstration, and 
this was against the wishes and a~vice of LO. But this was clearly a demonstration 
of the lower levels of the union bureaucracy which was protesting against the 
b~n on local negotiations of wages. These local negotiations have been a very 
important field of work for the unions at the basis, i.e. in the factories. Many 
workers supported this protest of the local unions and took part or were 
symphJtetic to the protest. 

The whole "lesson" which "Anjou" draws out of this strike i s absolutely wrong. 
There is no reason to say that the strike showed a "mounting distrust of the 
unions", the majority of participants didn't go on strike "against the advic& 
of the unions" - in fact none of the participants went on strike without beeing 
called by their union, either national or local, there were no attempts by - 
workers to "take r.iatters into their own hands". Further there were parts of the 
private sector taking part in, the strike and demonstrations, so that the point 
of "didn't see the vital importance of spreading the fight to the private sector 
workers" is not in accordance with what actually happened. 

8ut perhaps even more important than all this is that in the words of "Anjou" 
it is presented as a worker's strike, whereas in reality it was a union strike, 
and that is a hell of a difference. 

V 

The positions taken by revolutionari2s are more and more determined by the 
actual class struggle. Arguments about theory and history are of course still 
very important, but more and more debates and positions will be based on 
workers' struggles, actions by the bourgeoisie, i.e. based on the present class 
struggle and a correct interpretation and analysis of these events. 

l·/hat the ICC has 1·iri tten about Norway in recent years have nei ther been good 
reporting of the actual class struggle nor useful interpretation or analysis. 
Regarding Norway the views of the ICC and their presentations to their readers 
are wrong. 

If what 11e have seen in the example of Norway is also typical for the general 
presentation of actual events in other countries, the press of the ICC is. - 
of I iut ted use for ravolutionaries. 

NK 
These texts Con Norway and on ICC) were published in November 89 by 
ifotiva forlaq · 
Postboks 9340 Valerenga 
061 0 OSLO 6 • 
The article on Norway fo l lovs the te:<t published in Echangas n'61 p40 
We have not reprinted the copies of the following articles joined to 
the text on ICC: 
-World Revolution n• 94 -May 86 :Scandinavia, workers must organise 
the e~:tension of their strugglesand n• 115 - June 88 :Strike in 
tforway, 
-International Re·.iew n• 46 , 3d quarter 86 :Massive strikes in 
Norway, Finland and Belgium .From dispersion to~ard unification , 
(copies coule be sent by Echanges if you can't get the original 
articles) 
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society fran ~dl the Qu.nese one still differs very Illld1 in spite of all the re 
fo:ms. 

Apart f:can exceptions, in the period of the primitive ac:cumulation, that's to 
sey in the beg1nn1ng of capitalism, political :celations and institutions have never 

been 'lldlat they becaire later, ~ capitalist developœnt had made further progress. 
'1he bourgeois demx::racy is the product of a ·developped capitalist ~ety, not the 
product of a primitive œe, '1he Ch1nese society is neither primitive, nor developped. 
It f1nds itself in a transitional stage. A stateœnt as issued by the People's 
Congress in april last year is 1inked up with sudl a transitional stage, It :ceads 

as follows: 

"'lhe state peI]llits the private ~ to exist and develop within 
the limits p:œscribed by law. 'lhe private eccriœrt is nCM regarded 
as a sq:plerœnt to the socialist public ownership system, lèverthe 
less, the state will also exercise guidance, supervision, and con 
trol over the private econany. n 

Such a transitional stage - the 'WOJ:d·says it - is of course not an invariable 
thing. 'lhe changes to ~dl it is subjected can not be stimulated, nor :cetarded 
by regulatioos like this. But the fact that social :celatioos in the People' s 
Republic of Oû.na axe the typical relations of a transitional stage, explains 
the dualism which is dlaracteristic for Deng Xiaoping's policy. It explains li.kewise 
t<ily the political superstructure of western capitalism can not be the political 
superstructu:œ in China. 

In July this year a Clùnese observer paid ca:ceful attention to Deng's contra 
dictions 3) .He said that Ieng is vaclllating between different points of view. 
'lbis Clùnese observer also stated that Deng admitted that econanic :cefonn had to 
go hand in hand with a :cefODII of the political system, but t""'t at the sarœ time 
offe:ced :œsistanœ against the opinion that a :cefo:cm of the political system would 
lead to l!D:ce freedan and (bourgeois) del!Ocracy 4). Deng pointed out that it would be 
blenty years befo:ce direct elections oould be held in nainland Oû.na. 'Ibis stateiœnt 

clearly enlighten the situation. '1he :cefo:cm of the political system Deng has in mine: 
is not the :cefoi:m expected fran him by western observers. nor is i t the reform 
the students on Tienanmen Sqare were asking for, 

Deng's o:roer to take strong action against those students - the lot of Blem did 
not have the sane demands as a matter of fact - for that :ceason doesn 't rrean that 
Deng has beoœe unfaithful with his cwn :cefœ:mpolicy. Even a hasty survey of the 
articles he wrote since his rise to power 5) doesn' t leave any doubt of his :ceal 
position. 

Wtether the desi:œs of the Clùnese students hal:nntlze with the requireœnts , 
in the Où.na of taoorrow or after taTDrrow remains to be seen, Anyha,,, they are 
not confomable with the p:cesent Qùnese situation. 'lbis Qin explain the dramatic 
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Even after the proclamation of the People' s lepublic of China and notwithstandinç 
the 'Big Ieap ForNard' or the so-called 'Great Proletarian CUl tura1 Revolution' , 
production in China has always been based on wage-labour. And wage-labour postw.ateE 
capital, just like capital postw.ates wage-lalx>ur. 

Sare observers - anong whan Chinese too - have cœpa.red that what Zhao Ziyang 
called 'the 'Initial Stage of Socialism' in the People's :A:!public with. the intro 
duction of the New F.conanic Policy in Russia in 1921. 'lhe ocnparison is made to 
point out, that this 'Initial Stage' ce_rtainly is 'a step backward' but certainly 
not a transfer fran socialism to capitalism. '1he ccnq:,arisan is far f:ccm foolish - .. 
but doesn't establish what thos who make it do suppose. '1he Russian N,E,P, was 
nota tenporary concession to capitalism whidl ne.body wanted back, It was the 
inevitable ronsequens of the then in Russia existing and with the :œvolutlœ of 

1917 f:ccm feudal fetters ~ted and since full developped capitalist production 
relations. 

If Deng Xiaoping at a given naœnt declares: "Socialism has nothing to do with 
poverty" and "it shoul.d be ~tted to SClle people to' enrldl theirselves", one 
reneni:>ers involuntarily, that Bucharin in the twenties the Russian farrrers told, 
that they show.d "enridl themselves". Both exclamations, those of Deng and those 
of Budlarin, reflect a prooess whidl is going on and went œ in the social reality 
with whidl both, Deng and Bucharin are and \o.iere CXllfronted. 'l'o kna,,: the accu 
nu.ùation of capital. 

It is significant in chnnection with this, that Zhao and other theorists of 

the 'Initial Stage of Socialism', during whidl state property and private property 
will exist side by side, several tilles have stressed that the law of the cx:mroc:litieE 
should not be disregarded! 'lhe law of the ccmrodities in question is the econanic 
law whidl rules capitalist enterprise. 

Not Deng Xiaoping, not Hu Yaobang, not Zhao Ziyang or others are or have been 
the m::,tive power behind "refonns leading to a society of ccmrodities and a 11\:llXet 
eron~". ~tive p:,wers are (and have been) the laws ruling a society in whidl 
there is wage-lalx>ur, in whidl the labour-force is a ccmrodity. SUdl a society 
has to be defined as a ccmrodity society with (very logical) a market ec:onany. 

'lhe laws of developnent of such a society have driven Deng and his colla_borators 
t:o.rards a policy of refonn. 'lhat's ·to say: a policy of eronanic refoIIIIS: 

Above we have already established that Deng and his supporters, though. fervent 
stimulators of the refonns whidl are presenting themselves irrisistible, according 
to a carefw. fenale observer have never advocated political changes and still don't. 
Nobody will be surprised who's alive to the fact, that western observers, speaking 
of political refonns, always have in mind the introduction of a western type of 
dem:x::racy. But western dem:x::racy is the political super-structure of a capitalist 
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Laber Notes (7435 Michigan Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48210) 
No 123/June 89: -Laber". s · two trends: which will be our 
future - Cormrunity rallies to back Pittson coal miners: 
over 1000 arrested as strikers block coal trucks - Mexican 
teachers stage massive strike. No 124/July 89: -Enorrrous 
fines, arrests spread Pittson strike across coal fields 
- How ranJc and file labor acticists can use quick computer 
comnunications - Eastern strike headed for a sh~own 
(will union backed buyout mean bigger concessions?) 
IDs Angeles teachers get support from students and parents 
in winning _nine-day strike - New Directions for Labor 
conference draws over 1000 unionists to Detroit. No 125/Aug 
89:. Repression escalates at Pittson - Strikers make life 
hard for Lorenzo, but ••• 

Socialist Action (3435 Aril1Y Street, San Francisco, CA 
94110) (A trotskyist journal) No 308: Virginia miners 
stand firm as wildcat strikes halted - What did the French 
revolution achieve - Fear and loathing pervade Beijing 
under martial law - Soviet miners challenge government. 

Green Synthesis (League for Ecological Democracy', PO Box 
1858, San Pedro, CA 90733) No 31/June 89: The Spaka conferen 
and green praxis, evolution of a prograrrme for the 90s 
- Ecology, Corrmmity and Art - The left green debate - 
Is the . Left Green Network really green? - A letter on 
non-violence. 

.l 

CWA News - paper of the Communication Workers of America 
(see Echanges no" 55) No 6 and 7 /June-July 89: -'l'wo articles 
on the same subject: -A tale of two plants- and -The human 
impact of AT&rs Maquiladora venture-.(copy at Echanges) 

"Somerecent developments among those with nothing to loose 
but their jobs" - 
from Workers Info-Rag (c/o Zamisdat Press, GPO Box 1255, 
Gracie Station, New York, NY 10028) Distinct surrani.ng up 
and conunenst about four texts: Echanges pamphlets "France 
Winter 86-87" and "The COBAS", "Sorting out the recent 
post strike" (from Action Group for Workers Unity, c/o TURC~ 
Markhouse Road School Complex, Markhouse Road,London E 
17), and "Barcelona Dockers" from La Estiba. 

Support Report (Austin United Support Group, 711 4th Avenue 
N : E, Austin, MN 55912) No 8-5/5/89: -FranJc Lorenzo- s 
friends and allies (on the Eastern · a1.rlines strike) No 
9: Review of the book "The decline of American unionism"" 
Ey Kim Moody. 
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Fifth Estate (4632 Second Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48201) 
Sununer 89: -Stop the incinerator, stop the megarnachine: 
women weave a web of resistance - Nevada test si te: mass 
action at the gates of war machine - Indian villagers 
confront military: theater of war, theatre of deplacement 
- Countering the mystique of the proletariat (text of 
the French group/journal ~ Interrogationsf - San Francisco 
1989 anarchist gathering .without borders - The storming 
of the Bastille (Kropotkin) - Exchange of correspondence 
on "Anarchy and the sacred". 

News & Letters (59 E. Van Buren, Room 707, Chicago, IL 
60605) No 4/May 89: Abortion rights mareh - Exxon turhs 
Alaska into dying ,ground, labor joins prntest in Anchoraqe 
- Raya Dunayecskaya 1964 letter to H. Marcuse - Working 
in the US: sub-minimum wage, longer hours, mutilated lives 
for youth. No 5/June 89: Million,; in China defy martial 
law - Opposition within the UAW (~ New Directions~)- Has 
Solidarnosc legitimized the Polish goverrunent? - Demonstratio 
in Iran a9ainst murdered poli,tical prisoners - Crisis 
in US education: cutbacks, poverty and racism - L.A. teachers 
walkout. 

Workers Vanguard (Spartacist Pùiishing co., 41 
St., New York, N.Y. 10116) No483/4 l\ug 89: Soviet 
challenge Perestroika (miners " strike) - Lessons 
Beijing Spring - NY hospital workers strike • 

Warren 
Work~rs 
of the 

Discussion Bulletin (IUCE, PO Box 1564,Grand Rapids,MI 
49501) No 36/July 89: ~ International Proposa!~ of the 
Argentinian group Emancipation Obrera (see Echanges no 
55) - Debate about a previously published call for the 
organisation of US anarchists - This issue. also contains 
a contribution on the same subject as M.Shipway~ s book 
"Anti-Parliamentary corranunism in Britain" rewied in Echanges 
no 58: · .A review of "Come Dungeons Dark", a Guy Aldred 
biography. 

Industrial Worker (3435 N.Sheffield Avenue,Suit~ 202,Chicago, 
Illinois,60657) May 89: Reflections of an old time Wobbly 
- Flight attendants take action (An interview with a member 
of the Independent Federation of Flight Attendants, a 
union representing the in-flight crew of Trans World Airlines 
and which split from the Transport Workers Union in 1976. 
5000 flight attendants struck TWA in 1986 and 1500 of 
them have still not been taken back. This long interview 
gives a lot of information about the situation in the 
US airline industry and the specific situation of flight 
attendants. 

DID DENG XIAOPING REALLY DESTROY 

HIS OWN LIFEWORK? 

1 5 

Last Septerrber, that is tci say after the strong action of the sc:rca1led People' s 
Liberation Amr{ against the students on Tienamœn Square in Peking, a canadian 
-waœn who stayed in China for many years and did research at People's University 
there, published a short cx:mœnt in an Aneri.can IIDllthly 1) • "It is", she declared 
"a mi.stalœ to see the diffexenœs in the Ounese Camunist Party as a 'o,,o-line 
struggle' beb.'een proletarians and ::œvisionist (or capitalist-roadersl." 

"'lhe ::œal diffe::œnœs", she WJ:Ote, "are over how and at 'ltlat paœ to use priva· 
enteiprise, maiket ::œfo:i:ms, and fo::œign capital, and between the generally older , 
that :celles ai state cxmtrol and heavy capital investnent and the saœwhat younge 
technocrats who see the answer to every ecoranic problem as m:,re marlcet ::œforrœ a 
a cleve::œr use of fo::œign funds. -Both groups are members of the privileged elite" 
And the author points to the fact, that neither the fi.rst group nor the secx:md on 
is advocating p o 1 i t i c a l refo:cœ. At the end of her article she says: 
"If the govei:nnent finally unleashed troops and tanks on its citizens, it was ~ 
because it was f_aœd with a counten:evolution." 

'lhis opinion is ours too. In a first article we al::œady established, that the 
critics of Deng, Hu Yad:>ang and Zhao Ziyang i,;e;œ absolutely and likewise convince 
about the neœssity of ::œfo:crrs 2). True, those who advocate a nore slowly paœ 
of the ::œfo:crrs accused their opponents to be the protagonists of a reinstalnent c 
capitalism. But such a charge only does duty to bring them in discredit and is 
without any foundation. 

'lhat Zhao Ziyang in the auturm of 1987 not only advocated a 'socialist ccmrodi 
production', but also a 'socialist nm:ket ec::onœrt' was because the production of 
camodities and a nm:ket econœw are indissolubly linked together. For c:amcditie 
have to be brought to the marlcet. Sure, it can't be denied that at a certain dec 
of social develq:rœnt the p:i:oduction of ccmrodi ties and a nm:ket econarff are the 
synptaœ of capitalist production ::œlatiœs. HoNever, that these capitalist pro 
duction ::œlatiœs step by step are introduœd in the People' s :Republic of Ou.na 
by the p::œsent authorities is no nm:e than a fail:y-tale. Capitalism can 't be intr 
duced in China for the sirrple reason that_ it exist there sinœ many years, It has 

there ho,,iever, above all: sinœ the beginning of the fifties, the fonn of state 
capitaliSIJI and not the classical fonn of western capitalism. 

!)Patricia Alexander in Dollars & Sense, nr. 149, p. 12 and 13. 
• 2) See Echanges nr. • ••• 
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Hot Deng, not Hu Yao-bang, neither Zhao Ziyang or others are the dri 
ving forces behind "reforms which are leading to a society of commodities 
and a market economy", The driving forces are the laws of development of 
a society in which there is wage labour, in which the labour force is a 
cornmodity and which consequently bas to be defined as a society of comme 
dities and thus a market. These social laws have driven Deng and his sup 
porters towards a policy of reforrn. A pollcy of e c o n o m i c reforrn. 
On political reform Deng bas always had quite different ideas. In· a second 
article we will examine his attitude in the political field. We will al- 
so examine the demands of the Chinese ~tudents and the reason why they 
have failed. , . ,.\ tto be cont1nued next pag" 

l J P. H. Chang in "Issues & studies", January 1989, p. 56. 
2) Idem, p. 60. 
3) Idem, p. 68. 
4) Idem, p. 69. 
5) z. Brzezinski, "The Great Failure", New York 1989, p. 147. 
6) rdem, p. -163. 
7 J Thomas Heberer in the German magazine "Universitas", August 1989, 
p. 719. 
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The People (914 Industrial Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94303) 
is the forthnightly 8 page paper of the Socialist Labor 
Party, a party in the tradition of "industrial unionism" 
and building on the ideas of Daniel De Lean ( "De Leonism") • 
It has been pu.blished since 1891, making it probably 
the oldest revolutionary socialist paper still in existence, 
and there has been references to a number of useful articles 
from i t in Echanges the last year. Not as detailed onthe 
class struggle as we would like, and with ideas different 
from our own - for example when in connection with their 
many correct observations about the existing trade union 
novement th~ pronote that the workers instead should 
build truly revolutionary unions along the ideas of "industr 
ial unionism", on a class struggle prograrrune and not separat 
ed by trade. Despite the sympathie ideas behind this argument 
in our analysis of the class struggle the last 60 years 
we do not find that events and developments confirrns any 
idea about the working class gradually building its strength 
in a fonnal, systematic and organised way establishing 
alternative, socialist unions. But on the contrary that 
the(partly autonomous) tendencies in the class struggle 
in the main capitalist countries contradicts bath the 
ideas of party/organisation builders (whether in leninist 
or other forms) and those who have a scheme for how the 
working class will or should organise itself in formal, 
permanent structures or organisations leading up tq;, the 
revolution. We would call both renmants of the ideas 
and practice of the "old labour movement" still sticking 
to an idea (although from very different standpoints) 
that it is the task of revolutionaries to organise the 
v.Urking c lass ( or to propagandise the recipe for doing 
this). 
Despite such differences, The People in our opinion contains 
a lot of articles on the class struggle, the ttade union 
movement as well as for example political, social and 
economic conditions in the US which are both useful and 
to a. - large. . extent; "is wrfrten froin a - standpoint which 
we can have much in common with. It is therefore a paper 
which can be recommended for this reason as well as due 
to the frequency of publication and the low subscription 
price ( $4 for a year, sea mail, for foreign subscribers) • 
From the same address one can also ask for the catalog 

of New York Labor News, the world-s oldest socialist publish 
ing company with a number of low price titles. 
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June 17: - - Good business c Limatie" :Houston boom or 
bust-Workers lose both ways (This article traces the re 
sults for the workers in the fields of employment, housing, 
workplace accidents, pollution etc. in the Houston area 
during the good business climate in the 60s and 70s and 
the not-so-good climate in the 80s,.) - Class conflict 
rages at Pittston Coal Co. (The workers are fighting against 
elimination of health insurance for retirees, disabled 
workers and widows, reduction of health coverage and pensions 
for current workers, of overtime pay for weekend work 

through picketing, sit-ins, blocking of strikebreakers 
and truckers-access to the mines, defying court injunctions 
limiting picketing, facing thousands of arrests of workers 
and supporters in the local corrmunity and the vaofence 
of security guards and police. Support is widespread among 
local workers and the strike has now also spread to other 
coalfields.In contrast to events in China and Poland, 
or the strikes of Russian miners, this conflict has had 
little attention in US media or abroad, and the same can 
be said in general for class struggle in the US. This 
conflict will hopefully be part of a future Echanges article 
--as noted in a letter from a French comrade: " ••• an article 
on the miners strike · in the US which could be part of 
something on class struggle in that country, a subject 
somewhat pushed aside by events in China or Russia though 
not less important (1000 were arrested in the Pittston 
strike - what a fuss if something similar had happened 
with the Siberian miners!)" - "-Progressive- Capital" (An 
article from 1904 by Daniel De Leon, arguing that there 
is nothing progressive or human about factories setting 
up nurseries or day care centers for their workers. Neither 
is this something new, for this 1904 article shows that 
this was done already at that time in Russian factories.) 
- New data reveals rate of exploitation in the US (Based 
on official figures, this article tries to show the -rate 
of exploitation, saying that US workers are paid gross 
wages worth less than 23% of the wealth they create. In 
addition, considering taxes as something which is appropriate 
from the workers by the capitalist class/state, it says 
that the average worker spends 2hoursand43minutes of each 
8hour workday to "pay" taxes.) 
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held. There Zhao Ziyang presented a progranun that attended to a consider 
able extension of the private sector and of what was called "a socialist 
production of commodities" and "socialist market economy". For quite a long 
time, at least up to the midclle of the 21st century, Zhao explained, this 
sort of social relations would have tot exist in China. 

He defined these relations as the "primary stage of socialism", neces 
sery to guarantee economic grow, modernisation and progess and he told his 
audience that this stage was an unavoidable process. The "communist stage" 
could not begin before th1s. From the point of view of the historical and 
social development the "primary stage of socialism" was an inevitability. 
This did not mean however, so Zhao Ziyang, that the capitalist stage, 
passed through in orther parts of the world, was inevitable likewise. 
w h y it was like this, why one stage was inevitable and the other one 
was not, was k·ept silence. 

Whatsoever have been the reasons for Zhao's downfall seven months 
later, not his promoting of this program. It has been accepted with an 
overwhelming majority. This fact proofs that those who criticized Deng, 
Hu Yao-bang and Zhao Ziyang were absolutely convinced that the planned 
reforms were a necesstty , 

It is undeniable, that the production of commodities and a market 
econorny are linked together. Commoditles have to be brought to the market. 
on a certain stage of social development the production of commodities ' 
and a market economy are thé syptorns of capitalist relations of production. 
However, that 6hey should be introduced step by step by the present lea 
dership of the People's Republic of China is nothing else as a fairy tale. 
Capitalism can not be i n t r o d u c e d in China for the simple reason 
that it exists there already a very long time, especialy since the early 
fifties in the form of s t a t e - c a p i t a 1 i s m , not in · the 
classis western form. 

After the proclamation of the People's Republic of China and in spite 
of the Big Leap Forward or the so-called Great Proletarian cultural Re·Jo 
lution productio11 there has always been based on wage-labour .. r..nd wa1e 
labour postulates capital [ust like capital postulates wage labour. 

Sorne observers - Chinese among thern - have ccmpared the so-caïlsd 
"primary stage of socialism" in the People's Republic with the introduc 
tion of the Naw Economie Policy 1n Russia in 192!. Thus some try to 
indicate that though China makes a step back, it certainly is not a step 
from socialism towards capitalisrn. The comparison is far from ridiculous, 
but those who make don't see that the N.E.P. in Russia was nota temporary 
concession but the inevitable consequence of the with the revolution of 
1917 full developed capitalist relations of production, totally set free 
from feudal fetters . 

When Deng Xiaoping declares on a certain moment that "socialism has 
nothing to do with poverty" en that "it should be perrnitted to some people 
to enrich theirselves", one remenlbers involuntary that in thè twenties 
Bucharin told the peasants that 6hey should 'enrich theirselves". Both, the 
words of Bucharin and the words of Deng reflect a real process with which 
both are confronted: the accumulation of capital. And in this respect it 
1s very typical that Zhao and other theoreticians of the "primary stage 
of socialisrn", during which state property and private property will 
exist at the same time, often point to the necessity to look at the law of value. 
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are taking over and putting emphasis on economic growth, instead of 
revolutionary change 1) . 

It's a mistake that Deng Xiaoping should be the only drtving-force 
behind the reforms and should permanently be engaged in a gr!m fight with 
the opponent of such a development. Deng does not possess absolute power, 
nor bas he unrivaled authority. He 1s only the 'prùnus inter pares' and bas 
had to share the leadership roles with others. Instead of Mao•s one-man 
rule there 1s now a collegial rule and the fragmentation of power 2) . The 
collective leadership however strives for reforms. 

In the second half of the eighties the Chinese top bas been reshuf 
fled. The leadership ranks were reju•,enated in a considerable and Impor 
tant way. The younger ones who came in the foreground had college educa 
tion, and sorne had even experienced an advanced technical training abroad. 
The experts and the specialists were on the rise and they are strong ad- 
vocates of modernization 3) . ' 

Li P'eng, who recently became premier after the suppression of the 
student dernonstrations, studied engineering in Moscow. He personifies the 
rtse of the 'technocrat• in China 4). According to rise, an American 
author recently defined tlie chtnese leadership as "the joint representa 
tives of a rising class of ernplcyers" 5). None of them ever saw Li Peng 
as a person with opposite interests as theirs. He shares Deng's opinion 
on the necessity of reforms. He and other rnernbers of the Pclitburo tend 
to emphastze stabi.!ity and planned economy and are cautious toward the 
market-crtented reforms promoted by Deng. The just now named American 
wrrter declares i " ••• The interna! conflict no longer centered on Deng's 
prin:acy or tha desirability of cornprehensive reforms, but rather on how 
best to pursue the reform strategy" 6). 

But tsn't there in the Pecple's Republic of China not a fierce strug 
gle g.:>ing on between the champions of reforms and those who reject them 
completely because they tend to a 'restoraë.on of capitallsm'? Yes, indeeè. 
and not stncs yest-:rday or before yesterday. In the days of Mao already 
the for:i~er head of state Liu Zhao-zhi was blamed for such a strive. Later 
Deng was blamed for this as well and ccnsequently he was twice forced to 
step down. Th-a same happened to Hu Yao-bang and Z!lao Ziyang. Disag:::eemer.t 
o:ten had drarnatic conséquences for one's private life. But practice al- 
ways was stronger than theor:e , Who was dtsmisaed fer certatn opinions 
often saw his successor just realise what he intended to do. 

In the Iast ten years many , manv, mainly small private enterprises 
have been admitted in the People's Republic of China. Forrnalle, they 
were net characterized like this. Officially they remained property of 
the state and they were leased , However the leasing employers got full 
disposa! and say. Useless to point out that hence there was hardly any 
difference with r eal private ownership. Leasing was especially used 
in eçrtculture . It was there that reform started , after it was realised 
spontaneously by the farmers themselves in 1977 7). 

on April 12th 1988 the People's con,gress decided that private enter 
prise shoud be encouraged. on July 3d of the same year, the Chinese paper 
"Economies Weekly" wrote that private enterprise meant "more efficiency, 
good results, intensive labour, hard work and profit rnaking" en more of 
that sort of things which hardly can be called spectacular. 

At the er.d of october , early \november the 13th party congress was 
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In your letter you menti-oned the growing gap betveen the "baves" and 
the "have nota." As you can see from the attadaed article, the situation 
is definitely vorsening here, The vast -jority of nev jobs pay wsges vhich 
are belov the poverty level, even as defined by the goverm11ent, The number 
of people vho are earning only one half of poverty-level vages bas also in 
creased tremendously. Homelessness bas increased greatly in the past four 
years, especially among vomen and children. This is even true in Seattle, 
vhich bas the lovest rate of bomeleaaness for a city its size in the US. 
The health care system 1a becoming less and leas accessible to poor people 
and even ordinary people above the povert- level. Some 35 million people 
nov have no health insurance, not even government-assisted insurance. Bealth 
care coats bave gone up drastically in the paat 8 years, vhile the benefits 
the government insurance vill pay to people on welfare and Social Security 
have been sbarply reduced, The overall infant mortality rate in the US haa 
risen to levela normally found in the Third World. Babies bora in Singapore 
and Taivan have, on average, a better chance of survival than chose in the 
US. When ainorit-r groupa alone are considered, the rate is even higher. 
It 18 aaid that ubemployment is at a relatively lov rate; but this because 
the Reagan administration adjusted the way the rate is figured. Nov, some 
one ia considered employed if they work only one bour a week or if the- are 
in the ailitary, which was not the case prior to 1982. .Underemployment and 
starvation have become real. probl81118. It was reported recently that in 
Washington state alone 100,000 children go to bed hungry every night. More 
and 111Dre hoapitala are reporting diaeases and conditions related to under 
nutrition and malnutrition, aucb as. ricketa 

Another ominous aigu of the times her~ ia the construction of major de 
tention camps on the Texas-Mexican border. They represent the largest intern 
ment aince the Japanese-American detentiona of the Second World War. These 
campa are for Central Alllerican refugees, particularly from El Salvador and 
Guatsmala, who are fleeing bloody repression being inflicted by their mili 
tary, aupported and directed by the US military. Many of them might prefer 
to stay in Mexico, vhere their legal position would be better, and where 
tbeir language is spoken, but conditions are so brutally impoverished there 
that they don't have much chance of aurvival. So they flee into the us, 
where aaae of them are caught. Those ,,,ho con.e from countries with govern 
ments supported by the US are not granted refugee status, even it their 
lives are c1e~rly in danger where they come from, The new camps have been 
set up in preparation for US military escalation in conjunction with increased 
local military represaion of popular insurgency, particularly in El Salvador. 
As a r~sult they expect -ny more refugees, and hope to contain them. There 
bas been constant and increasing protest here against the support of repress 
ion, the 111ilitar- escalation, and nov the camps, There have been demonstra 
tions all over the country, including bere in Seattle. 

.. 
The social-political situation here is rather ominous, although there are some 

hopeful signa. One ominous aigu is the development of large allotments of money for 
increasing the prison system, even thou1h the rate of imprisonment here is only rivaled 
by that in South Africa, for Western countries. You bave probably seen mention in your 
papers of the US govenmient's crackdown on drugs. Tome it seems that this is a new 
version of repression. It se81118 tome to be very much parallel to the anti-communist 
witch-hunts of the late 1940s and 1950s here. It bas already involved, and is going 
to involve even more, -ssive violations of civil liberties in this country, The 
police will be empowered to arrest anyone who "sppears suspicioua." Of course, this is 
their way of dealing with the social deterioration and impoverishment of the population 
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and trying to re-channel anger. The drug problem here is certainly big, because life 
is becoming more and more of a dead end for so many. Many black youth will never be 
able to find jobs in the legal economy and many others, along with white youth and those 
of all other ethnie origins. cannot hope to find jobs that will give them a standard 
of living equivalent to what their parents enjoyed. But erasing civil liberties, in 
creasing police forces and prisons, of course, will not solve the problem. The auth 
orities are also using it to counter the American people'& resistance to sending mili 
tary aid, and possibly troops, to help support repressive regimes in Latin America! 
Many people have, for a long time, vehemently protested against US military involvement 
in Central America. But now the Bush administration bas gained popular consent for 
sending an increasing amount of equipment and advisors to help the countries of Col 
ombia, Bolivia and Peru supposedly fight the drug producers there. Of course, these 
governments and their militaries are quite corrupt and integrally involved with the 
drug trade themselves, as are the individual soldiers and administrators. They are also 
notorious human rights violators. It seems clear tome that this new aid can only help 
make life more miserable for the ordinary people of these countries. Because of the 
way the question bas been posed, it bas become more difficult for many people here in 
the US to oppose the escalation. But the main difference between earlier times and now 
is that there are many more vocal critical peovle like ourselves speaking out ~d try- 
ing to deal with these issues. · 

·; !t'a inteiesting to read your.discussion of the drug ~roblem. · One of the major 
factors with respect to the drug.trade "and the US government is that .the CIA bas cul 
Çivatea it ·as mi important· source of indepeadent funding.since ita.1960s involvement 
in ·vietnam. It has .tised it as a way ·of getting around Congressional resistance to 
wpecifié executive branch (presidential) military policies, although, as ~e know, the 

· Congressiônal resistanée hasn't been a1l that great. Some of the rightwing Cuban 
exiles at leaat partially support themselves by promoting tlie drug·trade for, the CIA 

·. in Latin-America •. ; ~Ttiis is not a mat ter of ·speéulat:ioil. • Over ·the last ·few years a 
number ·of different Congr'essicinal investigations bave brought to light tlie direct in 
volvement· of the CIA, along with..the Cubans :anil the Contras, in lucrative·drug ~raffick 
ïng. Many of 'the Cuban-American privately-owned planes vhich carried equipment and 
materials supplied to 'the Contras by private·sources .(such aa the World Anti-Commun- 
ist League and its sympatliizers) flew back with drug·cargoes;· They were able to 
land safely "ïn the United States at military air bases ·to -unload 'their 'cargoes be 
.cause of CI.A: help. · They wete also able to use air 'bases in ·El Salvador for the same 
reason. The equipment and materials were directly distributed to the Contras on the 
spot with the. help of CIA agents, and there is also a lot of information .to the effect 
that the CIA helped bring together drug producers and the air carriers. 

You are certainly rignt about 'the fact tbat there ·are conflicts between differ 
ent factions of the ruling·class within. the US -and in Latin America over the drug 
issue. But their general agreement ·over the need to fight popular insurgency bas_ led 
them 'to be willing to"make compromises with, or even encourage, drug·merchants, even 
when they don't benefit directly as does the CIA, the Contras, the Colombian military 
etc. In this connection I am enclosing our transcript of a radio report, "The Drug 
War and the War against.the Left in Col<imbia." Drug lords become acceptable if 
they are willing to fight in the forefront against "co111111unism," which is seen as 
the greater threat. Within the last few weeks a number of people have been arrested 
in Colombia and charged with drug trafficking. But in fact these people were involved 
in union, community and lèftist-type activities, but are being framed to make the 
Colombian and US -"war on drugs" serve the war on insurgency. 

Here in the US I recentl- heard a report that drug usage bas actually been falling 
over the past four years among young people in general, although it bas been rising 
among young, impoverished blacks, Latinos and Asians particularly. As in Europe and 
the UI<, the numbers of people afflicted by legal drugs, such as prescription medicines, 
psychological medications and alcohol, is really much greater than those suffering 
from the illegal drugs. There is a small but growing group of ruling-class spokes 
people (including former Secretary of State George Schultz) who are advocating.legal 
ization of the now-illegal drugs. This tendency seems to be opposed by the majority, 
but,not all, police, includtng the special narcotics squads, and- the various thera 
peutic agencies that have been established for the treatment of drug problems 
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of the party's general like .au Yao-bang. The above rendered final conclu 
sion of his comment runs counter to this. 

But does the downfall of Zha Ziyang, just like the dcwnfall of the 
late Hu, a zealous reformer llke him, not indicate an increasing power 
and influence of a group of conservatives, averse to reforms? This 1s 
what one can read in many recent or less recent comments. we think however 
that the word 'conservatives' in this connection 1s meaningless. The term 
refers to certain people's opinions and we take opinions as a matter of 
secundary interest. In the case of social confl1cts and politicë>l confron 
tations the different poslttone in society are crucial. 

In the ten years, now behind us - and even earlier - the developments 
in the People's Republic of China could be characterized as a persistent 
struggle between at one side the partybureaucracy, arisen in the period 
of Mao, and at the other side a new managerial class, which has corne into 
being as the product of the relations in the production, developped after 
1949. In these ten years, the once upon a time libéled Deng Xiaoping 
went up the political ladder as a typical representative of this manage 
rial class. Likewise it has been the ten years during which the party 
bureaucracy, resisting with tenacity, has often been successfull in 
recapturing what it had been forced to abandon. · 

This was the period in which . the new class originated and therefor- 
was still weak and unable to deliver a final blow to the still powerfull 
bureaucracy. It was also the period in which this bureaucracy, even a..fter 
its defeat had become manifest, yet was strong enough to ..fight rear-quard 
actions. That's the reason why Deng Xiaoping sometimes had to move back 
ward and should ease the tension. Bt:.t nevertheless: the bureaucracy, thouqh 
still fighting, had lost the battle. 

Do we have to revise this analysis because of the events of last sum 
mer? Is - if there really has besn and still is a fight gcing on between 
the bureaucracy and the managerial class - the fi.!:st one so def:.nitively 
dsfeated as we [ust have tolcl? Can one really speak of a rear--çuard action 
after fwice a dismissal o..f two outspoken nforn:ers, i.e. two ty::,ical r:r.re 
sentatives of the managerial c:ass? Can we seriously maintein th at ::,eng 
really is an exponent of the manaçer s and tnat hls zeal f)= r<::or:u:; :;; 
without doubt? 

As we see it, the recent violent struggles in the Peo:}le's F.epul:::: Jf 
China and those struggles which are gc-ing on, don't proof that cur anal:;~i= 
has been wrong. We still are convinced that the bureaucracy is practi::ally 
defeated. Besides, we think that the present adversertss are not the same 
adverseries as yesterday, are net the bureaucrats and the maneçars , but 
two groups, very clearly to distinguish, both spokesinen of the manageri;ù 
class however. 

We are net the only ones with such a view. Last year a book has been 
published in which the author refers to the opinion of two examiners, 
farnous for a profound research , They expressed the real possibility that 
in China no longer those who are pro or contra reforms will oppose each 
other, but - as they characterized them - ambitious and moderate reformers. 
such a view seems to become affirmed by the facts. For: 

- In the ake of Mao's dead, the party leadership and the political 
system have undergone far-reaching changes. A different breed of leaders 
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HAS DENG XIAOPING REALLY DESTROYED 

H I S OWN LlFEWORK? 

on october Lst is has e:-:actl:t bean 40 years ago that Mao Zedong in Pel:.ing 
proclerned the Peopla's Republic of China. Since, it has been throuçh a vert 
stormy development , Things have speed up in a way that surprised many 
people, abroad as we!.: in ~:ainland China. If one wants to believe many 
observera, in the course of this year 1989 China has corne at the cross- 
roads. F-.ccording to a chinese coramentator , this has been the case on April 
15, the day that Hu Yao-bang, the e:<-general secretary of the Chinese 
communtst Party, dismissed in January 1987., died of a heart attack. His 
dead induced large-scale student demonstrations, increasing - the com 
mentator states - the politicâl pressure on Peking's leaders and forcing 
them to decicle whether they should proceed with reforms or become more 
conservative. othera, in W":stern Europe for instance, commenting a llttle 
bit later , found that on June 4th a new phase in Chinese history had come , 
For a very long tlme , the brutal violence of the so-called People's Libe 
ration Arm:,· against the students on Tienanmen Place should have put an end 
to the reform-policy of Deng 

0Xiaopi..ng. 
As Deng himself ordered this 

milttary action , he should have canceled with it everything which go,t under 
way in the last ten ye:an. D•Jing so, he should have destroyed his own 
lifewor~: as •0::i1ina's re:ormer'. As a clear proof of this, the downfall of 
:hao Z:yang cc: u ld b-: conslder ed . He had been a protege of t:eng, put on the 
tJ;;> by him b .. cause he was a keen partisan of exesstve reforms, but now 
è.,;,s;;rted as one of th,;, conse cuences of the student re•;-::,lt. 

w~ l:•,l-:1 a ::1:.ffer'-'nt vtew , As we see it, it is inacc·.irate that last 
surnraer in the Feop'.,:;'s F.epub:ic of Chir,r, reforms are put in tl:e fridç: 
f zr an interminable period. Nei:!:er, we think , is there any pcssibility 
tha: :hey ·,o;:.:l be turried back. We dcrr't agree wit:h those , who suddenly 
::-::a:-.ç_rë-d the.r cpini ; n or, De:·.g X:.:1oping. As for Zhao Ziyang, his downfall 
wss act uated 0y th e student ectior.. Sut he would :iave lest his position 
,'11:tL·;u: it snd é'.11ott-=r r.::,ti01e wculd have been usec1. 

:·) start wi::1 hirn , as -:a:-:y as october '88 a chn.ese commentator 
e:-:,ness-=~l :he we'.l :!oc·.11:,ented 0riE:W that Zhao Ziyang's political status 
and authority J-:,,·:: bee:: -:onsk::rab~y w·aak,;::e<:!. :'hat was ju.;t h:'l: :1. yea= 
:=E::·J~"' :h,:, e·:e nts :x-,: ;lac,;, wLcll above ail should h avs coutributed :o 
~-.:3 p,):i :~cal fa:-:~. T =·->=, ths same ccmmen :a:or didn 't b~li'=·Je ~~1at: fe.:=ly 
_cc.::: t : z:,a: z1:·é!11ç; shoi.ld h spper, the same thing as ha:.,pened l:'ef.:r;, t ; 
:i .! ·;· .::,J-b3.:! J. T:-:.1.s f:.::3.l c .:r.~:u.;.:.:·n how-sver , ·,~·as net in ace .:-rdanc~ wit!1 
t:1~ p:-ece-:~ing ~:-:pl~n:'!~10:~s. 

::i h:~ com.usnt h = ;, ~è b,;,e,. inf')~·mi::,;; his r·:.:1ders t::at in Iste .:-•.:ly 
and dr:y A:.:gust t:·,e partys Cen:ra! con:mittee severely crrticized · the 
.::-:fon:li$ts, pointinç out tha; the Iatters rash e:forte to push fJrwarè 
rad:-:ë>.l re-.::xn: policies !::1.d prcduced the l~we:::ing cf living standards , 
social i:1s:.!lJJ..lit~'. den.cr ahzat.cr; cf ;:.,.:re=.ucrat:s, corr upt practices 
anc: pc,::ula1· discontent , P.il tlns w.~s atfributed to inapt leadership on 
thé! P·"-rt of 3!1ao 3:7a1:g ._;_;1d it was è.ema1:deè. that he should be hel(è res 
p::1s:.bl~. 

Deng :(ia,)pi::g, :h-: bad:s:age supporter of the reformists, then 
immediatelr had to sey , that he will not çuarantee the leadership posrtior; 
of any per scn , and that a!:yone who does not do hL:J job W':!11 shculd ste;.:, 
è.own. As a r-esult , Z:,ao had te ( temporarüy) give up economic policy 
mskmç p,"Jwer. r: meant , th,:; commentato:: pointed out, a constderabls loss 
of p.:wer. If cr itictsrus from within the party continue to grow stronçer , 
l:e added , !t is poss:b:e that Zhao will also be released frcm the post 
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The drug war and thë war against the left in Colombia [Morning Edition, National Public 
Radio, September 18, 1989] 

Colombian gvt officials have been urging leftwing guerrillas to join in above-ground 
political activities by joining the new "leftwing" party the Patriotic Union. Since the 
party was organized in 1985, nevrly 800 of its officials have been killed. 

In the town of Segovia, in the evening of Nov, 11, 1988, according to eyewitnesses, 
two jeeps entered the crowded plazza, Inside were about 12 men, dressed in civilian clotl 
but carrying automatic weapons and grenades. They began shooting into the plazza, killin· 
at least one young woman; they fired hund~eds of rounds into a bar known to be frequented 
by members of the Patriotic Union, killing as many as a dozen people. It was apparently 
a well-planned, deliberate attack, Segovia's mayor and many other city officials are 
Patriotic Union members. After leaving the town plazza, the killers went on a bouse to 
bouse search, carrying.with them a hit list of party leaders. At the top of the list was 
the mayor of Segovia, Rita Tabone sp. Although they did not find her, they did find sev 
eral others. By the time the gunmen left town, an hour later, they had killed 43 people 
and seriously wounded more than 50. 

Colombian authorities say that a private pramilitary death squad was responsible for 
the massacre in Segovia, Such groups have been blamed for hundreds of assassinations of 
Patriotic Union leaders and several massacres, all in towns where the Patriotic Union is 
influencial in local politics. The death squads are believed to be financed by drug 
traffickers, who in recent years have emerged as a social and economic force in the count1 
They tend to be ultra rightwing and anti-coD11Dunist and anti-leftist. But there's also 
evidence that members of the Colombian Army and police forces may in some cases cooperate 
with the paramilitary groups. In Segovia, for example, local army and police units appar· 
ently were aware that an attack was underway but made no effort to stop it. ,The jeeps 
carrying the gunmen passed directly in front of an army battalion headquarters on the way 
into and out of town. The shooting in the plazza happened within a few feet of the 
municipal police station; the policemen remained inside throughout the attack. 

Many drug traffickers are enormously wealthy businessmen and landowners who employ 
their own armies and go after anyone who stands in their way, including leftwing guer 
rillas and supporters. But to blame them solely for the violence against the left 
serves to cover up the share played by the Colombian military and police officers. Clair, 
Lopez is a Liberal Party candidate for the Colombian congress and the co-author of a 
recent report on connections between paramilitary death squads and the Colombian govern 
ment, She believes that sectors of the armed forces, not necessarily sanctioned by the 
central government, but tolerated by it, cooperate with the death squads. Furthermore, 
the nationwide chief of the paramilitary groups is a recently-retired Colombian army 
captain. There have also been a number of instances like Segovia, in which active-duty 
police and military people have been implicated. 

The part of the Colombian military most frequently implicated in violence against 
leftwing groups is the Counterinsurgency Force. Its units were originally organized to 
counter two. groups: guerrillas and drug traffickers. The assumption was that the guer 
rillas worked alongside the drug traffickers, so an anti-insurgency force could at the 
same time serve as an anti-drug force. But since, in fact, the drus traffickers are 
ardent anti-communists and anti-leftists, the counterinsurgency units found it convenient 
to cooperate with them. In the zones where the anti-insurgency units have been most act 
ive, where the violence against the Pattiotic Union bas been the greatest, the guerrillas 
have had to retreat. In these areas the population has been intimidated. 

A special unit of the National Police was organized earlier this year to track down 
and dismantle paramilitary squads such as the one that attacked Segovia. But more than a 
hundred paramilitary groups are still operating, many of them in areas patroled by the 
Colombian armed forces. 
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I can tell you that the machinists went on strike because they had not received· any 
pay raise in six years, even though the company has been making tremendous profits 
over .this period and the cost of living has been going up in the Seattle region, be 
cause it bas been experiencing an economic boom. Boeipg only, offered to give bonuses 
at the end of the year. But this did not satisfy the workers because the bonuses 
are·based on each workers' productivity and becausè thèse bonùses·do not count toward 
payment into their pension funds, If they get a pay raise, ·they get increased pay 
ments into the pension fund as well, · In ·general, the union·was·very much in control 
of the situation, although there were some complainte about the lack of democracy and 
some workers felt that the final settlement·wasn't .really enough, · Another problem 
was that the Boeing engineers had a separate contract and are not generally inter 
ested in supporting the machinists, who are not college-educated profe-sionals like 
themselves. It was also generally rumored that Boe"ing welcomed the strike because it 
gave them a good excuse for delaying deliverié~ of airplanes to customers. They are 
already far behind their contracted production ·schedules and would have to pay finan 
cial penalties to their customers for being late if they didn't have a good excuse. 

I;m also enclos1ng ari article from NEW POLITICS entitled "Anton Pannekoek and the 
yuest for an Emancipatory Socialism" by John Gerber. If you want to get in touch with 
Gerber directly, his address ls: P.O. Bbx 491, üâïîson, MA 02341. His biography of 
Pannekoek is mentioned at the bottom of p. 119; I wrote to him to ask about the 
book's availability and he wrote back.that it is not yet published, He said be 

. ,didn' t know Jlhen it would be coming out.,: but. referred me to· his publisher: Marcel 
·. van· der Linden,· International Institute for Social: History, Kabelweg ·51,.:1014 BA 
Amsterdam, Netherlands. ·1 have not seen.recent reference to NEW POLITICS (P.O. Box 
98, Brooklyn, NY 11231) but I think many· readers,would. be interested in its. contents, 
which are basically independent socialist and libertarian socialJ.st. in perspective. '. :Also sending· you the article "Hell in a Very Tall Place," which deal.s with the 
government-owned ilousing projects for the poor in:New. York City. From our friends 
who still live.in,New York we understand that the. picture. drawn is basically accurate, 
despite what you might expect from a mainstream publication, S,..._grew up in one 
of these projects, in Brownsville, in the 1940s and 'SOs. At that time there were 
only a small portion of them built, and they seemed luxurious to the people who moved 
into-them because the apartments were larger and cleaner than the slum buildings, there 
was always enough ~hot water and heat, and the people didn't have to worry 
about the rent, since it was directly related to one-fourth of their income. But she 
remembers everyone resenting the strict supervision and regementation the housing 
authorities enforced. That, of course, as you can see from the article, is no longer 
a factor. In the 1940s and 'SOs Brownsville was a tough neighborhood when compared 
with many other parts of New York City; but it was not one-tenth as dangerous as it 
is now. It was a neighborhood in transition. Poor people of many different ethnic 
and racial groups lived there together and, for the most part, with a minimum of rac 
ial hostility. Especially the children and young people played together on the streets, 
and often overlooked racial and ethnie differences. There were youth gangs, but they 
did not deal drugs or engage in major violence, except aga1nst each other, for the 
most part, With some exceptions, the youth gang membership was based on territory 
rather than racial or ethnie origin, There was at that time also a certain sense of 
neighborhood solidarity, which has now been totally destroyed with the help of the mas 
sive projects. S,._.. re111embers walking the s~reets at all hours without fear because 
if somebody bothered ber there always seemed to be another tough kid prepared to 
protect ber, because she lived near him or was his sister's friend, etc. This is not 
to say that there was no violence or crime in the neighborhood. At the time, people 
thought that things were bad there; nobody suspected how much worse they would get, 
·P,P.S, With: ·respect to the Boeing ·strike. I just ·remembered that the ·term 'engin- 
eer' means something different here than what it does in the UK.:' Here engineers are 
college-educated professionals who design products and plan the methods for their pro 
duction. The 'machinists' are the ones who operate machines on assembly-lines and 
iti other settings. In this case the machiniste are the ones who actually produce the 
parts of the airplanes and the things that go in them. Although the engineers don't 

. generally do this production work, they have at times been capable of doing it when 
the machinists are on strike,: In· addition·, there are many production workers in the 
machiniste union who do operations that don't necessarily-involve complex machines. 

R & S 11/89' · copy of the quoted articles at Echanges 
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The letest step in the exciting cerreer of this young men is his 

entrence in the Dutch perliement errer the _elections of 1989. He now is e 
MP for a coalition-group existing of the remnants of the Bolshevik perty, 
of the remnants of a pacffist party, of Christian socteltsts and of 
environmentalists, celled the ·green left". When esked for his comment 
the retner of Rosenmôller told a Dutch weekly: "Paul hes gotten a lot 
mil der. During the negociations in the herbour he wes forced to listen to 
the arguments of others. He now opens his eers to thet more. His 
transition from unionofficial to politics wes Jess bige step then from a 
leftist worker to the tradeunlon: 

He certainly nes learned to listen to wnet the employers think of il e 
lot more. We think- Paul Rosenmôller will be heerd of for a long lime. 
Whether he will find perltement ·exciting· enough for himself or tnet he 
will return to the tradeunion ls herd to predict. When the lime cornes, we 
will write about him again, because he is a very typical and as such 
fnteresting exemple of a young left intellectuel who et a certain lime 
decided thet he should tell the workers whet ts best for them and wno 
gradullay evolves to a position he wes destined for by his sociel 
background. N, II/89 

Issues of 'Act and 'Ihought': 

October 1989: letter fran London on the dockers-strike - cri tic of the Seidman 
panp1let on the :resistance to wo:z:k during the Spanish popular front and the 
popular froot-governnent in France - Did Deng Xiaoping :really destroy his own 
lifewo:z:k? (part 1) - Discussion with a Spanish cx:mrade. 

Noventier 1989: Saœ :remarlts in cx:mnection wi.th the strike at Peugeot in France - 

Did Deng Xiaoping :really destroy his own lifewo:z:k? (part 2) - Once again the 

panphlet of Se1dman·- Raflexions on the docker's strike in Britain (part 2 of a 
letter by a London friend) - A bad film on Gennan television on the problans of 

the Gennan trade union noverœnt - 'lhe p:resent developœnt in Hungary is the 
policy of Imre Nagy but not the seamd stage of the H1.mgarian wo:z:kers :revolution. 

Deœnber 1989: \ilither the Gennan Delrocratic Republic? ('lhe author says: 1989 

is not 1953!) - Saœ rema:z:ks on the death of 'La Pasionaria' - A cament on the 
participation of the Dutch Labourparty in the new fomed govenurent - A debate 

in the East GeI!11an parliarœnt and a dem:>nstration in the streets of Leipzig (after 

a lodc at the live-program of both events on the East GeI!11an television sc:reen, 

the Dutdi observer ooncludes: what ·happens in East-Berlin makes onepessimistic; 

the mass in Leipzig is far beyond the authorities) - In ehina the refoIIIIS go on, 
in spite of everything - Class-struggle in ~sia (the miners-strike in Vorkuta) 

- 'lhe so-called ( 'left') Socialist Party is advocating a better o:rganised capitaLl 
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H O L L A N D 
Paul Rosenmôller: leftwing militant. unio~official. politicien. (1) 

A group of jour'nalists who work in the nerbour of Rotterdam, have for a 
number of years now elected a person who hes been very useful for the 
interests of the herbour of thet city, to be 'man of the herbour', According 
to the Dutch press this ewerd so far hes been given the former president 
of the employers-organisation in the harbour, to the former, social 
democratic, mayer of Rotterdam and some other celebreties. 

Rosenmôller nes been given this ewerd because ·under his leadership 
the longshoremens-union nes made a positive contribution to innovations 
in the herbour", as wes steted in e newspaper. This is the first lime tnet 
a tradeunion-official nés received the award. According to the press 
Rosenmôller himself considers the award as a recognition "of the 
prominent role the union pleys in the harbour. lt would have been 
different if the ewerd had been given by a employers-organisation. ln 
that case I would heva felt very uneasy with so much praise: And to the 
membership il would have made a most strange impression if 'their' 
leader got so much honour from the employers. 

Though we do not give out ewerds, and we are not consulted either 
about this kind of ewerds, we must admit tnet we find the choice of the 
journalists a very good, a very logical one. Even more so, who else in 
Rotterdam déserves the ewerd beller then Paul Rosenmôller? Who doesn't 
remember the splendid way in which this official led the latest strike in 
the Rotterdam-harbour? His ability in manipulating strikers is second to 
none among Dutch union-officiais. 

One of the hardfought topics in the 1987 strike wes the question of 
the introduction of flexibility, in other words, the rect tnet, depending of 
the ernount of work eveilebla, a worker can be legally forced to fulfill 
other tesks, to do another kind of job, even though thet perttculer kind of 
work nes nothing to do with his usuel work. After the strtke wes over 
Rosenmôller commented on this: "Flexibility is in the interest of the 
workers; it'll get you a better wage end the veriety mekes working more 
fun: When we wrote on this strike in EchBnges we elso quoted the 
comment by the employers on the reached agreement. They had droppen to 
a greet extend their original dernend of laying off a great number of 
worksrs and insteed of this they hed gained the flexibility-principle. lt 
'NfJS et least as important to get the flexibility. If we would have stuck 
to the otsmissels the etmosphere would have been so bed thet we could 
not heva negotiated the flexibility." ln reaching the flexibility the 
employers had made very importent progress towards modernization of 
the nernour of Rotterdam. The journalists have made a very good choice 
indeed. Rosenmôller desesrves the rewerd thet wes given him by the 
press to the fullsst end the employers will agree with thet. 

( ~ (see previous Echanges issues on the 
Rotterdam dockers'strikes) 

d'Alaska 57 

,i About a week. ago, ARCQ ~nd Exxon announced (in a short article in the Business section 
of the newspaper) that'they had "discovered another profitable well close ta the Prudhoe 
Bay field that is presently yfelding 2,500 barrels of oil a day. Surely, there is no 
need for them ta get a limit factor on their taxes while there is sa much production, 
nor fs there any need for further exploration in ANWR (Arctic National Wildlife Reserve) 
or the Beaufort Sea. 

From the viewooint of workers who corne here seeking jobs, Exxon isn't doing as much 
hirina as it claims ta be doing. People who have worked at or near the spill say 
everything is haphazard and no one seems ta know what has ta be done. The damage is 
so massive and has soread so far, killinq fish, ma11111als, birds and the bears and 
other animals who eat the dead fish, that it's almost impossible ta clean up. 
Beaches washed one day get flooded the next as the oil returns with the tide and 
seeps back through the rocks. 

A friend was here yeS'terday after having been in Seward for a week trying ta get 
work. Sorne say the company fs ·hiring people from outside of Alaska; also that the 
pay is notas high ($17/hr.) as they clafm. And because of all the p.r. people are 
anxious to came. Exxon is responsible for the cleanup and has hired VECO, a non 
union contractor. Alyeska Pipeline Co., which is jointly owned by the oil companies, 
was responsible for having a viable contingency plan. But for months before the 
spill, the news in the paper was that Alyeska resisted any kind of environmental 
inspection and stalled when it came ta allowing inspections. They even said they'd 
rather go to court than make any changes in the way they handled waste in Valdez. 
The arrogance and the ability of the oil companies ta resist regulation contributed 
to the lack of preparedness when the spill hit. Add ta this the fact that the oil 
companies contribute heavily ta election campaigns within the state and Alaska be- 
cames yet another state whose re~ources are being plundered for profit. · 

Sadly, the whole thing need not have happened. The captain's drinking problem was 
a matter of record because a fonner employee initiated a lawsuit a year and a half 
ago when he worked under Hazelwood. Problems arase when he refused ta drink·with 
the captain. The passaoe was not difficult, and the boat was in good shape, but 
some 11 million gallons of crude oil are damaging the fishing industry and destroying 
the wildlife sa unioue ta Alaska. State law (which has now been changed) limited the 
company's responsibility ta $100 million which '='~~on ~ hurriedly spending! 

R,S, 6/89 

An article from the Financial Times (4/1/90-copy at Echanges) 
'Shipping authorities look for a slick response ' brings more recent 
details on the sharp rise of major oil spillages all over the world 
(12 in 1989 ),'This spate of supertanker accidents follow a prolonged 
depression in the tanker industry,, ,The tanker fleet is already 
ageing-almos three quarters is more than ten years old-yet the 
spiralling costs of new tankers coupled with depressed freight rates 
are forcing tanker owners to keep their fleets in operation beyond 
their retirement date , , ,Shell,,, points to that more relevant is 
,,,the lack of competence of some tanker crews,This is known to have 
deteriorated during the recent period of low freight earnings and is a 
major factor in most pollution incidents' ,A lot of measures are 
discussed internationally to find response to this situaton e g to put 
the entire cost of spills on the shipowner,But already oil companies 
have found juridical ways to escape:one company by tanker which would 
simply be liquidated in the event of an accident, 
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While the unions, banished from the 

White House for 8 years and afraid of 
their decline in •embership, are trving 
to assert some muscle. there is also the 
increased economic hardship that the 80s 
brought. and both factors are behind the 
strikes that have broken out over the 
last ô months. 

The Eastern strike, the first of the 
post Reagan period, has gone on since 
March 4th, <although there is hardly any 
mention of it in the press) when pilots 
refused to cross picket lines set up by0 

machinests. The strike continues and a 
recent attempt to eut off the 3,500 
pilots from strike benefits failed. A 
3000 mile march from Miami to Boston to 
Wasington trip was completed by a cara 
van which collected 400,000 signatures 
pledging never to flv Eastern/Contin 
ental. The striking Machinists, Pilots 
and Transport Worker flight attendants 
are on str1ke aqainst Eastern owner, 
Frank Lorenio. 

Another strike wh1ch has almost 
been totallv censored by the media 1s 
the P1ttston Miners strike which manv 
Americans are convinced is over and done 
w1th. Some 1,400 m1ners 1n Western 
V1ginia have been on strike since April 
5th. The miners worked 14 months without 
a contract before striking The Pittston 
Coal Comoanv which refused to sign the 
1ndustrv wide contract and has eut off 
health benefits to 1500 widows, disabled 
m1ners and pensioners. The company has 
used the State police, the Virginia 
Courts (which has imposed millions of 
dollars 1n f1nes) and now wants mandat 
orv Sunday work and advance notification 
of safetv 1nspect1ons. Since the company 
derives onlv a th1rd of its revenues 
from 1ts coal operat1ons it has declared 
itself readv to endure a two-vear 
str1ke. 

--------------------------· ··- ·- .. 

. U. S. S. B· 
The initial miners strikc bcgan J 

Monday moming July 10 in lhc western 
Sibcrian town or Me1.hdurcc 1 
hensk, when 77 night shifl workcrs al one 
mine announccd a sil in. By Tucsday mom- , 
ing the strike had bccome cil y widc, with :ill : 
five of the Mczhdurcchensk mines grind1°; i' 
10 a hait and almosl 12,000 miners out. 
Thousands or lhe mincrs gathcrcd in the ci1y 
ccntcr ID dramatize thcir demands.The min- ' 
ers demands rcad like à list or the pem up . 
grievanccs of the cntirc communily, and 
includcd more food in the stores, more sup 
plies or soap, warmcr winter clothing. im 
proved matemity leavc, a111i pollution mcas 
ures, rcpair of ecological damage in arcas 
bcing mincd, improvcd local hou.sing. more 
disposable hy(lOdcnnic syringes (lhc Iock of 
which in hospiiats has bccn suspcctcd in 
srrcading AIDS), local reinvcs1men1 or for: 
eign cuncncy from coal experts ID improve 
miners' lives,and a new national consuunion 
with strongcr guaranlCCS or library 10 be 
enacted no la ier than ncxt ycar. 

A dozen wildcat strikcs have bcen 
reponcd this year, including actions by rug 
weavers in Ccnlral Asia, librarians in Moscow 
and miners in several differcnt towns. But 
lhis strike in the Soviet Union's second mosr 
important coal mining ccntcr about a hundrcd 
miles nonh of where the Soviet, Chinese and 
Mongolian border meet, won an unusual 
statementof support from thcorficially sanc 
tioncd Council of Tradc Unions, which has 
bcen struggling ID oven:ome ilS repu talion as 
a docile appendage of management. Repeet 
cdly the council provided the leaders of lhe 
wildcal slrikers wilh office space, a tele 
phone and transportation services. E vcn 
more unusual. govemmcnl ministers sent 
from Moscow, acled le) improvc the miners' 
working conditions. 

Aftcr four days of jlro1cs1 by 
"107,000 slrikcrs" the entire Jl(lpulalion ol 
lhc cily a dcputy chairpcnon of the slrike . 
commiuec, Yuri J. Shikharev, said the Slrike 1· 
eommiuee, eïected indcp:ndcntly by the 
workcrs, wa< considcring rccommcnd,ng to · 
the mincrs 10 return ID work, retaincd the 
option 10 rcsumc the wortc stoprage if the 
govcmmcnt rcncgcd on concessions. Slrikc 
lcallcrs ordcn:d the town's liquor stores 
closed, 

Meanwhilc new work storpages 
sprcad 10 olhcr pans or the coal rich region. 
Bcsidcs NovokuznelSk, the region's larges! 
mining cerner with 600,000 rcsidcnlS, new , 
mining strikes occurrcd al Osinniki, 
Prokopyevsk,Kisclcvsk,LcninskKumetsky, 1 Bcrczonvslty and Kemerovo, with worltcrs j 
in related industricscom:ng out in support. A . 
wcck alter lhe slrilcc started, a region widc i 
strike commiuec was reponed forming in i 
Prokopyevsk tostrengthen thecampaign. An 1 
estimated 110,00 workers wcre out or the 
Sibcrian mines, and the Kremlin sent a Pol 
itburo dclegation to the regioo to appeal . 
dircclly to the miners 10 end thcir strike · 
before the cconomy was h~. 

·- ·- ·- -----·-· --· -·- ---- ..J 
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Centro di documentazione di Lucca (via degli Asili 10, 
cp 308, 55100 Lucca - in Italian): Bollettino Bibliografico 
(A list of the Italian leftist publications, with their 
contents, recently received and available at the center.) 

Kontatto (via S.Bernardino 59 Bergarno - in Italian) Informati 
and discussions on society and selfmanagement - No 16/May-Jun 
89: -The Europe of capital - European elections - Study 
on the pollution in the Bergarno district. 

Eerrovieri - Paper for the unity of the category - (Silvio 
Gonfloni, c/o Ferrovieri, via San Martino 108, 561000 
Pisa-We - in Italian) We have received five issues for 
1988 of this bulletinof the rank and fil_e comrnittees among 
the railway workers linked to the COBAS (See Echanges 
pamphlet "The COBAS" available in English) . All problems 
and struggles in the Italian railways. (Sorne copies available 
at Echanges) 

!PORTUGAL 

Reflexion sur hier a l"" usage d ... aujourd ... hui, by C.Reeve. 
On Portugal since the ... pink revolution ... (from Monde Libertaire 
no 752 - 18/5/89 - copy at Echanges). 

'WEST GERMANYI 

Die Aktion (Edition Nautilus,Hassestr.22,2050 Hamburg 
80) No 45-46/0ct 88: -In Kreml a light is still burning 
- Franz Jung (see on Die Aktion in Echanges no 59) :Asia 
as bearer of the world revolution (1919) - Jewgenij Samiatin: 
On literature,Revolution and Entropie ( ... Russische Rundschau 
1925) - From the diary of Vladimir Vernadski - Cajo Brendel: 
In Australia the Greens are different) No 50-51/April 
89: -Political prisoners in Germany - The right of political 
asy Ium - The i!TUTlediateness of the revolt. No 52-54/June 
89: -Theses on orientation - On the Situationist Internatio 
nal. 
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Let us quote from an unsigneci article tucked away in the local pages 
of the Turin eciition of La Repubblica (21/9/89) 1 
"Strike after. strike in the FIAT and Lancia plants in Turin over increaseci 
work speecis. After the holidays, workers found that work rates had been 
increaaeci above al.l to handle cars sent back up the line to deal ll'ith 
the defects detecteci in final inspection where there is a quality check. 
Because deliveey times rema.1.n unchangeci, production rates have to be 
increaseci. On Monday and Tuesday (i.e. 18,,.19.9.89.) 250 workers at 
Lancia Chivasso on the 'Dedra' line struck, for one hour on Monday 
&IIIOng those on dashboard mounting and on Tuesday on the aasembly line. 
The da.y before y'esterday (i.e. Tuesda.y) there was a one hour stoppage 
by 4-00 workers at FIAT Rival.ta 1n the 'Uno• body assembly shop. Here 
too increaseci work loads and the arrival of defective parts were the 
cause, Short stoppages took place on the 'Tipo' line too 1n protest 
against higher production rates. 
"Not even Kirafiori has been spareci. On Aug. 29th., the day aftêr the 
end of the Ji weeks &Wllller break, there was a one hour strike in the 
body shop." 

There were al.so rumours before the BWllller about other strikes. Perhaps 
then the FIAT lawyer was thinking of th1s when be feareci the breakdown 
of the social peace. 

D,B, 10/89 
(1) The f1nancial paper Kilano Finanza (18.11.89) outlines the report of 
the First Boston Credit Suisse Bank on FIAT. It is Worth quoting1 
"The company has made progress (in cars) but not enough has been done, 
Attention shoul.d be paid to improving quality including 1n supplies. 
• • • • Fiat Alfa and Lancia will be able to do well only if quality is 
brought up to standard levels. If Volkswagen manages to bring its costs 
into line while ma1ntain1ng the S81Re quality there coul.d be hard da.ys 
for FIAT. 
"Lorries •••• Short term performance Will be extremely good, but in 1990 
there Will be a slow down 1n demand. Long term resul.ts depend on the 
fUture success of the new line and expenditure of the eompany on mergers 
and take-overs. 
"Other sectors. All the other sectors are doing well, but none of them 
has acquired the dillensions required to counterbalance the potent1ally 
cyclical. nature of the car sector •••• One of the problems is the semi 
decentral.izeci structure. Alongside a clear eut subdivision into sector 
holding companies, there is the FIAT holding which adds yet another 
level." 

This last remark is· aimeci at the extremely complex series of interlinldng 
share holdings al.l dominated by a limited partnership of the Agnelli 
family who thereby have total control over the cong].oaerate even if they 
own only about JS to 40% of the shares: In other words, the criticism 
is that the largest European car producer shoul.d not be organizeci as' 
if it were a lawyer's office. 

u. $. A.. 
An offlci~l <AFL/CIO) strike by 

58,000 machinists against Boeing~ the 
world's largest airplane maker, was ac 
tually a welcome break from work for 
most of the work-force in the major 
plants in Seattle, Portland and Wichita 
in Kansas. Boeing with the largest pro- , 
du:ction order in its history- 1600 air 
planes worth tBO billion had made over 
time (12 hour shifts> mandatory at some 
plants. The company offer was rejected 
by some 851 of the workers. Overtime 
can put wages as high as $35,000 but 
many workers have seem their persona! 
l i v es g o d e w n t h e d r a i n a s a r es u 1 t. w i t 
divorce rates and other problems on the 
rise. Another great Boeing innovation 
was something called Nfle~i-pay• which 
means that in bad times you don't get 
paid. Bonuses intimes of inflation hav 
become a means to sparkle up pay 
packets. Boeing hires 145.000 workers 
altogether and reported record profits 
last year. 

In anv case companv threats to use 
supervisors to finish some a1rcraft ~il 

not ••kt 1irpl1n1 pa111nqers teel anv 
more'confident about the recent wave of 
parts failures in Bc1ina1. 

Another long term strike still going 
on is the 60,000 New York and New Eng 
land Telephone workers· strike Csince 
Aug 6) where one of the main issues has 
been reduced health benefits. There have 
been no telephone installations or re~ 
pairs since then and it is getting very 
difficult to find a working pay-phone. 
Now the company wan~s to double phone 
rates. There is a growing willingness tQ 
strike and hospitals in the New York 
area and catering and hotel workers in 
las Vegas have been threatening strike 
recentlv.ffrom Workers'Info-Rag n16 d-U--6u 1 

c/o Zamisdat Press 
GPO Bo:< 1255 
t, ........ ! .. ll"J 
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By July 17, the stnke hadspread 10 

the Ukraine. Worlten had closed eigh1 mines 
in lhe nation· s richest coal r.eld, lhe Ooncis 
Basin nonh east of the Crimean peninsula 
Severa! or the Donets Basin mines had bcen 
shut earlier this year in a brief wildca1 wal.k 
ouL Worltcrs rcsuming lhe stoppage in the 
eight mines ùi the city or Makeyevka com 
plained about food shonagcs, 10 ycar wait 
ing lists or apu1111en15, dangerous and 001- 
dated mine leehnology and insufficienl pay 
and vacation lime. 

B y J uly .I 8. more !han 30 mines 
werc shul clown in the Donets Basin,• four 
fold ovemight increase. The Ulaainian strik 
en contribu!ed a bi1 or poetic justice IO lhe 
situation whcn lhey succceded in shulting 
down lhe Slalthanov mùie. One or lhe larg 
es, in the area, it was named acier Alclcsci 
Stalchanov, lhe miner celebrated in Slalinist 
•imcs Cor rcpu!ed supcrhuman effons in more 
than doubling his persona! daily coal digging 
clTorts. Govcmmeni propagandislS coincd 
the tcrm S!akhanovite 10 dcsigna•e heroic 
produccrs, bu1eventually abandoned lhecam 
paign as critics uneovcrcd the ofCieial hoax. 
ln Sibcria, suikers demandcd g,u1cr mili 
tancy f rom thcir strike leaders, rejec•ing lheir 
rrrnnunrnrlarinn to rctum to work in d,e racr 
of govcmment concessions and rcncwmg 
thcirdcmands for gra•crworkcr involvemenr 
in the management or thcir industry, The city 
of Prolcopycvsk sccmed 10 be tlle most mili 
tam cerner oühcsmke and Soviet TV showed 
throngs of strikers in the city square, vowing 
10 hold oui until the govcmment offcrcd 
believable guarantccs or a basic improve 
ment in thcir standing as workers and con 
sumcrs. "Half measures!" one worker 
shoutcd 10 dcscribe the concessions makc 
thus far. 

B)' July 20, ten days aftcr lhe first 
strike, lhc wave of wildcais spread across the 
Soviet coalfields from the Arctic Circlc to 
Soviet Central Asia. The authoriucs in 
moscow announecd lhat a package of cco 
nomic and poliùcal concessions acceptcd by l 
u,c p1onecrmg stnkcrs in l'rokopyevsk would 
be cxtendcd 10 eoal fields naùonwide. The 
concessions apPCarcd lo have convinced the 
western Siberian miners 10 retum 10 work 
and reponedly, lhe suikcrs retwned to work 
in some or the 125 strikc cto~cd mines in 1hr 
Donets Rasin. 

The quiclcness with which 
Moscow agrçcd 10 malce a dcal on scvcral 
critical items lilce clo1hcs and soap and scw 
ing machines only galled many Sibcrians, 
who have not seen lhings in thcir rcgion for 
almost 10 ycars. Some miners dated to the 
loss of consumer goods 10 the 1980 Olympie 
Garnes, whcn the host city, Moscow, toolc 
priori•y on everything. Othcrs said the rcal 
reason was tha1 an infusion of mine mccha 
nizaûon began in 1980, and the govemment 
soon ncglec!ed the hurnan incenùvcs once 
offcrcd 10 Siberian miners. Ali lhought it 
significant lhat the government seemed 1o be 
able 10 lapa special horde of consumer goods 
whcn a scnse nf crisi« w:.c; fnrr,.r1 nn ,h,.m 
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Whau:ver the tangible concessmns, lhe most ; 
significant fruit or the slrikc may be the start · 
of a ncw Jabor movcmcnL Only 15 ycars ago 
a Ukrainiancoal miner, Aleksei Nikitin, who 
lried IO orgaaize a proies! was artcsied and 
put under cnforced psychiatrie ueaunent. A 
slrike leader in Rostov on Don, who declared 
he was spcaking for ail the coalfield worlcers 
in the southem Russian mining arca, called 
for an immediate national congress of coal 

, workers, with senior induslrial managers IO 
: br c:xcludcd.Anotherreport,fromaUkrain· 
· ian dissident. said miners who walkcd out in 
the western Ukrainian city orChcrvonograd, 
includcd in lhcir demands the création of an 
indepcndcnt national coal union explicilly 
"IOdcled on the polish union Solidamosc. 
(Thatdemand was not reported in the "soviet 
press.) 

And cvcn as the western 
Sibcrianstrilcersretumed1othemincs,mincrs 
in new rcgions bcgan laying down thcir tools, 
swclling what has bcen the biggcst show ol 
labo, unrest sincc the 20's. New strikcs 
eruptcd in 9 or the 13 piL< in Vorkuta, in the 
polar region or Russia; 14 mines in the 
Karagandacoal basin or northem Kazakhstan; 
the larges! mine in Rostov on Don; al lcast 1 1 
mines in the Ukrainian rcgion or Dncpropet 
rovsk: and thrce mines in the Lvov region or 
western Ukraine. On July 22, thcre were slill 
hall a million miners on strikc, and 1hr sbut 
down or the Ukrainian m incs was rcportcd 10 
be complote. R)· the 24th. howcvcr, half ol 
the 300,000 Ukrainian rniners hacl gonc back 
lu work. ln the Donets fields, 74 ol the 10~,1 
or 121 mines werc rcportcd closcd, which 
rneant that miners in the othcr mines had 
cndcd thcir walkouts in the last 24 hours, 

By July 24, about half the mines in 
the Donets coal fields had rcopcncd, hui 
mincrsfrom 1hcothcrhalf wcrc said towaiung 
lor the rcsults ol a Moscow meeting bctwccn 
a sl!ike dclcgationand Prime Minis1cr Nikola 
Ryzhkov. Work was rcportcd ICI be back 10 
normal in the western Sibcrian and central 
Asian mines. but the walkouts conunucd in 
the lar norlh Pechora coal fields, and in the 
Pavlograd and Yoroshilovgmd rcgionsof the 
Ukraine. The lcgistator in the Suprcrnc Sovic: 

Reprint from Industrial Worker (USA) 
IWW paper - August 1989 

Irom the Pcchora region rcad a staicmcnt or 
dcrnands Crom the siriking mincrs, which 
includcd scrapping Article Six or the S0vic1 
Consti1ution, whieh establtv,cs the Commu 
nlst party as the.~'.lea4ing and.guid_ing [on:e" . 
in Soviet society, and holding ncw eteeuens 
io replace mcrnhcrs or the Suprcmc S0,·ic1 
who were chosen by official organi,.ations 
like the party rather than by vorers al large. 

President Mikhail Gorbachcv re 
vcrscd an carlicr decision 10 postpane coun 
t,ysidc elcctions for local govemment coun- • 
cils, suggesting cach rcpublic dccide on us 
own whcn 10 hold the elcctions. Early local 
elections arc said IO be one or the polilical 
demsnds or the sttikers, who say the y have 
no raith in the city and rcgional officiais 
named 10 tbcir posts bcfore the advent or 
compenuve ballots. Gorbachcv's dccision 
may be an aucrnpt to direct the popular fury 
bchind the slrilcconto the local pari y ,govcm 
ment and union officiais. 

The absence of any demand for 
wagc hikes from the mincrs may sccm puz 
zling until one rcmcmbers that possession or 
money in the Soviet system is Jess impo11an1 

. than being able IO spcnd iL Which depcnds 
onwhoandwhercyouareastohowyouhook 
into the network for distribution okonswner 
goods. Sorne regions have priority over 
othcrs; some people, by vinuc of pan y mem 
bership and govemmenl position, are en 
tilled to shop in special stores where ample 
goodsareavailableatlowprices.Somethings, 
lilcc tickclS to imponant sporting and culture 
evems, arc allocated through organizations 
rather than being sold. · 

, Ail of 
j this Qlakes smuggling and cultivation of 
, persona] channels- clou1 • a way of life. But 
the combination of hierarchy combined with 
egalitarian rhetoric creates a widespread 
angcr, now erupling in Pol and, now in the 
~ovic1 Union, that the western boss press 
mterprelS as a longing for capitalism, ralher 
than a dcsire for political and indusUial 
democracy. 
plp 

(The thing that galled about writing this Slory 
was the unctuous tone or approval in the NY 
Times wrüers as they noted "how decisively 
Soviet workcrs are shcdding thcir timidi1yt 
whcn they would be first IO condcmn US 
workcrs for doing Jikewise.) 

U S S R 
In Echanges n• 61 p 30 ,at the end of the text 'The Impossibility of 
Planning in the USSR 'the signature was forgotten :" T,S, 8/89" 
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no need for union bureaucrats 1fbo repreaent no one, but, unfortunate;l.y 
the law pemits to have 11&8888 of tiae off at our expenae on union 
business. Bven if we cannot aack thaa, ·obvioual.y 11e are not going to 
proaote th• and pay th• aore. The Minister of Labour eue out '111th 
a Soloaonic judgementa there had been cases of discrimination against 
union ••bers, but it waa not systematic or organised, 11erel.7 the 
resul t of local managera, 11orrl.ed about· perfo:mance, wbo tread on 
too aany union toes. 
The second case is more coaplex. Official FIAT figures show that acci 
dents at 11ork are decreasing, especially 1n the ex-Alfa Romeo plants 
where new job organisation is 'good for the 11orkers too~ In another 
clearly orchestrated CP-FI<Jt caapaign cases were brought into public 
view of how FIAT lllight artificially reduce the atstiatica of accidents. 
By law an acèident at 1101:k haa to be notified to the heal. th and safety 
at 11ork inepectorate if the vorker 1njured s~a off 11ork for J or 11ore 
daya. The cases ci ted invol ved 11orkara who vere not alloved to go to 
hospital and 11ere medicated on the spot and those who vere called 
back to work 11ithin the three daya even if they siaply clocked in and 
out and did 11ght 11ork or read the paper. Then there 11ere cases of 
company doctors iasuing return to work notes which the legal system 
states ia the responsabllity excluaively of the state heal.th authoz,.. 
itie•. Finally it 11aa alleged that tbose wbo did not coaply 11ere sent 
a note stating that they 11ere to be diaciplined for break1ng safety 
regulations (111th the corollary that they injured themselvea slightly 
to get a few days off). · 
This time the case d1d -not go to the inspectorate but to the judiciary. 
A lot of top bosses 11ere called in to explain the1r position (Agnelli· 
11aa excluded - ha is the eirner, not the 11&1U1ger) and after investigat 
ions the case went to court in Ooto'ber. After tan minUtea it waa stop 
ped because the FIAT lawyer• s claia that it threatened • a serloua 
inci tement to a breach 1n the (lueen' a peace' 11aa accepted. No one 
could understand why. In Turin there is a social peace that ll&kea;làbour 
relations 1n Sweden look like aoaething froa the Far West. 'lhen it 
dawned on observera that thia year there is to be a change 1n legal. 
proceedinga and to get over the bscklog of cases, there w1ll be the 
nth. aanesty for crlliea involviJlg less than four yea:ra 1n the alammer. 
Also the uauaJ. ping-pong of appeal.a froa one court to another could 
also be uaed to forget about it all. At present the trial haa been 
tranafered back to Turin and 11e are awaiting the start.. 
'lhese t110 cases have been cited not for their intrinsic value, they 
are obvioual.y well rehearahed attcpts by the CP and ita union to 
regain a foothold at the expense of the other unions who have taken 
to dealing lfith the manag•ent 1n the absence of the FI<Jt. liha.t the, 
show ia that soaething is beg1nn1n.g to aove after 10 years and that 
the unions are haviJlg to aake a choice over the1r position. 
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Then FIAT is engaged in a whole series of tal.ka over possible tie-ups 
Vith other producera, all part of the mad clash to be ready for '1992' 
and the opening of Japanese car planta 1n the UK and elaevhere, FIAT 
has had to accept that its protectioniat guarantees w1ll diaappear as 
the protectionist states of the lilliXl (Ital.y, France and Spain) lost 
heavUy to the IION free-trading UK and West Gemany lfith their &lliea 
vho have no native car coapanles to protect, The att9111Pted marger vith 
Ford went badly, but the bus and truck d1Tis1on haa managed to becoae 
a real multinational baaed 1n the Netherlanda and controlling Man (w, 
Ger,), Unie (France), Ford (UK) and IViXlO (Ital.y) with the posaibllity 
of doillg deala lfith Mercedes, Scania and the Spanish li:naaa, But out of 
all thia the only deal with soma advantage to the car aector ia that 
wi th Saab, 'lhe rwaour ia that a bit of production of the Lancia aodels 
might head north, 

Observera auggest tbat there ·are too aany car producera 1n Europe and 
that &OIiie will have to close or aerge, FIAT is a survivor, however 
it vill be a lo11g tue before it0will be able to pickup bits from the 
losers (Renault for exaaple), The argument over increased capacity is 
therefore extrt111ely difficult, 
The only remaining solution is therefore to uae lfhat already exista 
to gr-ter affect, Certainly many of the FIAT factories could be 
aodernizedl aven if the Cassino plant is the 111ost up-to-date in the 
world, others are none too efficient, But above &ll FIAT wlll have to 
squeeze more out of a atatic workforce both in quantity and qual.ity, 
Attempts to rationalize production along Japanese linea of 'just-in 
time' fail because FIAT has conatantly to increase and renew the range 
of cars produced in line with a ver:, unstable market, To take just one 
exaaple1 the chaotic car and petrol taxation syst8111 leads buyers to 
calculate on a da.y to ~ basis vhether 1 t is cheaper to buy a diesel 
or a petrol driven car, Thus over the past few years production of 
diesel aodels shot up and then dived as road tax changes were nade. 
FIAT could try to deal lfith this inatabllity by dumping it on its 
suppliera, but then its b~ suppliera are 1n the FIAT group too 
(Magnet! Marelli, Rockwell), 
So what is left is speed~ups and greater qual.ity assurance and control 
to lower the nU111ber of vehicles to be sent back up the line (or to be 
sold off cheap on the sida to FIAT 8111ployees), This has lad to conflict 
firstly with the unions, FIAT managed to impose a productivity deal 
on the unions, vho, as we have seen 1n other articles (cf Echanges 
nos, 49-50), are really quite weak, But the unions, above all the CP 
dolllinated FUii, obviously-wanted to get ita own back, A.part from a 
e;rQifth in organizing for national atrikes over issues that are not 
apecific to FIAT (taxation, health contributions, wage indexing), 
there have been two cases, 

The 'MoU.naro case' involved at first thia man who worked at Alfa 
Romeo and is a CP and union militant. nds latter activity involved 
h1Ja being involved 1n negotiations at a national level and thua hia 
frequent .absence from work (FIAT stated that 1n one year he worked 
only 50 days), When he waa not promoted he proteated to the the 
labour inapectorate and his case was followed .by aany othera through 
out the FIAT group, Cases were heazd of 111•bers being told that their 
futures C,.epended on their leaving the union (not only the allitanta 
Who get ieave can be 1dent1f1ed by management but alao simple cam 
holders as their contributions are deducted from their pay and paid 
over to the union by management), The two tales are thu I the unions 
- we are being peraecuted again by FIAT lllegally, FIAT - we have 
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ITALY 
1'roiii"'an italian comrade(26-7-89) 
"I have .iritten something on late ancient Rome and philosophy of 
History ;I propose a short review of them : , , ,Nowadays the need to 
understand where the mankind is going is very felt ,My opinion , open 
to discussion , is that the late roman empire is a basic period to 
understand the historie evolution and to help the general historie 
social inquiry ,On the philosophy of History and on Rome , I have 
produced a text in italian and in english available from : Tiziano 
Galante, via Valgrande 38, 35040 S,Urbano, Padova, Italy" 

France~ Peugeot C see p 41 > 
Wage increase in Peugeot factories 
from 1983 to 1989 
in S of the total wages. 

Total · D 
allocated to everybody. Bll 

id6 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988" 1989" 

As a consequence of these mecanisms , the general wage rise was in 
1983 ,7SS of the total ,In I989,it was less than SOS of it , 
*We have to add two special. allo.iances paid once a year,1,9S of the 
annüal wage in 88,4,SX in 89, 

LISTE DES PUBLICATIONS 
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 

Publications marked with a* are practically out of print and no 
longer available when the order is received,Prices are in french 
francs for the publications in french and in sterling for the 
ones in english,Cheques or postal orders have to be in francs or 
in sterlings; notes in any currency could be sent as far as they 
are the countervalue of the total of the order ,Marked prices 
include postage ,Drders will be answered only if the 
corresponding payment is joined , They can be sent indifferently 
to the above addresses as well as any proposal of meeting , 
discussion or participation to the Echanges activity , 
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- PUBLICATIONS_ EN FRANCAIS 
PUBLICATIONS IN FRENCH" 

:tSOCIALISl1E OU BARBARIE - anciens numéros CIO F chaque): 3 ,4 
,5/6, 23 
IINFORMATIONS CORRESPONDANCE OUVRIERES(ICO)-anciens numéros( 5 F 
chaque) 
81,85,86,87,88,89,90,93,97/98supplément,99,100,101/102,103/104,10 
5,106/107,108/109,112/113,115/116,117,11i,119,121;122 
*LANTERNE NOIRE :anciens numéros 9,I0,11 
*RAISONS DE LA COLERE_: ancien numéro 1 

ECHANGES :bulletin -spécimen sur demande - abonnement 40 F par an 
donnant droit à 4 bulletins 1t aux brochures ou livres publiés 
dans l'annéè - Des exemplaires des anciens numéros peuvent être 
obtenus au prix des photocopies et frais postaux, 

LIAISONS .nuaéros déjà parus I0 F n• 1 , 2 , 3 

La grève généralisée en France, mai !968 ( ICO) ( 10 F) 
lHongrie 1956 (Anderson) -Echanges - CIO F) 
IJn conflit décisif : les syndicats c,)mbattent la révolte contre 
le travail-(Zerzan > -Echanges - ( 5 F) 
Wildcat , Dodge Truck , 1974 , Black and Red - Echanges -( 5 F ) 

. *Le 25 juin 1976 en Pologne -H, Simon - Echanges - ( IO F ) 
P,)logne 80-82: lutte de classe et crise du capital - H,Simon - 
Spartacus - ( 20 F) 
l'insurrection ,)uvrière en Allemagne de l'Est - juin 1953 - C, 
Brendel - Echanges -(10 F) 
A l'Ouest rien de nouveau, USA 1978 - Echanges - ( IO F > 
*Lutte de classe autonome en Grande Bretagne- C,Brendel-Echanges 
- ( 20 F ) 
loJ the bitter end- Grève des mineurs en Grande Bretagne =--.!!l.il.! 
84- mars 85 - H, Simon-, Acratie -( 30 F) 
*Thèses sur la révolution chinoise - C,Brendel -Echanges ( 10 F) 
Grève à General Motors - collectif de Strasbourg - ( 5 F) 
Espagne , de l'antifranguisme à l'après-franquisme -C,Brendel ,et 
H,Simon - Echanges (20 F) 
Cwmbach :mineurs et femmes de mineurs parlent ( 5 F) 
lChronigue de la révolution espagnole - H.Chazé - Spartacus C 20 
F ) * Lénine philosophe - Pannekeok - Spartacus - ( 20 F) * Réponse à Lénine - Gorter- Spartacus - ( 20 F) * Remarques générales sur la question de l'organisation - 
Pannekoek - Vlam Canada -( 5 F) 
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FIAT recentiy trieci to take on just four immigrants. 

The same labour laws al.so malte it ver:, hard to introduce overtime work 
ing. The law limita this work to 150 hours per worker per year (i.e. 
20 ~s). Given that plant capacity is limiteci, the overt1.Jle woul.d 
bave to be workeci at weekends or through introduclng a thixd shift 
11here one doean't al.ready exist. lfeither are ver:, popul.ar solutions, 
not only because no one likes to work at night or on Satl!Z'dq, but 
al.eo because 1111.ny workera have second jobs and do not bave time to do 
overtime. 

The problem is even woree 1n the case 01' technical. staff, mainly 
engineering gmd.uates. Too few of theill are avallable because the 
state education systea is geared to reproducing itsalf rather than 
the eociety 84 a 11hal.e. Then those endlng their degrees now are 
people wbo entereci the technical. high school and Pol tecbnics 1n the 
early 80s when industrial. job prospects were ve:ey bleak, ao few · 
entereci. Then a akllleci eng1neer coul.d eaally get a nice job in a 
atate aector (achool, office etc.) w1th the ver:, short houre 
practiceci and then work as a consul tant 1n the afternoon. So only 
about a th1rcl of the demand is met. But the Polytechnics turn out 
hor4es of third world graduate engineers1 coul.d they be persuadeci 
to s~ on, or, aore correctl;r, coul.d the Italian atate and society 
be perauad.eci to adapt itsalf to econollic neecis juat as France, Br1ta1n 
and Gemany have done and rid themsal ves of a provincial. atti tud.e to 
foreigners? But E!lropean comparisons show that this takes time and 
in the meanllhlle Italy wlll remain lfith an army of traineci foreign~ 
( the eciucational. leval of registered immigrants is higher than that 
of native Italians - the same is true 1n the USA, but there the 
1.nuûgrants manage to get good jobs and salaries above the US average) 
exclud.eci froa the jobs tbey coul.d do. 

FIAT coul.d then try to fim capaci ty outside this area of Northern 
Italy. The two newest plants are in the South where regional. aid and 
a more plentiful. labour supply malte investment attractive. But to 
bulld a new plant here woul.d take time as the state woul.d be invol veci. 
The same woul.d be true for new plant outside Italy, like the rwaoureci 
devel.opment 1n the UK •. During the beginnings of the boom FIAT was 
able to put off the question because it ~'t Alfa Romeo which was 
operatlng Wall balow capacity. Here the FIAT cure was so drastic that 
soon these plants were operating at capacity and al.l the laid off work 
ers taken back. Now the only non-FIAT capacity left in Italy (aside 
from Lambc).Jghini which haa al.ready linked up with a fore1gn aul. t1nat1on 
al.) is the Maserati-Innocenti group, Here capac1ty for 3,000 vshicles 
per month coul.d be found, but this is smaU fry compareci with Rival.ta 
or Cassino which each push out 1,000 vehicles a d.ay. 

FIAT bas a whole series of foreign links and subsidiaries. Two of its 
llod.als are al.ready produced abroad, the Duna 1n a Brazllian subsidiary 
and the 126Bis 1n Poland. The low quality of the product contrasts with 
the avoweci a1m of golng up market to compete (1) and s1nce projects of 
the same type woul.d involve the USSR and other East European countrtes, 
Indonesia and Algeria - not exactly the first nations that come to 
•ind When speaking of qual.ity vehicle production - thia road too seems 
to be blocked. · 



2 II TAL y 
FIAT is boo1111ng. Year after year profits increase, productivity rises 
âîid pri,duction jwnps. Hardly a day passes without an article 1n the 
press refering to new joint ventures, 11ergers, take-overs and foreign 
investllents. FIAT bas the 8th. largest profits of any co11pany 1n the · 
world although it is only 76th. for 11&rket capitalization and 14th. 
for ma.nufacturing sales. Despite att811lpts to diversify 1n the early 
80s after the second oil criais, cars still represent about half of 
the activity with trucks, tractors and buses another quarter. It bas 
now beco11e the biggest producer of cars by volUlle 1n Europe and hopes 
to steal the lead 1n other divisions too. 
This ·is a remarkabl.e turnaround c0111pared with only a decade ago when 
so111e feared the Vf!frY worst for the group. But success brings with 1t 
other probl.ems, the 11ost pressing of 11hich 1s plant capacity. In the 
early 80s lack of demand allowed the firœ to la.y off tens of thousands 
of 11orkers and to aodernize. llith the boom of the second half of the 
80s all the laid off 11orkers have been taken back, but the1r average 
age is very high, about 4.5 in aost factories. FIAT 11ould like to find 
11orkers to replace those leaving·, but here is comes up against the 
extr811lel.y difficul t question of the labour lll&rket. When FIAT took 
back the laid off workers i t often found. they 11ere just the kind of 
people they did not want ( that is 11hy they 11ere laid off in the first 
place instead of others}, They were the hand.icapped (in one case out 
of a return of 100 11orkers, the labour power availabl..e 11as only )O 
as most 11ere unsuitable for production work), the troubl.81118.kers and 
the idlers or simply those 11ho in the meantime had been unabl.e to 
find .alternative jobs due to the1r lack of skills. The more skilled 

.... · ,worlçers had often used the years of free time to set up on the1r 011n 
, ':·" .·{~ftén.st,ill collécting the dole cheque and pretend1ng to be unemploy 
- .. .; : ; -.~);.~ llhen called back to work sent 1n the1r notices, collected 

· · · · ·. .:, .. :tl'f,'.':Sfflrance pay and vent. merrily on the1r way, For those 11ho did 
.. ·~ .. :ttirÎ\\1ir;:FIAT ha.d to retrain them for 6 months, This probl.em is also 

}?ei;ng '_8.ced. as regards new recruitllent, In Turin and Milan, real 
:iipèiap.};~yment 1s very low and that of skilled workers even less. 
Those availabl.e are frequently too untrained, 1ndisc1pl1ned or 
handicapped for factory work, 
Ilhat are the possible solutions? FIAT could try to recruit workers from 
the South as 1n the .50s and 60s, But this 1s very unlikel.y - people 
from the South do not enthuse about a move to a cold, expensive and 
often racist city, The storles of there predecessors sleeping at 
the railway stations because they were ba.rred froa rent1ng fiats 
by the local populace are now part of the past, but could 11ell 
become a model for the future. Secondly there bas been the arrival 
of a great. nuaber of immigrants firstly from the ex-limp1re (Ethiopia, 
Erltrea, Somalia and Libya), then from the rest of North Africa and · 
0011 finally froa Nigeria, Ghana, Senegal and el.sewhere. Al though 
these people are often shunted directly 1nto the black econoay - 
street selling of copied clothes, cigarette lighters 11ithout the 
tax stamp and so on, prostitution, drug deal.1ng, and varlous 
other rackets, aany enter productive labour 1llegally as farm 
bands and now also building work and 1ndustr1al jobs. In aany cases 
they would jw,.p at the chance of a job at FIAT, but the immigration 
and labour laws would make this very difficul t. A sto:m blew up when 
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le U BA 1 
"More Wisdom from Fidel. 

Frein an interview with Castro by Mexican capitalists (adap 
ted from - P~oceso- , a Mexican left-wing weeklt, 'December 
4, 1988; noted and translated by Sam Farber): .. --- c· -~,--.--,----,- . ...., 
Q: "What guarantees do you have that Cuba will not exproprwj.~,...;._.· · •. · · ~ 

te our businesses?" ~ · . :.:- _. · .. , · · · 1 
A: "Well, what guarantees did you have in Mexico to prev1\i!Jt.;- .-.: · · 1 
the expropriation of oil, and what guarantees · did :mQ · . . . : 1 
have to prevent the expropriation of banks? ;_f.; · · '.· :1 
"The· guarantee that Cuba of fers is that it is a strori"g"'··-'---:.... ~ ... .,. '.cl 
country with a strong government. We are interested in 1 

the development of industry and tourism. We will open · 
up and become 50% partriers , We will do things well. We 
willnot charge taxes for profits. Besides, you" 11 have a simpler and more attractive tax system than the Mexican." 
Q: "Why don- t y ou allow Cubans to invest in their own 

country?" 
A: "Well, that would mean changing the system. We are 
capitalists, but state capitalists. We are not private 
capitalists. For now, we are not interested in changing 
the system, but we do want you to corne and invest •.• " 

So much for "socialist Cuba" or "the Cuban workers-state" ! 
castre- s regime allO!l'IS no internal private capitalism, 
but it guarantees profits, offers government protection 
to foreign investors and conp:?tes with rival èountries. 
And i t Jmows how to deal, one boss to another. 
The regime is state capitalist indeed .. Fo:t now." 

(Excerpted from Proletarian Revolution, a journal of the 
League for the Revolutionary Party (LRP), a US -ieft-trotsky 
ist- group which in the question of the -cormunist-countries 
holds that these are state capitalist, but that capitalism 
was - zesticred" in Russh only in 1939. The address of the 
LRP is: 170 Broadway, Room 201, New York, N.Y. 10038.) 


